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«¢ The day is ended.

Ere I sink to sleep,

My weary spirit seeks repose in Thine;
Father, forzive my trespasses, and keep

This little life of mine.

« With loving kindness curtain thou my bed,
And cool in rest my burning pilgrim feet;
Thy pardon be the pillow for my head,
'do wall my sleep be sweet.
PRL

#9

iy

*" At pease with all the

my

No

world, dear

Lord;

and

soul's unwavering faith can |

shake,
All's well! whichever side the grave for me

The morning light may break |”

EY Phu

Boston

PB.

Correspondence.
Sr

——

BosToN, June 12, 1373.
THE NORTH END MISSION.
The Boston North End Mission: was
started amid many discouraging circumstances, but is now rapidly extending its

work, and making itself felt as a moral
power through all the purlieus of the city.
It has become a fountain in the desert, to
which the steps of the wanderer, sick and

weary of sin, turn for healing and

refresh-

ment,
“ub
The Mission House is situated at 201
North Street, formerly Ann Street, one of
the most ignorant and degraded sections of
the city,— the St. Giles or Five Points of
Boston.
Before the enforcement of the beer
law it was stated that there existed in its

immediate vicinity more than four hundred
grog shops, and one hundred houses of bad

reputation. The Mission House itself was
formerly a dance house of the worst character.

Its restaurant, where

now

the des-

titute are fed in winter free of charge, was
formerly a place of low lodging stalls, into
‘which.it i# said more than one poor sailor
was allured

to pass

the

night,

who

never

saw the morning again.
The North End, with all of its squalor,
filth, decaying tenement houses and miserable alleys, bas many interesting nssociations. Near the Mission House is Father

Taylor's Bethel, around

whose

hospitable

tower the doves still congregate
the white haired

and they used

man

used

to

as when
feed

them,

to tap at his windows

and

alight on his shoulders and head.
Christ

church

also

is

near,

the

eldest

church edifice in Boston. Its chimes fill the
air with music as in colonial times, — ‘‘ ye
first ring of bells ever cast for ye colonies
in North America,”—the society still use the
Bible and communion dishes presented to
the church by George II. The labors of
Phineas Stowe, of blessed memory, are also
associated with this mission field.
The Mission owns a house

of its own, io

which is an institution for the reformation
of immorul women, and a handsome chapel, where, besides the regular religious serv-

ices, are held various industrial schools.

It

supports a regular «chaplain, Rev. C.M.
Winchester; its Sunday school numbers
about two hundred, and its temperance
meetings

are a

continuous reform,

and its

evening religious meetings a continuous
revival,
The attention of the public is again es, pecially called to the Mission by the recent
purchase of the fine country seat’ known as
the Brewer estate, which is to be used as a
“place of reformation for immoral women.
This estste is situated about six miles from
Boston, on the

Providence

Railroad.

purchase includes a capacious

and

attract-

ive dwelling house, fine out-buildings
five acres of land, and was

made

The

and

from the

proceeds of one of Boston’s most successful
tairs. The estate was secured for $20,000.
bo

The house on North

Street belongingto

the Mission is still to be used for religious
The Ways of Writers.
purposes, schools and as a temporary home
a.
’
.
or place of refuge. A place in the country
If a collector of curious historical bits
has long been regarded as very necessary in could be found, with industry enough to
the work of effecting permanent reform, It find out what the peculiar working habits of
is not oily essential to find a home for im- great literary men and women have been,
moral wofhen, but to place them out of the be might make of his material one of the
reach of strong temptations to enter again most fascinating of books. There is no
upon a vicious life, In the country they limit to the peculiarities. of mental action,
will not only have the care of kind hearts and these peculiarities for the most part deand willing hands, but. the helpfulness of termine the working ways of all intellectual
God's good angels,—t{he sunshine and pure toilers. Dr. Johnson, it is said, always
air, the birds, the brooks, the meadows, knew
‘every word of a proposed esflowers and trees.
say before putting pen to paper. He
Some incidents associuted with the Mis- would not only mark out the main features
sion are very teuching,and show the power of the work in his mind, but would actually
of sympathy and the unhappiness of a life compose the entire piece, and hold it word
of sin, two or three of which we relate for word in his memory until he was ready
here.
:
;
ck
FE
to write, when nothing remained to be done
. Among the early converts of the Mission except to transfer the completed but as yet
was an old lady, now well known to be- unwritten essay to paper.
Byron’s habit
nevolent people by the name of Mother was the exact opposite of this. He thought
Hughes.
She kept a tippling shop of very with his pen in hand, drawing each new inbad reputation in this part of the city for spiration from the words already written,
several years. She always takes a part in changing, erasing, interlining as’ he went,
the conference meetings in the chapel, and until the rssult was wrought out, and that
is so sincere, and seems to have £0 many result was very often quite an unexpected
spiritual comforts and enjoyments that she one to the poet himself, apparently. Gray,
is aways listened to with attention.
‘Oh, the author of the “Elegy in a Country
that 1 had found Jesus thirty years ago,” Church-yard,” found writing very slow and
she said at a recent meeting. ‘What com- very laborious, We are told that he woyld
fort T would have taken all my life.”
never leave a line until it was finally it
One evening, in the early days of the pleted. He would alter and amend it over
Mission, a young girl was noticed bitterly and over again, hut would never begin a
crying, at a prayer- meeting in the chapel. second line until the first was complete.
She was very beautiful,and there was noth- Tennyson seems never to have done with
ing about her that indicated a stained or the work of emwendation, His extreme fasvicious character. On hearing the invita tidiousness shows itself more strongly in his

A

- has been a universal tendency. The other
fact is this: that those who have been the

the price to be paid, has been known to put
his wife up to refusing her signature to the
most intelligent and thé most assiduous in deed, and in this way pbtain an increase of

Events of the Week.
etl)

EXPLOSION

the practice of prayer, are those who most: the purchase money(/ Some of the closefirmly believe that it brings answers of fisted barsgainers, having succeeded in this
mercy, and that it comforts. Men say, ‘It manceuver, retain the ‘silk gown” money,
comforts, because it brings the mind into a and thus cheat their wives out of their
higher state, and because its reflex action rights; but in a well-regulated rural society
on the mind is beneficial; but it dees not such men are held in scorn and contempt,
comfort because God answers in any way." and are considered as miserable misers.—
This*is begging the whole question. I be- Philadelphia Ledger.
lieve, too, that there is a reflex benefit from

it; but I believe that there is also an answer to it by the action of the divine Spirit ;
not always as we desire or expect That
there is a divine influence which comes on

Economy

in Old Times.
Sp

—

locomotive, catehing fire, probably, from =

rific effect, blowing Timothy Lynch,

old neglecting to ‘* keep his friendships in

ono gone

occurred infthe Hoo-

placed on a car immediatelysbehindj
the: -

—@ Oe

repair, will find himself at last alone in the
world.”
Thesé are not the exact words,

0

accident

ular Monday morning gang were proceed.
ing into the tunnel
on a train when sad- .
denly a box of giant powder and exploders,:

but the meaning is preserved. . The Doctor meant to say that as we grew older we
must not only revive and preserve old
friendships, but make new friends. It is

Henry:

Ferris, Michael Campbell; and Stephem.
Brown into atoms, besides fatally] weund-:.

It was a vemark of the intellectual giant,
Dr. Samuel Johnson, that he. who grows

creditable to human

‘

TUNNEL.

sac’ tunnel on Sunday,at midnight, by
which four men lost their]lives. The reg-

Growing Old Gracefully.

sequence of prayer, I most firmly believe.
But if you ask me how, and in consonance
with what philosophy, I say I can not tell.
This T know, however: it is good to pray.
I can scarcely conceive of a person being
lifted into a state of exaltation by any influence, and not breaking out toward God.
VRE

A terrible

Bs

IN HOOSAC

spark from the engine, exploded with ter-

‘the soul of man in the act of praying, as the

—Christian Union.

2x8

ing Dennis

McFaddon,

the! foreman, and.

severely injuring Frank Kingsley, tlt engineer.

This is the) first accident

by ex-

plosion that has occurred simee- the. imtreduction of giant powder, a year since, and’

is wholly [attributed ito a total disregard o

customary] precautions. Had the” explod-ers |been kept separated from thepowder,

nature that as men

under

pass their youth they are relieved from the
need of seeking friends. Ifa man has lived to any purpose,
his younger contemporaries look up to him with respect, and are
ready to honor and consult him. He has

the

same circumstances no damage:

could have been done.

oR

tack

THE SEARCH FOR THE POLARIS.
The

U.

S. Steamer Juniata

has arrived

at St. John’s, Newfoundland, on her wax
to receive overtures, not to make them;- to the north pole, in search of the lost are-.
pairs of shoes, went to his country store, and if he has a disposition at all genial and tic explorer, Polaris. “She is well prepared
It is thought she will
and found that the keeper had the shoes he courteous, the older he grows the larger is for the voyage.
start in a few days and proceed to Uperdesired, one pair at ninety cents, the other the circle of his friends and acquaintances.
To this fair condition of things, the dis- navik, if possible. A steam launch speat seventy-fivé"cents. This was considered
an exorbitant price, which he deelized to position of the elders themselves is some- cially fitted for the occasion is ready, in
pay, but would go to St. Louis. This was times opposed.
They decline to admit which the preliminary exploration will be
distant eighty miles from his residence, but ‘new faces into their circle, and repel rather made should no intelligence of the Polaris
he shouldered his rifle, put some ‘‘corn than invite confidence and friendship. This party be received. News is expected from
tion for prayers, she eagerly came forward, | inability to satisfy himself than in anything | dodger” and salt in bis shot bag, and start- is the very opposite of ¢ Growing Old Buddington at Cape York. Itis generally
and with a face bathed in tears knelt at the | else. He not only writes and re-writes his | ed on foot, killing birds for meat and lying Gracefully.” It i3 an effort to live in the believed that the Polaris and crew are safe,
altar. At length, her faith seemed to grasp | poems, but has them printed in his own | at night by camp fires of marketers, which yesterday instead of the to-day, the past locked up in the ice all winter. The ice is.
the words of promise and comfort that were | house, so that he may see them in type and | were plenty at that time, Arriving at the instead of the present. But the past is Fa breaking up.**The Juniata will ‘await
spoken to her, and she seemed to feel that | give them somé final touches in that shape Mississippi at Illinoistown (now “East St. useful for mo praetical purpose, except in
t Disco the arrival of the Tigress, a steamJesus had becowe her Saviour, and she ap- | before sending them to the ‘publisher. But Louis); he found that it would cost him five the fruits which it bears in the present. er that is to accompany her.
peared calm and happy.
even this does not satisfy him, and so we | cents to cross the river. He was mortified In that view it is invaluable, for the best
THE CODE OF DISHONOR.
At the close of the meeting she told the | have lines altered here and there in second | to find that he would thus be obliged to things which the world possesses are the
A
duel
was fought last Wednesday mornmissionaries that she had been but a short | editions. In the poem Enid, for instance, break in upon his shoe money, but suc- growth of time.
The ¢ treasury” con- ing near New Orleans, between Judge
time in the city, that she was friendless, | as it first appeared, he wrote “had wedded | cumbed at last, went over to the city, and tains things *‘ new and old,” and if the
Cooley and R. B. Rhett,of the Picayune. .and had been drawn into a place of bad re- | Enid;” but, in the later editions, it reads purchased two pairs of shoes at a cost of for- young and active are the apoliers of the
They were both of New; Orleans. Cooley
pute by backmen.
At this point of her sto- *‘had married Enid,” a change which was ty and sixty cents. On returning home, he new, the veterans are the custodians of the
was killed at the second shot. The diffry her tears broke out a-fresh, and she said, | made because of the poet’s discovery, after | found he bad cleared sixty cents, less the old. When the old‘‘treasures” are demandculty grew out of an article published in
—“0 God!
and I must go back there |the poem’s first publication, that the first ferriage, by his trip.
ed, those can best produce them who
are
the Picayune headed ¢‘ Hawkins vs. Picay-.
Pp
in
again!
syllable of the name Enid is short, while he
Walking eighty miles to save this amount most familiar with them. ‘ Old men for une,” {and the reply from Judge Cooley
The missionaries
would gladly have |had thought it long. His ‘Charge of the | may look absurd, but dollars were scarce, counsel” is a wise proverb. ‘Old men
published injthe Times of the 27th. Colmade a home for her at once, but the ac- | Light Brigade” underwent very much great- | markets distant, the land covered with for- for friendship” might be added asa pendant
onel Rbett was not touched. It is undercommodations of the house at this time |er alteration than this in passing through fests, labor without demand, and pork worth to the saying. Old men and young, like
stood that Rhett was the challenging party.
were limited, every bed and sofa was oc- | different editions. In truth, itis hardly the | one dollar and fifty cents per hundred experience and experiment, are the comThe duel was fought with double-barrel.
cupied.
They told her to return to her [same poem now that it was when it first | pounds.— Selected.
plement of each other. Neither is comshot guns, loaded with ball, distance 40lodgings, and that they would make provis. | thrilled the world in the reading.
:
aa
La
=
»
plete alone.— Phila. Ledger.
paces.
jon for her if possible on the following
Mrs. Browning is given to similar pestA Cheerless Philosophy.
WELCOME RAIN.
publication alterations, and nothing could
day.
Diligence.
—
Wr
New
England
has been suffering badly
They accompanied her to the cellar. [he more provoking. When people have
—tl] OP
Modern materialism would seem to inof
late
from
a
long
continued drouth. In.
They noticed that her slight frame shudder- | come to know a poem or a line, it becomes clude, in itself, its own remedy. It is
We find in Scripture that most of the apmany places the hay crop has been. nearly In the morning in some sense their own property, and any
ed as she went down.
scientific, its only religion is knowledge; pearances which were made to eminent ruined, many farmers having been obliged they returned with a policeman to this vile | alterations, even though it works improve- its only
cultus is culture. But
cul- saints were made when they were busy.
place to take Let away. The keeper of | meut, seems a sort of wrong to the reader, ture itself must tend to prepare humanity Moses kept his father’s lock when he saw to cut the grass to save it from a fatal’ drying up.
Nearly all crops have also. sufferthe house declared that no such person |forever spoiling the poet’s gift to him.
to reject the limitations and despair of ma- the burning bush; Joshua is going round ed. Bul last week came a series of very
Wordsworth made his poetry during his
Search revealed
had ever been there.
terialism. Were the entire race raised to the about the city of Jericho when he meets the welcome showers, washing the dust from:
nothing.
;
ong morning walks, and upon returning
highest possible civilization ‘and individual angel of the Lord; Jacob is in prayer, and leaves and fruit, Watering the thirsty soil,
Some time after, another inmate of the |would go to bed, and dictate to an amanuculture, could it possibly stagger on through the angel of God appears unto him; and putting new life into everything.
It is
same house was led to reform under the |ensis while he ate his simple breakfast.
the cycles of its future history, with its ‘Gideon is threshing and Elisha is plow- now excellent growing weather throughinfluence of the meetings.
On the even‘Mr. Dickens once said to a friend that he
whole horizon narrowed and blackened by ing, when the Lord calls them; Matthew out the recent dry district.
ing she professed conversion, one of her |always arranged the catastrophe of a story
is at the receipt of custom, when he is bidassociates from the same place, came to |in his mind” before thinking of any other the clouds and darkness of this system ? den to follow Jesus; and James and John
EARTHQUAKES,
With
no
sanction
ormotive
of
the
highest
one of the missionaries and said—*Tt will { part of it, and that the events leading to it
are
fishing.
The
Almighty
Lover
of
the
duty of virtue, but expediency; no aspiraItaly has been visited by severe shocks:
not do for her to go
back
there,for
she'll
were
made
solely
for that
purpose.
To
tion or ideal of poetry, that is not a tempo- souls of men is not wont to manifest himself of earthquake, which did considerable dambe muidered too.”
this, however, the ‘Pickwick Papers” was
to idle persons. He who is slothful and inac- age. In Venice and Verona the motion
“It would make your heart ache, ** said | clearly an exception, as every reader would «ary and mocking illusion; no prospect to
the noblest mind, in the decay
of old tive can not expect to have the sweef comwas. quite severe, and caused a panic. At
one of the directors of the Home for Re-| discover, even without the history of that
age, but utter extinction; no hope. to stu- pany of his Saviour.
other points the shocks were more violent
formed Women to the writer recently, ‘‘ to | work which Mr. Dickens has himself given
and their effect disastrous. A despatch from
hear the stories that these girls tell. My | us. From the fact that at his death no mem- dious and brilliant youth, prematurely cut
off by death, in tlie flush of its aspirations
Treviso reports that at Felotto near ConogEvery Man in his Place.
sympathy taxes me more than my work. 1|oranda of any importance with regard to
and laborious seli-discipline, but irreparable
liano,
about 35 miles north of Venice, a
pity them till I. am exhausted.”
his unfinished ‘Mystery of Edwin Drood”
Within
a certain limit, it may be said church was destroyed by an earthquake and:
failure; no compensation for self-sacrifice
Some
incidents
of Sabbath
school | were found among his papers, it seems prothat we make circumstances, but there are
work here are also interesting.
During | pable that Mr. Dickens worked almost en- and heroism unto death, but annihilation; circumstances which no man can make or thirty-eight persons killed, and in four vilthe small-pox plague in the winter, “this | tirely without notes. Sheridan, on the other no relief to bereaved affection at the grave unmake. There are some things that fall lages near Vittoria fourteen persons were
killed and many injured. Great damage
was the ‘most badly infected part. of the | hand, made copious memoranda; and not of its endeared dead, but in the thought that
they have sunk from a hopeless life into upon us like a leaden weight which we was also done in the town of Belluno, on
city. The Mission did not relax its efforts. | only so, but carefully wrought out his ideas
can not uplift.
We may try to scare, but
the river Piayve, 50 miles north of Venice.
It opened its doors to the poor Portuguese in his note-books, altering and improving eternal nothingness; no expectation but the
they do not scare; we may try to drive,
dust
and
the
worm
of
the
grave
for
us
all,
TERRIBLE EXPLOSION.
families and provided them with clothing. | them from time to time, until finally they
but they will not drive; we may try to
Women of wealth and the highest social were ready to be transferred from their nur- in the presence of tbat most necessary law,
Six
cans
of nitro-glycerime and fifty
coax, but they will not coax. What shall
position, daily passed through the infected sery to his books or his speeches. Hisnote- yet most tragic necessityof humanity, death
pounds
of
powder
exploded in Virginia
—is this a befitting religion-for
the highest be done? There is but one way—we must
streets to the Mission House.
books thus became quite as interesting as
city, Nevada, Sunday evening of last week,
submit
to
inevitable
destiny.
We
each
The Chaplain one day called on a: very any of his published works. We find in culture? Could any such culture last long
by. which ten persons were killed outright,
destitute family, who had sent a little girl them not only the germs of his most bril- confronting this wretched futility and de- have a place which it is our duty and and many more wounded, several of ther,
a place which we
spair ? - Would it be worth its cost, its pain- privilege to occupy;
to the Sumday
school, who, he learned, liant witticisms, but also the
witticisms
fatally« It was caused by an ‘experiment
had died of the prevailing disease. The child themselves in every stage of their growth, ful labor and self-denial, for such an end ? may demand in the name of God and hu. with nitro-glycerine.
Several buildings .
manity.
In
consequence
of
our
pride
and
had been but little instructed, but had gain- from the first crude conception to the finish- Does it not imply in itself such a purification
were
set
on
fire
by
the
explosion,
and great
ed from the Sunday school sorae imperfect ed epigram. Je made notes, too, of the and refinement of the aspirations, senti- ambition, we may not have found that pecuniary loss resulted.
place;
we
may
have
ascended
one
step
too
ments and affections of human nature as
impressions of religious truth.
various characters he intended to introduce
VANDERBILT AND THE LAKE SHORE ROAD. igh
‘How was Lottie in her last moments ?” into his dramas, and these also underwent must render such an end—such final and ut- high, and must begin with shame, to take
a-lower seat; or it may be that we are
ter
desolation
—only
the
more
shocking
to
asked the chaplaih of the mother.
Commodore Vanderbilt has formally se-.
many chaugps while yet in the note-book
the soul? Modern skepticism, them, pro- too low, and must summon our courage, cepted the presidency of the Lake. Shore
“The dear child calléed me to her, and stage of their existence.
shake off our lethargy, and go up higher.
bid me say good by to brother Jim when
Railroad Company.
Speculation is already
Sir Walter Scott never found composition posing culture as a substitute for religicn,
he returned from work. She then folded |. so easy as when children were playing in must at Jast be self-destructive.— Methodist. What of trouble or sorrow or hindrance active concerning the consolidation of that
has come upon us through our own fault,
Br
her hands, and lookingup said very sweet- the room with him; while Bulwer on the
road with the New York Central and Hudwe must bear with patience;
and what
ly ‘good bye,—God’—, and immediately other hand, thought absolute solitude necesson
River.
Vanderbilt is now president
“The Wife’s Silk Gown.”
comes by no fault of ours is certainly orall was over,”
of one unbroken line of railway from New
—
sary to successful literary work,—Hearth
dered or permiited of God, and is workThe new beer law, though far trom satis- and Home.
A correspondent writes that in a recent ing for our good if we do but truly love York city to Chicago,. and it is generally
factory in its inforcement greatly aids the
SEAR
0 15
I RA
real-estate transaction in Berks County, the the Lord. Let us rest then in his love, expected that his policy, will tend toward
progress of the Mission. It does one’s heart
purchaser, after much haggling as to the and learn to do and learn to suffer; learn the actual as well as virtual combination
good at this time to attend the jubilant temHuman Need of Prayer.
price to be paid for a tract of ground, own- ‘to labor and to wait. We may be ‘sure of the compavies.. Heis. also planning for

perance meetings at the Mission House. Af-

ter a long contest the Boston North End Mission is gaining an ascendency over the dangerous classes andis bringing light out
of darkness, making evil disrespectable
where it was once the raling power.
“ Room yet for many more,
Aud their hands clasp, and

c¢yes with

luster

faded
.
‘
Look upward from the dying and degraded,

And find the arms of mercy,
Reach from one open

richly laded,

door.”

+ HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
EARS.
(fh
A CEE
Ta

If we

thoroughly

find that pride, policy.

examine,
and

three principal ingredients

we

shall

power

are the

in all

the

"The

ance;
tude.

-dis-

ed in common

by theee married

men,

was

there is just one

place

in the

wide

unable to secure a marketable title until

he

had in addition given five dollars to each

of

needed to pray, and could not be kept from
praying. I think that in certain exigencies

the respective wives in order to obtain a re- Are we out of that place ? Let us seek then
lease of dower.
Our correspondent expres- to know the will of God and be careful to
ges some surprise at this conduct of the obey his-voice.
wives in exchanging their ‘‘thirds” for so :
TERE ERIE
, 4, Jb hg Ley
:
puliry a sun:, but the custom is prevalent in
The Church wishes to make men feel that
many parts of Pennsylvania, and husbands they are subjects, but its own influence: is
can only get the signatures of their wives to one which especiilly guns at setting them
decds of real estate by promising them a free; the State wishes to havea free, in“black silk gown,” or its equivalent in telligent people, but it has itself only the
money, which is always paid by the pur- power of keeping men, servants. If any
chaser. The custom is frequently alluded great work is to be done for man, if God's
to in the Pennsylvania Reports, and in one gracious purposes to him are to be fulfilled,
case the reception of a silk gown by the one would think. that -these two powers
wife was used as corroborative evidence of must be A
act and react

and certain troubles, if aqman

did

not

be-

lieve there was a God, he would pray at the
spot where God wonld be if there were one,
1 think that when men are brought to the
end of their own strength, and the trouble
is not halt spent, and they turn this way and
that, as 4 worm in a fire turns—there being
fite whichgver way he turns—their hearts

would die in them if they had not libeity to

litt themselves up and appeal to the great

the fact that she had signed the release of
dower of her own free will and accord without the compulsion of her husband. Oceasiovally an

owner,

when

dissatisfied

with

the control of the

world

Since the world began, two things have
been gure: first, that the
human
heart

over-ruling Force of the universe. In al ages
and in all nations, no matter how varying
or imperfect the nature ‘of religion may have
virtue of prosperity 1s temper- been, and no matter how it may have been
the virtue of adversity is forti- interpolated by mistakes, the tendency
to pray, and to lean on a superior power,

turbance of churches.
ld A en es

In Jefferson county, Illinois, Mr. Coly
Babcock, in 1845, wishing to purchase two

which the Lord wants each of us in to-day.
Ave we in that

place ?

upon each other,

and

Then

to

rice.

perfect

content.

learn: better,

each new error they commit,

functions—their

be

by

their special

harmony.—MawrE

YR0

|

Union

Pacific

R. R.,

which will give him undisputed sway
New York to San Fraucisco.

from

THE UTE INDIAN DIFFICULTY .

Our news column stated last week thax
Ute Indians in Wyoming Territory = had
attacked some white settlers;

Indians
turn. It
less men
the Utes

and

that the

were deservedly punished in renow appears that a dozen reckwent out and attacked a gang of
without any cause or provocation,

killed six or seven and

wounded

A

A

MORNING

Number

as many

more, and captured several of their horses
and other property.. The Utes had committed no depredations and had been per-

fectly peaceable. It is believed that the
affair was a cold-blooded, inhuman outrage

by. whites, for which they

should

be

promptly punished, and the: Indians satis

factorily compensated by the general gow-.
ernment.

Re
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Sabbath School Lesson.—July 13.
QUESTIONS

AND

NOTES
Oem

THE

BY
pee

FLIGHT

PROF,

INTO

J.

A,

HOWE,

EGYPT.

EsseNTIAL TRUTH :— The infancy of Jesus
exposed to danger from
of men.
op

the wickedness

of

events

similar

the wise men”; that is, treated with con-

temptNp

18. And when they were departhd behold, the
angel of the Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream,
saying, Arise, and take the young child and his
mother, and flee into Egypt, and
thou there
until I bring thee word: for "Herod will seek the

MORNING

STAR. ni LY

warned of God in a dream, he turned

aside into

the parts of Galilee:
23. And he came and dwelt in a city called
Nazareth ; that it might be fulfilled which was

spoken by the prophets, He shall be called a Naz-

arene.

NOTES AND HINTS.
The Magi, at the close of the last lesson,
were at the place where Joseph

and

Mary

dwelt. They told their mission, the experiences which led to it, and were admitted
to the presence of Mary and her babe.
When they saw Jesus, they fell at his feet,
not because they recognized him as from
heaven, but out of respect to the future’
earthly potentate that he was to become.
To him they presented costly gifts ¢ gold,
frankincense and myrrh.” Having satisfied their curiosity they departed for their
home in the east, They had not seen Jesus.
On his outward form they had looked, but
not on the wonderful character reposed in
that infantile body. The Saviour had no
remarkable features by which his heavenly
origin was made known. He was to be

* without form

or comeliness

that they

should desire him.” Not by startling precoeity and supernatural coronas around his
head, was

the childiood of Jesus made im-

pressive, but in Mis presence men felt as
Jacob did at Bethel. His power to impress
the soul would unconsciously be felt by
the Magi, and they doubtless carried from
his society convictions of his future greatness.
They thought of him as an earthly
monarch, and were ready to prophecy of
celebrated conquests, and Wistinguished

1873.

respect

mands,

to his wishes

and

com-

\He had honored them with an in-

three

watching would lead

him

to

seek

for

tifé

cause of their delay. Hence only a short
time conld pass before his knowing of their
flight.
This is seen also in the prompt
departure of Joseph, as soon as the Magi
were gone,
His fury knew no bounds when his messengers reported the return of these men
to their own country by another way. He
was angry ‘ exceedingly” with them and
himself, and when kings are angry, subjects tremble. The sin of anger has an illusttation here, and not here only. 1f all
the crimes, woes, miseries, inflicted on our
race by rash and maddened man
known, our souls would. be moved

were
with

deep abhorrence of this barbarous vice. In
ourselves and in the young whose characters we form we should seek to exterminate this tendency of man to the madness of
anger.
Herod immediately gave orders for slaying all the children of Bethlehem ** from
two years old and under.” Thus he hoped
to be even with the Magi for their mockery
of him; thus he meant to make sure of the
death of him who was born *‘ king of the

Jews.”

No

doubt

that he held these men

of the east responsible for this slaughter.
Had they returned to Jerusalem the dagger
of the assassin would have pierced the heart
«ofrbut one child, now the soldiers shall
slay

many

more,

and

they ,not

he, be

* That it might be fulfilled which was
spoken of the Lord by the Proflet,” or

prophecy is found in Hosea2 : 1, where

did reign in Judea, in the room of his father
the death of Herod, Augustus, the Roman

emperor, divided the kingdom among the

our

Saviour

was crucified

and

a Southerner should be out of means and
begging, he didn’t stop to explain.) ‘Ah,
my friend I'm a Northerner, brought up to
follow the plow!”
‘Possible!
Then

which they say Jesus was lain when taken
from

the

cross

structure is

near

by.

This

your father must have been a Britisher.

immense

under the control of Roman

What State was you born in?

Northern

with

who, have raised

Isaiah

40:

1,

a branch, or

bush,—a term

indicating his lowliness and humility. Nazareth is derived from a word meaning bush
or

shrub,

the

same

given to Christ.

term

“a

root out of

branch,

and

had

been

these

that

dry

sees

that

Matthew connected

facts,
. remembered

Jesus

was

ground,”

to

be

a bush, a

a fulfillment of it in his

life at Nazareth, on account.of which he
was ** despised and rejected of men.”
The early childhood of Jesus was a type

of his later experience, but

so trivial

an

gan in trial.

his

it was

not

for

object as this that his life be-

He

came on a mission that

involved humiliation,

work.

The

sorrow and

the

redemption

of

sac-

the

the

banner

of the

cross

not a long life, but yet a had stopped to look at embarrassments and
the God-man, of humilia- the slow progress of their work as to suetion. So we see the Redeemer in the first cess, the enterprise would have been abanfour years of his life, as well as on through doned and idolaters left to perish in their
the thirty-two or three which finished the blindness. But, thank God, in these there
number he passed on earth, in circumstanc- have been those that never say fail, and
es of danger and exile. He was not only that do not know what darkness and dis“a wan,” but also a child ‘“ of sorrows discouragement mean.
“Wait on the Lord, be of good courage,
and acquainted with grief.” And it must
and he shall strengthen thy hand.” So inneeds be.

world

demanded

complete

life, by

spiration enjoins.

@ommunications.

to

“Herod, he was afraid to go thither.” On

where

rifice of life. Had he begun his career in
a manner of ease, luxury, applause, it
would have been out of correspondence

Herod Antipas, a mild monarch from whom

Joseph had nothing to fear,
23. Nazareth was’ situated in the tribe
of Zebulon, south of Cana, -west of lake
Tiberius, in a little valley revealing to its
inhabitants constant scemes of beauty. It

A gloritus promise an

certain conditions. Perform the duty, the
truthfulness and blessedness of the promise
will be known.

Look

up, and

it will

look

light. ‘The sun of righteousness” shines;
blame. Thus men often reason, as if the
the heavens are a-glow ; and the mountains
temptation excused the sin, the provocation
The Missionary Spirit.
of Israel are full of horsemen and chariots
the wrong it called forth, or the conduct of
others was the efficient cause of the course
The following appeared in the Star in and men of God. Look down and it will
look dark. Neglect duty and there will
of evil which we pursue. We stand or we the summer of 1843:
.
be weakness and lack of courage.
fall for ourselves. Every man is the re“BRO. BURR :—
Not untrequently the sick and enfeebled
sponsible author of his own deeds"
“I here send .you ten
are
helped greatly by sympathy and words
How many dear children this infuriated dollars for the Foreign Mission Society.
prosperity in-peace for the nation to whose
of
encouragement.
So are weak churches.
As
wages
have
been
low
for
teaching
throne he was destined to succeed. Cele- tyrant by his barbarous edict slew is not here this summer, and I have taught but
But those are painful cases in which small
known.
Bethlehem
was
not
one
of
the
brated indeed: have his conquests been.
two and a Ralf months, this is all the mon- churches suffer for lack of ‘these. Others
The world to-day is ruled by him. Distin- “ princes of Juda.” It was small in pop- ey Ihave ¢arited. As I am the Lord's, of the Denomination come to reside in the
guished prosperity his subjects enjoy. He ulation. Hence the inference is just that what I earn is his, and when his cause de- place. They learn that the church is small.
mands it, I think it would be sin against
has worked by means not understood by there were not many families in which male him to withhold what is already his. ~ This They cry, darkness and discouragement,
children
of
the
age
named
would
be
found.
the Magi, and founded a kingdom that can
mite shall go freely, and my feeble prayers give them no aid, go to meeting to other
never be resisted or overturned.
: Most writers estimate that twenty would with it. Oh! that the churches would ‘denominations
where
there
is
more
Suspecting no evil of Herod, they were be the largest number, while ten or twelve awake toa sense of their duty. When so strength, and leave the church of their own
much might be done for the heathen, will
arranging, after. a short delay, to return. would be far more probable.
That Herod was capable of this bloody not professed Christians be calledto ac- faith to suffer, perhaps to become extinet.
to Jerusalem and report to him what they
deed no one who recalls the crimes with count for it, if they remain as they are, In such cases their own usefulness is much
had learned about the birth of Jesus, his
nearly or quite inactive? May God help lost and those among whom they go may
which his hands were stained can doubt. me to rid the skirts of my garments.
parents and their home,—information that
flatter, while at heart they feel but little
Y.
M. ki)
The aged man of eighty years, the grandwould have led to the death of the holy
confidence
in them, as they are not true
Well do I remember the dear sister who to their own sect and so will not be likely to
ehild. God warned them to avoid Jerusa- father of his wife, his wife herself, her
mother, two sons, then another son were
lem on their departure, and to return by
penned these words. I can think of her
slain by this monster. On his death bed now, just as she looked then, her light be to others. “I speak as to wise men,
another way to their home in the east.
F.
he gave orders for the assassination of the form, her brown hair, her pale face, those judge ye what I say.”
13. Scarcely had they gone when Joseph
Raymond, N. H.
heard the voice of God warning him to chiel citizens of his kingdem, that tears eyes which glowed with heavenly light;
might be shed when he was dead.
The
take the child and flee into Egypt.
This
that brow, so fair, so pressed with ‘earnest
Homeward.
narrative
in
this
lesson
accords
well
with
probably occurred on the night of the day
thought, and the voice so sweet, ‘so soulhis character.
BY REV. J. M. W, FARNHAM,
touching, when she spoke of Christ and
when the Magi departed, for in a very few
The age of the children to be killed his love, and the blessings which were ours
days Herod would know of the flight of
Palestine is only about 140 miles long,
the wise men, and issue his. bloody ‘order, shows. that it was not more than two years, compared with the darkened life of the and on an average 40 miles wide, yet
1t is evident that these men had informed nor less than a few months ago that the heathen, who never heard of Jesus.
Lit- within this small space how many interestJosepa and Mary of Herod's interest in star appeared to the Magi.” Hence Christ tle child as I was, those words made an ing localities! Says a recent writer on the
their child. It is extremely probable that was not over two years of age, and may impression on my mind which can never subject :—
they reported to Joseph the warning sent not have been over one year.
be effaced.
“From end to end are ruins, There are
17, 18. The sorrow that this bloody act
them of God by which they were instructWith her to live was to work, ‘and to ruins which the Israelites found when first
ed to pass by Herod, for Joseph could not called forth is fitly described in words work for Christ. Hers was a missionary they
dispossessed the Canaanites; ruins
help seeing, unless they Jeft him in the which Jeremiah used on an occasion of se- spirit, and whether in the home-cirele, which date from their own two monarchies ;
vere
grief.
The
appropriateness
of
this
night, that they withdrew by another route
among chosen friends, or in the school- ruins of that long. period between Nehefrom that by which they came to Bethle: passage to the circumstances mentioned, room, she ever sought to wir souls for miah and Herod; ruins Herodian, ruins
* fulfills” the prophecy according to the
hem.
Jesus. - Not content with these labors her Roman but post Herodisn; ruins Christian ;
Egypt was, at this time, subject to Rome, Scriptural usage of that term.
heart yearned towards thé darkened sons ruins Saracenic; ruins Christian of a later
By a figure of speech Rachel is made to and daughters of Iddia, and she longed to
civilized and cultivated, speaking the Greek
date; and ruins Mohammedan,
On every
language, enjoying Grecian art aod edu- represent’ the mothers of Bethlehem, and go and labor among them. For this she hill-top is a tel, of every hill-side is a
the sorrow which she is described as feel- educated heself; and for our Mission in mound,”
cation, the home, too, of many’ Jews who
bad there their synagogues and religious ing when her children were carried captives India she labored when it seemed to othThere is no country so interesting as
privileges untroubled.. In this country Jo- to Babylon, represents the weeping that ers that she had not sufficient strength for that where the Bible was written and the
would not be assuaged, over the unmerciful work or study. She offered herself to the momentous events it describes enacted.
seph with his family could rest secure
slaughter of the babes of Bethlehem.
against the raging of Herod.
Mission Board, and received letters from How
many of the most
remarkable of
19, 20. After the death of Herod, of Bro. Hutchins full of encouragement, so these events took place in Jerusalem and its
14. The same night in which he dreamed
and saw the angel, Joseph seems to have which we have already spoken, Joseph was that she boped in a short time to be on vicinity. Bethany and Bethlehem, Olivet
started on hig flight,
His arrangements instructed of God to return to the land of her way to the scene of her life work. and Gethsemane have been mentioned.
could quickly be made.
He had not much Israel. In a dream of great distinctness Alas, her hopes could not be realized. Dis- Next after Bethlehem, Calvary would be
propertyto secure, not much to abandon he was told to * take the young child and ease came, and her frail system, worn sought, unless, as is usnally the case, the
in his haste. 'As Egypt was sixty miles his mother and go into the land of Israel, down by study and labor, could not resist traveler visiteit first. Boyish fancy had
from Bethlehem he could not have been for they are dead which sought the young its power.
north
When the unseen boatman pictured a little hill outside the
much less than three days of his journey. child’s life.” How long Joseph had been came to take her over the river she looked gate of the city; no buildings of any sort
.To what place in that country he went we in Egypt may be, within a few years, de- up to our weeping mother saying, ‘‘Is this adorned or disfigured it. How much
are not told in the Scriptures, but tradition termined.
As Christ was nearly two years death?” Being told that it was, she replied, more satisfactory to visit this sacred spot,
has named Matarea, near Lontropolis.
of age when his parents fled with him from “I can not sing now, but I can say, ‘All if. you could go there and in silence and
157 The death of Herod occurred four Bethlehem, and Herod died in the fourth is well!” Thus she passed to the glorified alone sit down on the green sward and
years before the commencement of our year after the birth of Christ, it is evident shore,
muse !
’
era. Hence the date of Christ's birth is, thut he remained in Egypt about two years,
To the young ladies who read this,” “i But how different the spot. which is
at least, four years earlier than the time
21. Joseph obeyed the divine command. may seem that they could not give up the pointed out to you as Calvary. The church
usually named. His téign extended over a He did not hesitate. *To sever all connec- endearments, “the sacred ties of home and of the Holy Sepulcher lies along one of the
_x period of thirty-seven years, and was ter- tion with Egypt was easy, for Joseph loved native land, and they may nothe called to main
streets
running
from north to
minated at Jericho. Herod is said to have to obey the voice of God, and Joseph was do this, but here is something easier which south. Perhaps an eighth of a mile from the
left orders for the slaughter, Immediately
| a Jew to whom all lands, compared with they can do, and which would bring them north gate on the west side of the street,
after his decease, of the principal mei of Judes, were unattractive and tame.
happiness in return,
They can give a part you enter a large court filled with beg29. 4¢ But when he heard that Archelaus of their earnings towards supporting those gars, the lame, halt and blind. Here are
the nation whom he had gathered together

at Jericho for that purpose.

spot

buried. The first thing that attracts the
eye as you enter is a marble slab upon

Catholics, the Greek and Armenian church- ‘men can’t plow! They
make their¥ money
es, who have their several chapels or by pawn-broking!”
worship
here
in tura—as thay can
This was rather to much for our Lady
best
agree — and
when
they
quar- Superior. These last remarks had brought
rel and fight -the Turkish soldiers come her to the
veranda, when she enteréd the
in and slay a few more, and 80 make peace list, “My
father was a northern man, a
among them.
'MARILLA.
sailor and a farmer! Cav’t plow! mow!
Money Creek, Minn,
There are ro many sacred spots and things
| held
1
mow your legs off I”
h ddled to gether beneath this roof that |.«'After balf an hour
of free talk, in which
il is impossible to believe in them all, and + “both parties ventilated
Small Churches Neglected.
their views (fire
——
pe
this tends to cast'a shade of doubt over the eater having to share occasiona
lly in his
We would not like to be in war with whole.
The spot is now considered as warmth ), our southern friend
left us in
comrades who are fearful and frequently well identified by good authority.
Butas very good spirits, with a trifle
to
help him
complain that the prospect is dark and you go along that narrow, dirty, crowded
on to the next station. It was rather
discouraging.
True goldiers are coura- street, turn into that court, look through
amusing to have him abuse ‘‘you Britishgeous, daring, enduring and persevering that church with its marble slab, its cross,
ers for turning agin us after we got beat,
in spite of danger, difficulty and death it- sepulcher, &c., thronged with people from
although you were on our side and helped
self.
all parts ofth glgbe, it is bard to realize us at first.” There was a good deal to be
In the Holy War, like traits of character your early notions of Mount Calvary.
learned from the poor vagabond. He no
are essential.
““Thou, therefore, endure
We
visited, cor saw
in passing, the doubt offered
a pretty fair index to ‘the
hardness as a good soldier
* of Jesus tombs of the kings, the tombs of the prophfeeling at the time of the
southern
of
state
Christ.” In general, when there is a com- ets, the pool of Saloam and Hezekiah’s
war. As the School master has now gone
plaint of discouragement and that the
pool, the site of the temple the dome of south, things must be changing for the
prospect is dark for the cause of Christ, | the rock over which was the altar of the temJ.P.
there isa lack of faith, unwillingness to ple. We visited the excavations—saw the better.
Santipore, May 8, 1873. *
do duty in the right directioni,
and a de- ancient walls and pillars that have been exgree of backsliding'.
humed,with the evidence that former buildFor Laymen Only.
Some prominent causes of church meming material
had
been used in their
bers becoming disheartened are,
heavy walls.
This article is mot intended for clergychurch debts, the lack of revivals, and the
But there is scarcely an end to the insmallness and feebleness of the church and
teresting spots. If one had the time, he men; it is for laymen only.
We have more than once, in these colcongregation.
This last only will be no- might, with the Bible as his guide hook,
umns, urged on our clerical readers the imticed now.
Here is a small church, and
spend a pleasant year in and around Jeruportance of pastoral visitation. Save in a
but few at its meetings of worship, and salem.
Just before
buying some olive
so it looks dark.
It is nothing to those wood curiosities, &ec., we paid a visit to the few exceptional cases, the power of the
who thus complain that the Saviour says, Jew’s wailing place north of the Mosque minister is and must be personal; it will
“Fear not, little flock ; it is your Father's of Omar and ‘inside the city wall. Here and must depend on the acquaintance of the
pastor with his people, and their confidence
good pleasure to give you the kingdom.”
are some old stones apparently part of a in him. He must know their waats, to be
In all denominations there are many
very ancient wall. Jews from all quarters
small, feeble churches. Does it become and of all ages and beth sexes come here able to minister to them. He must underthem as followers of Christ to ever be every Friday to weep and wail over a stand the specific disorders in his congregalooking/on thé dark side and be despond- desolate and dishonored sanctuary. Old tion, or he can not prescribe.
But we protest against the common injusing ? That is the sure way to have dark- men and women, young men and maidens
ness that can be felt, and to be weak in- and children kiss the passive stones, press- tice which expects of him a kind of parochial
deed.
If those who founded the Free ing their faces and lips into the joints and omniscience, and complains of him because
he does not possess it.
Baptist connection had thus done when
crevices much worn or enlarged by the
If the merchant gets into difficulty and
difficulties seemingly insurmountable were wasting fingers of time.
“0 God, the
needs legal counsel, he does not wait for
met, the whole thing would have been a heathen are come
inte thine inheritance,
the lawyer to find it out by chance or by interrible failure.
Ic all heathen
lands thy temple have they defiled.”
tuition ; he calls on his lawyer for the aid
where the gospel has been planted, if those

vitation
his palace, held an interview was notorious for wickedness, a furnace
with them, manifested great respect tor thevefore for the daily trial of the character
their mission, been solicitous of the privi- of Jesus. In proof of its had name we
young child to destroy him.
lege of sharing the results of their visit have the passage im John 4: 46; and in
14. When he arose, he took the young child
and his mother by night, and departedinto Egypt; with them, had flattered, deceived, and proof
of its e¥l deeds the account in Luke
15. And was there until the death of Herod:
employed them as his tools, used their hon- 4: 28, 29,
that it might be fulfilled which was Shoken of the
.
Lord by the prophet, saying, Out of Egypt hat est simplicity for ends of his own, chuckled
The meaning of Matthew in declaring
I called my son.
over the way kihg Herod would worship that the prophets spake of Christ as a Naz16. Then Herod, when he saw that he was
mocked of the wise men, was exceeding wroth,
this new horn ™*‘ king of the Jews,” and arine has been a matter ,of much dispute
sent forth, and slew
the ehildren that
waited only for them to return to order the among commentators. None of the bibliwere in Bethlehem, and i
the coats thereof,
from two years old and under, according to the
death of the child; but they had read his cal prophets make use of the expression
time which he had diligently inquired of the wise
plot, they had seen his duplicity, made here applied to Christ. The idea that it
men.
17. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken
light of his flattery and command, and had was quoted from some prophetical book,
by, Jerem
the prophet, saying,
8. In
Rama was there a voice heard, lamenta- ‘gone back, out of his reach, to the east. now lost, is opposed to the known fact that
io and weeping, and great mourning, Rachel
How long after their departure Herod dis- the Ojd Testament canon was, at the time
weeping for her children, and would not be comcovered
it we can conjecture with some ap- of Matthew, completed, and no other
forted, because they are not.
books
proach to accuracy; for as Bethlehem was were authoritative,
19. But when Herod was dead, behold, an angel of the-Lord appeareth in a dresm to Joseph
so near Jerusaleny, and a report from the
The most reasonable explioation is that
ypt,
Magi was anxiously awaited by the king, which makes it refer to those passages
in be ing, Arise, and take the youn child and
iu
his mother, and go into-the land of Israel: for
it is evident that a few. days of fruitless the prophets where Christ
is called, as in
they are dead whi¢h sought the young child’s life.
21. And he arose, and took the young child and
his mother, and came into the land of Israel.
22, But when he heard that Archelaus did reign
in Judea in the room of his father Herod, he was
afraid to go thither; notwithstanding, being

9,

sons of Herod, Archelaus, Herod An- or will you withhold Sa lose the blesstipag and Philip. To Archelaus fell Judea, ing?
Idumea and Samaria. ‘This son inherited
I never think of sister Crawiord, I never
the suspicious, tyrannical and cruel disposi- read of the] earnest, cheerful, self-denying
this circumstance as to those on account of tion of his father, and was reasonably: fear labors
of our Misgion-band without rememwhich they were first spoken.
The prophet ed by. Joseph.
He was finally banished, bering that, bad her life been spared, my
did not prophecy of Christ's sojourn in after a reign of nine years, for his cruelties
sister would have been there too.
And
Egypt, and of God's calling him from thence, to the Jews.
~#thus, With tears of warmest sympathy
but having prophesied of the calling of Is“ He turned aside into parts of Galilee.” have I read of Sister Smith's great sorrow,
rael from Egypt here is-a case of which, the Galilee was the northern part of Palestine, and the more recent affliction of Bro. and
same words might be spoken with more Judea the southein, with Samaria between
Sistet Phillips, when God's angels claimed
exactness.
The prophecy. is *¢ fulfilled,” them. Galilee was part of the kingdom of their little one.’

to that which originally awakened it.
16. ‘“ When he saw that he was mocked

: QUESTIONS.

np

reference is made to the deliverance of Israel from the house of bondage. Matthew
must mean, therefore, that these words of
Hosea apply with equal appropriateness to

in Scriptural dialect, by all

—

MATTHEW 2: 13-23.
—

_

_THE

:

who are willing

to leave home

and loved

also

peddlers, —

veuders of beads,

cruci-

ones, and work for Christ in a foreign field. fixes, crosses, &ec. Upon the north of this
My young friend, will you, not do it for court is the entrance to the church of the
Jesus’ sake ? Will you give and be blessed, Holy Sepulcher, which is said to cover the

Ln

“Oh, weep for those that wept by Babel’s stream,

| he wants.

If any member

Whose
shrines are desolate, whose land a
| hold is sick, the father
. dream.
| physician to learn it
Weep for the harp of Judah's broken spell,
Mourn,—wheré
their God hath dwelt the | and formal visits from
|{ patient sends for his
godless dwell.”
pre

Our

Southern Friends.

It would hardly be expected that here
the

interior

of

an

Indian

Province,

|
|
{
in |
we

|

of the house-

>

18

amr

sen

does not wait for the
in a round of regular
house to house;

the

physieian when he
wants him. But the clergyman is expected
to detect by spiritual intuition the wants of
his people, or to go from house to house
conducting everywhere an inquisitorial examination, and by his cross-questionings as-

should often fall in company with southern | certaining where counsel, where comfort,
friends, dispersed by the late terrible civil where admonition is wanting. He is expected to exercise the functions of a spiritual
war.
But they cross our path here, and
their tale is a significant one. In the hight board of health. If his intuitions mislead
of the rains last year a man calling himself him, if his formal and regular vistations
Col: W. W. Ansell, late of Gen. Beaure- carry him where he is not needed, and leave
gard’s staff, called at Jellasore while I was him in iguorance of the wants of families
there.

He

wus

tired,

lame,

hungry,

and

where

he is ueeded, he is subjécted to a

very poorly clad, and apparently without cross-fire of criticism from both quarters—
funds. He was invited to remain and rest alike from the visited and the unvisited of
a little which he seemed
more
than | the flock.
The analogy between the clergyman and
willing to do. Professing to have been a
southern planter before the war, we had the physician is not perfect. The sick man
many talks about agriculture in the South- generally knows when he needs a physician,
ern States.

I finally asked him over to

our

Retreat, hoping to learn something from
him that would aid me in trying to improve
the condition of our native people. We
had many discussions. The Col. adhered
strictly to southern views. They had been

but the soul does

not

always know when

needs Christian counsel.

it

Part of the duty,

a very important part of the duty of a min-

ister, is to disclose to the soul its own need.
We do not, therefore, counsel the clergyman to wait till he is called on. But we de
beaten, and hence it become them to accept most emphatically counsel the layman nos
of the situation and make the best of it, but to wait till he is called on. We do most
theirs was a righteous cause. The nearest I emphatically protest that the latter has no
could come to learning his religious views right to shut himself up in a cell, and leave
was the following declaration, viz.,
“I be- his minister to get at him the best way he
lieve in God, and in myself.” He rather can.
Grumbling parishioner, we wish we could
wished fo become a Missionary farmer,
Failing to receive encouragement, he starts buttonhole you for five mmutes. You comed south, At Balasore, he was entertained plain that your minister has not visited you
for six months. When have you visited
a day or two by Brother and Sister Smith.
him
? You complain that he rarely speaks
But money was soon found to be missing
to you. How often do you speak to him?
from a well locked drawer and the Col. invited to take his departure. He was again You complain that you do not know him.
What have you done to make his acquaint
heard from at Cuttack, where he had manance?
You complain that he has never had
aged to appear in better ‘clothes,—to gain
access to a Masonic Lodge,and carry thence any personal religious conversation with
you. Haye you ever offered him a chance?
a generous contribution !
You complain that he does not touch your
While at Jellasore on the 24th ult., a redheart in his preaching. Have you ever ophot southern fire-eater came in, about noon,
and wanted ‘‘a little assistance to help ened your heart to him ?
It will be time enough for you to comhim: on to Caleytta.” Our Friend was minus
plain
of your minister for not visiting when
fingers on his right hand, which he said he
he
does
not cpme when he is called ; for not
had lost at the first Bull-run. But he retained the use of his tongue and began at once conversing when be does not answer your
to abuse the North for robbing them of their request for counsel or comfort; for not
knowing you when he rejects your advances
‘slaves, their lands, their homes, &o.
1 intimated to our caller, that he was on the toward a spiritual acquaintance and comwrong track here, had waked up the wrong munion ; for not reaching your heart-wants
passenger, as we were all staunch abolition- by his instructions when you have told him
ists. “But why didn’t the North pay us for what they are.
Do you say that it is hard to take the inour slaves as the Britishers did in Jamaica?”
itiative
and carry your troubles to the min“Really, you had no right to.any pay since
ister? My dear grumbler, did you ever
you rebelled--against your
government.”
“Nay, the government rebelled against us, consider whether it could be easy for him to
take the initiative and cross-examine you
put in a northern President,and
we would n't

stand it. We had ruled the country for
fifty years, and will do it again, and have
our States back again!” The poor fellow
had been knocking about the world the past
five years, and bardly knew his present
bearings. When he raved about the North
taxing the South, in fact getting rich at the

expense of"the South, &e., I inquired if he
ever read a newspaper? He expressed some
surprise when I told him that every southern state was again in the Union, had its
own government,
and when I read him a
paragraph from the Morning Star, stating
that A. H. Stevens had been elected to Con.
gress, and also that a colored man now

oc-

cupied Jeff Davis’ seat in -the Senate, his
astonishment was great indeed. The poor
man bad not heard of the a Pacific railroad,

and seemed pleased-to think he could now

reach via, California,

his home without

a

voyage round the Horn. Our friend was
exceeding incredulous about the ability of

northern men.
‘It took a Southerner to
knock about the world, before the mast,
anywhere, and take care of himself.” (Why

for them ?

If you think it is easy, try your-

self an afternoon of pastoral calling. ‘Put
yourself in his place,” and see how you find
it.— Christian Weekly.

Support the Right.
Of all the acts of cowardice, the meanest
is that which leads us ie abandon a good
canse

because it is

cause

because it is strong.

weak, and

join a bad

The smitten

deer is said to be aveided by the herd—it is
the instinct of the brute ; but in the higher
Jaw which reigns in the breast of mankind
and womankind, you never saw the smitten

son abandoned by the mother. I have, in
the great qhestions of the day, edueational
and religious, in Scotland and in Ireland,
cast in my lot with the

minority, which, in

due season, became the majority ; and when
I left any cause, it was because it had waxed
strong, and did not need my poor aid. We
have to see to it that, in the struggle of life,
we stand.by right and not by might, being

sure that, in the end, the right shall have
the might.—McCosh.
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eternally
annexed to the sharing of his from his creatures by a vast domain of law,
mind, Yu departing from God, in seeking which is an impassable gulf even for divine

Selections.

a life without holiness, purity and love they
find, as they cannot but find, misery; for
“there is no peace, saith my God, to the

-A Prayer,
ey

:

One of the most interesting things about
a sea~voyage is the source of its guidance.
-If you steer by the direction of the waves,
you find they vary. If you run toward or
away from the wind, you may steer to all
points of the compass in a day. 1f you follow other vessels, they may lead you from
your por and very possibly you can not
keep in sight of them for 24 hours together,
Some influence above thé earth must
guide

Fainting,
be thou my strong support
Upon life’s toilsome ays
Safe in the shelter of thy love,
Oh, keep me day by day!
If
light should shine upon my path,
:
ake thou that light more sweet;
Or if in darkness I must walk,
. Lord, keep my wandering feet.
In storm or calm, in life or death,
Oh, keep me near thy side;
Till when at last I see thy face
I shall be satisfied.
And then—oh,

From gin’s dread chain set free, -

A service pure from earthly taint
My soul shill give to thee!
hf
~—8unday at Home.
te.

Sinfulness of Our

Best

Deeds.

a

We are apt to think that there is such a
difference between our open sins and our
religions exercises that any defilement at‘taching to the latter must be so inconsiderable in itself, and so outweighed by the
sacredness of the act performed, that no
particular account need be taken of these
sins.” God's estimate is very different indeed. His eye sees the sins of our religious services in another light, as being no

less heinous than other iniquities, and need-

ing special forgiveness no less than they.
Not merely ‘our open transgressions, our

scarlet and erimson sins,

need

deeds, our

praises,

holy

services,

our good

prayers,

our

pardon, but

words

and

our wor-

ship, our breaking of bread at the table of
the Lord. In every one of these there is
such an amount of sin
mingled with every act,

cleaving to
and feeling,

and
and

thought, and word, asto render them in
themselves so miserably defective and defiled
as to be unacceptable in the sight of

the Holy One.

Wheh"

seeking God, we

need to have our way of seeking and our
act of seeking forgiveness. When praying
for pardon, we need to have that prayer
itself forgiven.
Each petition bears witness against us. There is such imperfection, such coldness, such formality, such
deadness, such wandering, such half-heart-

edness, such a want of everything that constitutes prayer, that, were there not forgiveness for the sins of our holy things, we
might as weil cease to pray. When coming to Christ, we need forgiveness for our
act of coming, for the impure motives

Joy in God.

the natual state,

state

thouands

and

mill-

ions in the world are like the inhabitants of
some under-ground cavern, living and dyng amid darkness, or in a mere glimmer of
light, without ever having seen vhe glory of

God's universe, or experiencing one hour
of the Joy which God’s creatures in heaven
have had for ages. - The wery birds seem
happier than men. Men groan while they
warble notes of gladness. “The lark sings
like

a

very

angel

in

the

skies,

while

world under our feet, and
globe higher for our footing.
A captain once confided

stand a whole

his

helm to a

were

hung

as

signal

lightsto

guide men

straight to the final and eternal glory. But
we turn aside and go round the darkness
in interlacing curves that only wind ina
dizzy limbo.—Zion's Herald.

:

A Physician

May Help.

A

Real

Christ, the real Saviour, came into the
world to save real sinners.
When Luther
was under a bitter sense of sin, he said, ¢“ Oh,

semblance

of a Saviour;

God

is

present to

deliver.

e can,

guide, to com-

without

hesita-

waters

wears

a

and breaks forth into

children are supported in that new, strange
hour.
With the experience will come the

When death comes and knocks at
door, it is true the heart beats quicker,

our
for

to give up one’s hold on life, to look eternal
things fair in the face, to go alone, to think
of meeting God, summons the whole of our

natural and acquired fortitude.
At the hour
we need to be able to say, *I have fought
a good fight, I have finished my course, I

have kept the faith.” The sting of death is
sin.
The previeus sickuess prepares the soul
and the body for separation, and takes away
dread. Let us give our friends such assurance of our preparedness for another life,
that they may be spared great sorrow at
!
our departure.
Let us use our speech as we should wish
we had done when one of us silent in death.

Let us give all the

communications,

make

all the explanations, speak all the loving
words ere t is too late.
“Behold a door is open in heaven.”
Through that door our loved ones have
gone; light streams through it, cheering
us with the hope of reunion.
What is death to the brave? Do we stop
to cawer before the outside porter of our
Fathér’s. mansion?
Straight on, straight
in, with the same step that we always walked! Oh! death, where is thy sting! Oh!
grave, where is thy victory 7

New

Our sun is eight

hundred and eighty-six

Just so we

have

seen

some

who

Jesus as

THE

the Sum of Righteous-

VENT

Aira
Julia McNair Wright.
., The most tiling and powerful book ever written
on’ this subject.
presents a
array of

Jacts, and contains revelations never before made

100,000 Copies Sold in Two Months!
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FOR

ONFESSIONAL.

NEW

By P. P. BLISS—for 1873—Now Ready.

could behold the heavenly world. They
always complained of dimness of vision
and dullness of comprehension when they
looked toward the
heavenly home. You
might strive to comfort them in uffliction,
or poverty, or distress; but no, they could

not see

SUNSHINE!
~ SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

thousand milés in diameter, and yét, seen
from a distant star, our sun could be covered, obscured, hidden behind a single
thread, when that thread is near the eye,
although in a telescope.
:

blic. Send for Circulars and Terms to Fomes
rothers & Co. 7 Sansom 8t., Phila.
13434

A novel,
every Christian worker. Hymns and
ta
ott Jor “wear out,” for the family orth
and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice
and
piec
Siaktishie for Saturday afternoon and concert occa~

ERICE, SINGLE, 36 CENTS.

PER DOZEN, $3.60.

A single specimen copy of

SUNSHINE

Sent by mail on receipt of 30 cents by the Publishers.

ness. You might direet their eyes to the Star

JOHN

of Bethlehem through the telescope of faith

in Christ Jesus,
pb

The paper manufacturer is not nice in
the choice of his materials, He does not
rejec
a torn
t ora filthy piece as unfit for
his purpose. All come alike to him. The
clean and glancing cloth from the table of
the rich, and filthy rags from a beggar’s
back, are equally welcome. The clean
can not be serviceable without passin
through the manufacturer’s process, an
the unclean can be made serviceable with
it. He throws both into the same machine, puts both through the same proeand

is a sham

to be a sinner, and no
sinner, and

a

sham

brings out

both

new creatures.

The Pharisees were scandalized on ohserying that publicans and sinners came in|
streams to Christ, and were all accepted.
“This man receiveth sinners,” they complained.
Yea, receiveth them; sinners
between

the

wheels,

thrown out, fit for the kingdom

at

that he

has been a grievous transgressor, there is a

of heaven.

Waiting to be Ready.
a

BR

..y

will

follow

me

at

once.”

hese suffer-me-first folk are not the ones
to follow Christ. If you have any secular
preparation to make, you are not the ore
lo follow Christ. When he was on earth,
and people came to him, what he demanded of them was this: ‘¢ Follow me now.”
what

he

demands

teach

you.”

‘Lord,

we

‘‘Bat,

Lord, we

do

not

know

that we shall hold out.” *¢ You certainly
will not if you do not begin. The -best
Way is to follow me just as you are.”
Reader, you must either follow Christ or
go away from him. You rust either accept him or renounce him. And if any
one is conscious of being sinful, has a burdened
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Extract of Roots and Herb which almost invariably curve the following complaints :—
gia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at once.
:
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
of the blood, burstin through the gkin or otherwise,
Sued readily by following the directions en the

conscience, has a

heavy

heart, and
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All orders
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at Factory
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promptly

Great
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of 100
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Cocheco
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eased immediately.
:
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uable medicine.

Bronchitis, Catarrh,-Convulsions, and Hysterics
cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathi
Pain in the Lungs, Side and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bot-

war-

& SON

Broadway, N. Y,

Melodeons

Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-

H,

wil

and

| tles of the Quaker Bitters.

Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, Lo readily to this invaluable medicine,

Or-

gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
balance in small monthly installments. New 3-octave
first class

$225

cagh.
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¥IPiamos,

The

modern

Waters

are the most

tone ever made.
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At the commencement

Messrs.
those

of their work of Publishing,

D. Lothrop & Co.

very

eminent

secured

gemtlemen,

the services

Rev,

of

Drs. Lincoln,

Day, and
kin, as a permanent rea 'ing committee. The wisdom of this course is seen i the fact
that D. Lothrop & Co.’s publications have already
deservedly taken the foremost rank in Sunday-school
literature.— Watchman § Reflector.
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“ Although this Publishing House is comparatively

a young one, in enterprise and skill in the presentation of
first-class books
it is excelled by none in the
trade.”— Episcopal Regisiter.

needs consolation and salvation, I beseech
you to follow Christ unhesitatingly, and he
will reveal, hour by hour, and day by day,

are glad, and have been glad for ages, and
The Christian Era has an article which
have filled with their melody mansions |
what your duty is, and all that is needful
more numerous and glorious than the stars, supplies the following :
for you to know.
“Science, when it speaks of law, ought
If it is asked, whence this joy springs? I
always
to
imply
the
existence
of
a
personal
answer, these beings have joy because they
are good—because they know and love God God, of whose will law is the expression,
Hid by a Thread.
~becausethey have
been delivered from But while science may admit the creative].
—
O—
.
eager self-will, and, from the depths of power of God, if oftens denies h's providenSir John Herschel, the great astronomer,
1t does not adore him as
their spirits,
have
‘uttered a
hearty tial government.
Amen to God’s holy and loving purpose. a living God, prevading the universe he has was skilltul in measuring the size of the
Their joy is full of glory, in proportion as made, and controlling its forces. It sees planets and determining the position of the
it .comes from hearts that are full of God. no end of government, for the laws do their stars. | But he found that such was the disOn the other hand, the misery that exists is work effectively. It denies the possibility tance of the stars, a silk thread stretched
of providence, for the laws once established across the glass of his telescope would ennought else than the righteous curse . which
rests upon all spirits, who in the exercise of can never be changed or suspended. Prayer tively covera star; and moreover, that a
“that spirit which belongs to them, seek,to is useless, save for its reflex power on silk fiber, however smull, placed upon the
the star,
counteract God's purposes in creation, and the supplicant. Sickness can not he heal- same glass, would not only cover
refuse to share that which joy of God is ed, peril averted, nor deliverance wrought but would conceal so much of the heavens

Pips can be cut at any time. and

ottle,

D. LOTHROP & G0., Publishers, Boston.

do not feel

that our, hearts are sufficiently subdued.”
“ Follow me, and then they will become
subdued.”

The
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I have just

‘“ Stop|" says the Saviour; ¢ I do not want

Aud that is

of the Lodge.1

the

Christ does not find any pure on earth; he
makes them. Those that stand round the
throne in white clothing were gathered

you unless you

Mystery
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When Christ was on earth, a great many
If we meet with a man who says, * Yes,
I am a sinner; I know I am a sinner, but I persons that came to him were going to be
is disciples alter a preparation. One says,
do not know that I ever did much amiss; 1
have always been honest and correct,” such « I will follow thee, but suffer me first’—

singing; the trees clap their hands, and the real Saviour. Rejoice, O ye guilty ones,
mountains and hills rejoice. But the dusky that the Christ of God himself really came
lanes and thowded tenements are full of with real blood and presented a real atoneweary and sad hearts, and the prisons are ment to take away real sins, such as theft,
full of wretched criminals, trying to catch a drunkenness, swearing, uneleanliness, Sabglimpss of light through the bars; and men bath-breaking, lying, murder, and things I
are
borne to the gallows on a morning need not mention, lest the cheek of modesty
when. the whole material world is crying should blush; even these can be blotted out
praise to God; and wounded and sick men by the real Saviour, who has come to save
fill hospitals, and maniacs rave in their "the chief of sinners from suffering what is.
dreary ceHs.
due to their sins.
This seems very strange in a universe deOh, that we could ring this great Gospelsigned for joy. Yet it is not all thus. Some bell till the hills and valleys weve filled with
hearts on earth sing with the birds, and its music! May the Lord
open men’s ears
shine with the sun, are merry with the and hearts, that those who hear the glad
waters, wear a wedding garment with the tidings may accept the Saviour who has
earth, and rejoice with God's beautiful crea- come to save them.—Spurgeon.
. tion; and dead men who once knew sin
and misery, are Jeppier than they, and
live in joy before God; and with them thouA Living God.
sands, and ten thousand times ten thousands

unidance, and in the greatest perils ery for
eliverance, Tt is va that struggling and
desponding men have a living
God—that

but if thou be a

real sinner, thou shouldst rejoice that a real
Saviour has come to save thee.”

He

wedding garment,

knows that

but my guilt is so great I can not believe
from the mire.
They were once darkthat Christ can save me!”
ness, though théy be now light in the Lord.
But one who was helping him much, said —Arnot,
=
to him, ** If thou wert only the semblance of
a sinner, then Christ would only be the

more.

the

earth

rance to divine energy. In his experience of
answers to Qrayer, many and. varied, he

commencement of this process; but at the
end of it, saints in white clothing are

———a—

Saviour would suit him well.
+ But for another, who confesses

brightly,

the whole

among men. In the miracles of healing he
discovers that established Jaw is no hind-

are taken in

Saviour.

dy,

shines

rests in a living God, for in the life of Jesus
of Nazareth, he recognizes God incarnate

revelation. .
.son of Erin, told him to steer straight for
Sufferings are necessary to our complete
a certain star, and turned in. He was just ‘prearation for heaven, to the full developbeing lulled to sleep in the soothing arms ment of the soul, of which we shall see the
of Ocean, when Pat yelled at him, ‘Say, use hereafier; amd this reflection will enable
Misther, come and give’ me another star, us at the last to ride at anchor
in peace,
I have got clear by that one.” Many a hard by the inner light-house, waiting for
poor Pat has got elear of God’s stars. They Fthe Pilot.

has a name

sun

to all law. He hears his people when
they cry, and he knows how to Belp. The
Christian may find ityimpossible to harmonize reason and faith,orto explain the methods. by weich providence rules, But he

vin PRE
tr om

ha

Latest and Best Books,

person

the

energy

silk fiber several seconds, Thus
a silk fiber appeared to be larger in diameter than
a star.
;
~ And yet every star is a heavenly world, a
world of light, a sun shining upon other
worlds, as our sun shines upon this world.

WANTED

Close to the Bible,
Close to the Heart,
Close to the Musical

Cement STONE Pipe,

man bows down in anguish among the clods
of the valley. The winds are full of melomove merrily—

AGENTS
SUN- ©
| sux- | SE:
SHINE. |" “suds | spy,

and holy confidence; but, alas! there is a
Contains
secret thread, a filament, a silken fiver, br SUNGreat Variety,
which, holding them in subserviency to the’
fluence, that wind never varies, and tempest never blows Aside, is liable to derange- the universe is not greater-than the Creator, world, in some way obscures the light, and
SHINE.
Intense Meio: os. SHINE.
ment. We render unreliable the -true by or law mightier than the Law-giver. It is Jesus, the star of Hope, is eclipsed, and
our handling. The heavenly treasure con-' well that men are not shut up to science, “their prospect is darkened.—S.
tracts some taint from ‘the clay. The com- but have the Bible to shed light into realms
pass gets various and variable variations; where science can not reach.”
$75 to $250 per month, Seyieres
80 we must reach far bevond the earth. Its:
male, to itrodues he GENUINE IMPROVED
etherial currents are not high enough. Its
COMMON SENSE
FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This Machme will stitch, hem, fell,
Death.
most spiritual is too -earthy. We go to
tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider in a
es
——
the stars. Every night that polar star,
most superior manner. Price only $15. Full
‘* whose fixed, unvarying Sone hath no
licensed
and warranted for five years. We will
Each day calls to remembrance the fact
pay
$1,000 for any machine that will sew a strong3:
fellow in the firmament,” mounts higher.in that death can not be far from any ome of
er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
i ours. If makes the ** Elastic Lock Stitch.” Evthe sky, telling us how far we have crept us; but do not let the thought sadden
THE
DOVER
ery second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth
round this floating ball toward the north. As God planned the time of our birth, soyou.
he 3 can not be pulled apart without tearing it. We
Every night Orion and Pleiades swing low- will plan the time of our departubes, The
f=] pay Agents trom $75 to $250 per month, and ex[5] penses, or a commission from which twice that
er in the southern sky. Every hour stars apostle said, ‘‘To die is gain.” By and by
amount can be made. Address SECOMB & Co.,
rise or reach their zenith earlier to tell us we shall need to rest; to begin again in a
Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago, Ill., or
Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for
how far we.have crept to the east. Al- fairer abode. If you are a Christian. death <4 Boston,
St. Louis, Mo.
.
* 18620
ready our sunrise is three hours’ earlier will only be like the going home of a child
Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.
than yours, if you know when thatis. I to long-expectant arms.
SOME OF THE
2
THE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED,
have always been glad that God put us outDo not expect in health to have all the
side of this earth instead of within. He thus feelings which belong to the last hours; we
For House Drains, Town and City Sewers, &c.,
Railroad Culverts, Well Curbing, and Chimneys,
invites us to look up, to explore his infinite, can not practice the resignation, nor experithey are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL LIBRARIES:
and take our guidance from his high, eter- ence the comforts which only come when
they will not decay, but continually
grow harder
nal certainties. Thus we are to keep this they are needed. God will see to it that his Branches of Palm...$1 50 The Log House....... 5 and smoother. They have a joint which gives no
Will Philips.«.eees..,.1 50 Sturdy Jack.......... 5
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

for

which it has been designed by God. . . .
Yet joy is too much the exception, and sadness the rule. The azure sky of the purest
and its happiest spirit has its clouds and its
summer storms, while

His will gives

minutest affairs of life he can trust to divine

Christian chureh.— Chistian Banuner.
the

adores. His God omnipotent to save, a
present help in every hour of need. His
presence pervades the universe. His power

way. But this mode of interpreting magnetic currents
is not perfect.
The organism
by which we render sensible this etherial in-

Oe

I mean

is not

fort, to

Joy is the natural state of God’s universe,
By

Sacha God

Bible is whom the Christian

us. So we reach up into subtle, and as it
seems, spiritual realms, into currents that

which lead us to come, as well as for the
> o—
defective way in which we come. All this
Calling upon a neighboring physieian
is provided for. There is forgiveness, not one morning,he remarked to me that one of
merely for the sins we bring to Christ, but his patients was very sick, and that her
for our way of bringing them. This is a husband desired she should receive Chrispoint where many stumble. They say, that tian instruction and consolation. I was
they know there is full pardon for them in ‘requested to call, and did so. Such was
Christ, and full provision to be found in her physical condition, however, that sevhim for every want, but their difficulty is eral visits were made before she ceuld
about the coming to him. They think that gather strength sufficient to communicate
the act of coming should be as
holy as pos- the state of her mind. In the meantime,
sible, and that, unless it be so, their accept- I was permitted, at brief intervals, to speak
ance isa very doubtful thing. They think to her.of the ruin of the soul by sin, its
that, if they could only come in a right recovery by the. blood of the Cross, the
way, and from right motives, there would
faithful saving of the Gospel, and the merbe no danger of their success; but, with so cyof God in our Lord Jesus Christ. At
rauch that is defective in their way of com- length, one cool morning, her decaying
ing, théy doubt whether they can venture energies revived.
to do .more than merely hope for the best.
Having repeated to her a portion of the
Now, this is just to say that their accept- 14th chapter of St. John’s Gospel; I--asked
ance depends in part, at least, upon them- if she had any sweet sense of pardomin
selves,—upon their coming aright ; wheremerey P She whispered, *‘I have, imei
as the
gospel takes for granted
that there faith in Jesus Christ.” Then gathering
reis nothing right about them, either about newed strength, in a sweet, soft voice, she
themselves or their way of coming, but that expressed herself in substance as follows:
everything about them and done by them “A shout time since I was enabled, by the
needs
forgiveness. Such forgiveness is grace of God, to cast myself entirely upon
piotided, and it is here prefigured by the the Lord Jesus Christ for salvation. For
igh priest bearing the iniquity of eur holy you know God's promise is, that whosever
things. - Thus there is no place left for any believeth on “Him shall be saved. That
such misgivings. Where is there room«dr is the ground of my hope, and pothing
a single doubt to thrust itself? What else. 1 shall love to hear you speak of
point is there at which God does not meet Jesus andthe promises, but I can mot anevery possible doubt that can arise? There swer you; 1 am too weak.
They strengthis no room for saying, My sins are too en and comfort me; I am h¥ppy; I know
great to be forgiven. Neither is theze any all you say; it is refreshing; 1 thank yon
room for saying, my way of coming to for it.”
Her irreligious husband was a
Christ is so defective; my way of seeking silent and deeply affected listener to these
pardon is so sinful, that I am doubtful words, as they dropped from the lips of
whether I shall be accepted. The full pro- his dying wife; and we trust not
without
vision made for us in" Christ is such as to good effect. In an other instance,
stich .inmeet us on all these points, and exelude terviews, under similar circumstances, reevery shadow of a doubt, from whatever sulted under God in the conversion of the
quarter it may arise.— Christian Treasury.
patient and ber sister-in-law.
Both are
now enjoying the fellowship of the saints,
and the privileges of membership of the
ll)

Gad of the

tion, commit his way unto the Lord, assurnever vary, and let the needle point our ed that he will bring it to pass. In the

bliss beyond all thought!

—_——

the

underlies all forces.

~ Steering.

weak, be thou my strength,

Weary, be thou my rest;
A stricken heart I bring to thee
With sin and grief oppressed:

our

Noman MacLeod.

:

SYInparsy and power.

that the star, if a small one and near the
pole, would remain obscured behind that

_

Ww

Lord, I am

wicked."—

—
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Editorial Correspondence.

a.

WARREN, Ill., June 80, 1873.
This thriving western town is one which,
for beauty of situation and the fruitfulness
«of the surrounding country, may naturally
wnmongh make its citizens a little self-complacent. It is not very large, or imposing,
wr growing very rapidly, but it has plenty
of room te enlarge itself. Illinois can
Sarnish it not
a little space for expansion;

a

if that .is mot emough, Wisconsin, whose
séuthern border is only half a mile away,
+ Sill make up for any deficiency.
«yes UL there are people enough here to serve

I

§

the essential ends of society.

There is taste

emongh displayed in the buildings and
grounds to. gratify appreciative observers.

-

—

How shall we deal with the mysteries
that beset our. path? First, set it down
that they ‘are the common lot from which
there is no favored class of exempts, The
little child meets them at the first opening:
bud of reason.
Impelled by curiosity,
when he begins to exercise the senses he
wants to know what, why, and wherefore.

a luckless toy falls a prey to this

propensity to find the hidden spring of mo-

tion or melody,—nct very. unlike much of
the experience of later life, wherein the
source of pleasure is desireyed by a too
eager grasping and searching. . Credulity
comes to aid the child, but this soon gives

way before the expanding

reason, and the

more be learns the more his disappointments and perplexities arise, until he painfully feels that with every increase of knowledge there is an increase of sorrow.
Did such experiences relate only to common or trivial matters, they

would

of so much account. ‘But they
most practical problems and vital
our being. There is the idea of
not innate it is one of the earliest

not

be

besct the
truths of
God. If
develo-

and the grander their lives und deeds. To
breast solitary and alone an incoming tide
of evil, to stand the shock of virtue lost,
and vice triumpbant in a whole community,
to defy custom and fashion run riot in ex-

travagance and crime, is a display and
triumph of manly courage and heroism,

unknown even amid the smoke of battle,
and shock of alms, when to stand and resist

is death.

To form such a character full and harmo-

nious, a combination of elements is indispensable. One in
comparative excess,
whilst others are nearly or quite wanting,
will insure weakness and most likely oc-

casion a loss to-day of the gains of yesterday. This is why so many disappoint our
hopes. This is why men fall, of whom it is
said they stood high in communiry, sharing
the confidence of all,
Integrity of character stands first and
foremost. A high sense of eternil justice,
a sacred regard to simple obligation, whether due to God or men, is indispensable to
uprightness of character. This evinces its
self in various ways.

There are men,

who,

at the very thought of committing fraud

in

FF

:

Coa

:

are three churches,

and these are

. earaest, vital, and united in sympathy, and
plan, and effort. - The schools are well

ally considered. Several Yearly Meetings in

Do we not hear Jesus saying to us, “loose | letter and. delegation. SH

emphatically on the subject, asking for such

them and let them go»?
The Board has decided

the West have,at their late sessions, spoken

an aid, if practicable. Almost no dissenting

voice has been heard. It is said that such
facilities as would be. gained by this arrangement are of great value

to

our

west-

ern brethren and churches. Our books and
periodicals would, we are assured, gain
largely in circulation. Time and. money
would be saved to western patrons. The
East and the West would be drawn into
closer sympathy and a truer

unity.

Breth-

ven visiting Chicago would find a common
gathering-place,—a sort of denominational

bureau or headquarters,—where they could
gain information, confer with each other,

and consult and plan for the common good,
The measure seems to be demanded on all

hands, and a cordial co-operation is pledg-

ed. The editor has visited and consulted
freely over this subject during the last few
weeks, He finds that the arrangement for

securing special

Western

correspondence

and items of church news,
made some
months sipee, is generally appreciated, but
that still more significant things are desired.
As a resultof no little inquiry and reflection, it now seems proper to announce

it has been decided” to open

such

that

a Book-

Room and Office as is mentioned above, in
the city bf Chicgo, with such accessories as

new laborers,

ed, meeting

and filling

commercial transactions, would say, “what!

a deep want of the

instruction on their way out.
Yes, but the money! Where shall that
be found? It is in the packets of our breth-

ren and sisters. It will do them good to
‘‘ take up the cross "—if it be a cross—anc
help *‘loose ” these dear brethren and sisters, that they may speedily go to-their life-

work.
;
:
When the little Montville Quarterly Meet-

ing assembled here, on the 20th inst., very

few thought we could
dollars for this work.
and pay over, more

only one

raise one hundred
But ‘we did raise,

than ‘two hundred dol-

brother

gave $10,—

the rest was in sums of 85, $3, $2, and 81.

Every man, woman and child, that gave,
feels better for doing so,
Now, will not other Q. M’s take hold of
this work?
If you are to have no session
of your Q. M. within a month or six weeks,
take it up in your churches. Set the ball in
motion at your next Conference.
Nay, begin before Conference, Decide what you,
as an individual, will do! Then tell the
next brother or sister you meet, and get
them to join you. The sisters (the Lord
bless them) have gone to work with a will,
though without tke ** Will.” Many thanks to
them for the last part of the eleventh article
of their constitution, as it. shows loyalty to
parentage, name and all.

force.

The churches are more generall
y supplied

with preaching

several years.

than they have been for

A good interest is felt in the

cause of Missions, both- Home and
Foreign,
in Sunday schools, education

ance.

and temper-

More interest is felt, and
er ~
work has been done, in evangelisticg larg
directions than ever before.
During the year past

Flin
there has

been
formed a * State Free Communion
Bapti
st
Associatio

n,” embracing, if they are
willing
to co-operate, all the Yearly
Meetings in 0,
and any other Open Communio
n bodies,
that are willing to affiliate
with it. Our

prospects for usefulness are brigt
hening,
because our interests in the State
are more

united and better organized,

Through this

Association our power is enlar
ged,

Rev. J. C. Steele was cordially
received

as corresponding messeng® from
the O. &
Pa. XY. M,
Rev. M. H. Abbey, of New
York State,
now, temporarily supplying the
church in
Cleveland, was present. Rey.
0. R. Bach-

eler represented the interestsof our missi
on

Ohio Central Yearly Mesting.

»

|
v

»
°
"

i
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Why not send them all, with

Bro. Bacheler and wife, “this fall? They
are all needed there, “They would be
greatly benefited by Bro. B's society and

lars ;—and

Ci

i
to send out. six
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in India, The presence, labors and
counis thy servant a dog!” that will at-the same may be needful fo give it a real signific
sels of these brethren added much
ance
to the interest and success of the meeting,
heart.
Conscious of feeblehess and de- time trifle with the honor, and blacken the and value, make the Printing Establishmanned and otherwise generously provided pendence, we yearn for help, we look up reputation of their fellows. True integrity ment a felt presence and a working power
The Yearly Meeting voted to beco
me a
member of the State Association,
for. And the people exhibit a good degree to superiors, soon to find that brothers, has respect to all the obligations which con- in the West, and increase the facilities by
and to coof intelligence, culture, thrift, ambition and fathers, mothers, friends, can aid us but cern the relations of men.
operate with it in evangelistic labor
Young men in means of which our brethren in that section
, and
this grace largely abounds are may accomplish their work in behalf
elected the following delegates to atten
enterprise. Like nearly every other western little, and soon fail us altogether. But is whom
of the
d its
town, it§ hope of speedily growing into a there not a power on high that is sufficient, among us. They are valuable in society denomination and of the great cause of
next meeting, to be held early in
Sept
emNow, will not the brethren wake up and ber:
prosperous city may have been larger than a heart that feels for us, and can minister because they can be trusted, as business
Christianity which we are organized to
Revs, B. F. Zell, J. Ashley, T, Dimm,
help *‘loose them (not the sisters, but the S. D. Bates
the simple facts would warrant, or than the to our needs? Why these faculties within men, as employees, as associates, as friends,
serve.
, W. Whitacre, G. W. Baker, A.
The details of this arrangement
} Present prospects justify. But.it may com- us, why these aspirations, if there is no as lovers even,—which can not be said of can be more properly stated at a future forthcoming missionaries), and let” them H. Whitaker and E. Root. Alternates, Rev.
go"? Our tardiness has weighed down the A. P. Marm
fort itself with the thought that it belongs way to satisfy them? There is. The be-’ all young men, who pass in society as hon- time.
on, and brethren J. B. Larue,
The work will be consummated
spirits of our dear brothers and sisters, J. Rhode, T. Clark
+
fo a long list of disappointed settlements,
ing whom our souls demand is God, our orable and respectable,
at the earliest practicable day.
, J. Woolf, O. Travi , S.
Mean- already in India,
long enough!
Let us now Morecroft, J. Freer and J. Sutton.
So many among us are given to some time, our brethren in the West are
that it really deserved all the distinction it creator, preserver, constant benefactor,
Rove.
us- dé a whole-soul
ed, Christian act, in sending B. F. Zell, J. C. Steele and
anticipated, that it can afford to wait, and nearest, best friend.
Now arises the old species of dissipation, addicted to drinking, sured of the sincere wish and purpose of
A. H. Whitaker,
gambling or loose habits in other ‘respects, the Corporators to aid them in their work, them speedy and ample re-inforcement. a committee appointed for the purpose, rethat it can make up, in part at least, in mquisitiveness and curiosity—who is'God,
-guality what it may be supposed to lack in what is he, where is he, how can I find that we are apt to overlook exceptions, and and the Board counts with confidence upon Will we spend all our money for ourselves ported resolutions, which were adopted, as
~quantity. [It is certainly a charming town; him out? My senses do not reveal him to think of a whole generation given over to the hearty co-operation of all who truly and let those, for whom Christ died, perish follows :
its people have a large-hearted hospitality ; me, my consciousness fails to grasp him, vice and ignominy, while at counter, in and intelligently love the denomination for want of the knowledge of Jesus? Can.
EVANGELIZATION,
not a band of seventy thousand send out six
and it has shown that it knows how to il- science does not demonstrate even his ex- shop, and on farm, there are not a few and are loyal to its principles and spirit.
Resolved,
That
we heartily approveof the
new missionaries when they are needed’so
lustrate the saying of Scripture: *‘ Behold istence. Then doubt comes in—how do 1 young men of the steadiest habits, and the
action of the State Association, in employmuch?
Can we not, will we not, send them Ing evangelists in
“how good and pleasant it is for brethren to know that there is such a being, at least, purest lives the world has ever known.
its bounds, andthat we
Reall this fall with Bro. Bacheler? Hark! 1 wili strengthen its hands by collections and
Bates College.
dwell together in unity.”
one accessible by me? Is it not all my own sisting the current temptations of the times,
hear Jesus saying * loose them and let them pledges, and we recommend the churches
though too often unknown and unappreciatThe F. Baptist church has a life that rep- imagination and aspiring ?
The following note speaks for itself, and go!” Will we obey Jesus, and thus show to pay at least fifty cents per memberto
ed,
they
resents both ability and vigor. Though
are worthy of the boast of any age,
But the infinite Father has spoken unto
this end.
Sit
tells the whole story about the one hundred that we love him?
E. KNOWLTON.
just now without a pastor, it thinks of noth: us by his Son, the brightness of his glory as they are the last hope of the immediate
CLEVELAND CHURCH,
thousand dollars pledged to the College last
So. Montville, Me., June 25, 1873.
ing but standing fast for the truth and mov- and the express image of his person; who fature. To me, whose fortune it has been winter in Boston
Resolved, That we have hearty sympathy
:
:
eel
Pe
to
live
among
ing on to fresh and larger conquests. It has conquered death and brought to light
and duily associate with
for the Cleveland church, and recommend
“
BosToN,
Feb.
21,
1873.
“wants a wise, true, earnest, faithful pastor, the immortality of life. The Saviour has young men for full forty years, nothing so “Rev. O. B. CHENEY, Pres't. :
that the Executive Committee of the State
>
Whitestown Seminary.
Association, take measures looking to the
and it will not try to starve him into humil- come to solve these deep, dark problems excites admiration and delight as the sight
“My DEAR SIR: —If you can raise one
of its interests, and that we reThe Anniversary of this school was held furtherance
dollars within five years
ity and spiritual fervor. If he ministers of sin, forgiveness, death and a future life. of Such a man. No triumph of human skill, hundred thousand
affirm the action of the last session in raisgrace and stimulus to them, they will not And the word of revelation is added, more no achievement'of art, whether it be poem from this date to aid Bates College, you may during the week beginning June 15th. On ing money for this purpose.
rely upon
for one hundred thousand in Sunday evening a sermon was preached beforget the necessities of his larder nor leave clearly to unfold these mysteries, and fur- or statue of the old masters, no display of addition to mewhat
I have already given.
FOREIGN "MISSION,
vis ;purse to collapse. It has had able men nish assurance.
fore the Student’s ( Shristian Association, by
Yet the difficulties are not beauty or grandeur in nature, whether it be
*“Yaur ob't serv't,
Resolved, That in view of the urgent need
* do ‘mipister to it. It has a neat house of all removed, or doubts excluded, as we set worlds passing in review overhead,
Rev.
Dr.
Corey,
of
Utica,
on
**
The
Power
B. E. BATES.”
or
of the Foreign Mission
“worship. At has the general confidence and ourselves to scrutinizing this revelation the unlocked treasures of science beneath
I will also say that William B. Wood, of Human Influence,” a trite subject, but recommend that all the cause, we earnest]
churehes of the Y,
esteem of the community. It showed its and its evidences. Not infidels and skep- our feet, so challenges our thankfulness to Esq., of Boston, son-in-law of Lyman Nich- aptly and forcibly illustrated.
M. take special collections for the purpose
* spirit by asking. the dast General Conference tics; but earnest Christians, ministers, the- God as the gift of one young man of integ- ols, Esq., of Boston, will take, the agency
On Monday, the examination of classes of reinforcing the Mission.
£0 hold ts sessionin Warren, and it would ologians meet the difficulties at every step. rity of character and purity of life, to walk to raise fifty thousand dollars in Boston, to was begun, and continued during Tuesday
WUMAN'S-MISSIONARY SOCIETIES,
~~have cared for it in a generous way, had
What shall we do with these mysteries? in the midst of this stiff-necked and perverse begin his work as soon as the friends of the and Wednesday. These exercises brought
Resolved, That we recommend the organCollege will raise fifty thousand outside ffout clearly the evidences of hard study avd ization
the request been. favorably responded to. Shall ‘we deny or ignore thém?
of ** Woman's Mission Societies” in
Impossi- generation.
But with the above manly traits of char- Boston.
Bat it took its ‘disappeintment with a calm ble, for they force themselves upon us, and
In other words, $150,000 may be patient, thorough teaching.
The minds ot all our churches, for the special
purpose of
acter come in industry and economy: With- expected from Boston, if $50,000 can be the students had been aroused, and not carrying forward the Zenana or in India.
and loyal acquiescence, and kept. on its way demand notice of us as rational beings.
‘Rev. O. R. Bacheler preached a very inout these there is and can be no security. raised outside of Boston.
“#8 béiore. - And, seeing that it could not
merely crammed with facts. It is quite a
Shall we be discouraged, and give up in
have the chief denominational body, it took despair ? This is unworthy of us, a course Idleness makes way for mischief, and prod- | I will also say that the College has en- rare thing to find so high a standard of teresting missionary sermon on Sabbath
the largest within its reach, and so opened we never pursue in other things. We are igality for crime. Simply the habit of couragement from the Education Society, scholarship maintained in all departments, morning, and took a collection, subscrip- its doors wide and stood smiling on the hungry,and food is provided for us, such as spending all has led to some, if not to the through their Executive Board, that they and to discover no signs of weakness any- tions and pledges for Foreign Missions, of
‘Hireshold to welcome the Wisconsin Yearly isin common use, and such as we need and most of the startling defalcations of our will raise $25,000, and pay the interest until where. The high stand taken in College $165.29. Of this, $48.29 was cash. A colthe whole sum is raised, if the College will by students prepared here, attests the excel- lection was taken also on Saturday, for the
;
Meeting.
love. Before partaking must we know all day, How many fail to lay by the small
lence of classical instruction; and the suc- Cleveland Mission, of over $20.
This lealing denominational body .of the its qualities, and by what modes it nourishes surplus of their earnings because it is raise 825,000.
.
Rev. B.F. Zell was appointed: a correIt seems to me that, with sueh “ facts and cess in teaching and in practical business
“West has just closed its session. In the the system, or prove beyond the possibility small! If they had to spare 500 or even 20
main, it was-a cheering occasion. Held so of doubt that it has not been poisoned or dollars a year, they would invest it in lu- figures” as these before us, a word addi- attained by others, give satisfactory proof sponding messenger to the O. & Pa. Y. M.
Next session of the Ohio Central Y. M. will
tional only is necessary. Let every person of equal thoroughness in othér departments.
far from the center, the delegations were adulterated?
If so, we should soon die the erative stocks, or trust it to more moderate,
be held within the bounds of the Richland
who
has
it
in
his
heart
On
Monday
evening
occurred
the
Walcott
to
help
but
surer
income
of
Savings
Bank's
deposthe
College
mot as large as at some previous sessions.
death of a fool. Does the farmer refase to
add Licking Q. M.
As is msmal, some small matters absorbed plow and sow till be can investigate all the its. But it is ten or twenty-five dollars on- help it wow, and remember that k can not Prize Debate, designed to develop the power
S. D. Bazes, Clerk.
go
after
the
money,
but
of
extemporaneous
speaking.
The
conthe
money
must
an excess of attention, while more imporproperties of soil and seed, understand ful- ly and would n't amount to mucii any way,
* edt ones were hurriedly crowded by. It ly the laws of vegetation and growth, and they say, and so they keep it about their come to me. In behalf ‘of the trustees I testants acquitted themselves creditably,
* Hlinois Yearly Meeting.
and the committee acted wisely in rejecting
was, of eourse, easy to criticise some por- is assured of a crop?
If so, he will in the persons as long as it lasts, which usually will accept any sum, great or small..
No
person
or
party
will
from
the
account
some
very
excellent
adbe
held
unless
isn’t
long.
Of
the
success
in
life
of
sueh
Tons of the proceedings, and hard to repress harvest be deservedly a beggar. Will the
The thirty-third session of the Illinois
aundible smiles at the peculiar developments sick man refuse the aid and skill of the we have but a slender hope. Most fortunes $100,000 is subscribed ; and, when that sum dresses, which evidently had been carefully Yearly Meeting was held with the F.
Baptist
shall
have
written
and
committed
to
memory.
been
subscribed, all subseriptions
which, in a few instances, came into view. physician, because there are different schools as well as competencies, which are earned,
church, in Fairbury, Livingstone Co., Ill.,
must be met in cash, or in notes well seTuesday
evening
was
devoted
to
the
Ancome
of
small
savings
in
the
outset.
The
Bat, as 2 whole, the work in hand was of medicine with imperfections and failures
| cured, bearing interest semi-annually at the niversary of the Bront¢é Daughters, a Iit- commencing Friday, May 30, 1873. D. G.
taken hold of in a resolute, hearty, practical
in them all ?
li such cases we are rea- young men are now among us with their
Holmes was chosen Moderator, J. S. Dinsrate of 7 3-10 per annum.
erary society sustained by the young ladies.
“way, that commanded sympathy and gave a sonable, do tIf¥ best we can, and exercise bank books blotted with tens and twenties,
A special appeal is: made to the ladies. Instead of the address, usually given on more, Assistant Moderator, OQ. D. Patch,
pledge of success.
:
faith. The natural world abounds fn mys- who are to be the millionaries of the inecomOne
lady will give $1000 if $4000 more such occasions, the society had procured the Clerk and Treasurer, and E. M. Corey, As‘he Home Mission work within the Y. teries, yet we live and thrive in the midst ing generation of business men, or, what is
sistant Clerk.
Most of the Q. M's were
services of Miss Garfield, an accomplished
far better and grander, the endowers of shall be subseribed by ladies.
TMs being prosecuted with fresh earnest-. of them, and often too by their help.
represented,
the
letters inthe main indiAt the proper time all the subscxiptions elocutionist, who gave select readings from
@mess, vigor, skill and system.
No less ‘is it necessary to have faith in colleges, and the noble patrons of our charcating activity among the churches, and a
The men
will
be
acknowledged in the Star.
standard authors. These were varied by
who have special charge of this department our spiritual concerns. Here indeed we table and benevolent institutions, It. is
In the providenceof God the friends of appropriate music from a company of gen- settled purpose to maintain the cause of
pleasant
to
hear
the
young
man
of
slender
walk
by
faith,
not
by
sight.
Here
probof service mean business, and will be conthe College mow have the opportumity to tlemen belonging to the Utica Mendelssohn truth.
Zent with nothing short.of real and visible lems and difficulties are presented with income say, “the old threadbare coat must
J. S. Manuing, of Cairo Mission, was
endow it; but if they let pass this oppor- Club, and the entertainment was one of the
present, also G. A. Gordon, as correspondsaceess. The first cheering fruits already which it is easy to get puzzled and bewil- weather it anether mouth,” or “I can’t af- tunity,
the
consequences
most
enjoyable
of
the
whole
week.
may be such. that
ing delegate from the Southern, Illinois Asappear, and larger results are almost sure dered. But we have to deal with realities ford it,” ‘when enticed to an extravagant they
will have no desire to share in them.
The Prize Declamations. and Recitations sociation
of General Baptists. We were also
te follow. Bro. Bacheler was ‘eordially and duties, and can not afford to waste our expenditure by way of sel{ indulgence. It All human things
sve subject to chang; of Poetry were given on Wednesday evenmay meet the sneer of fashion, and the
favored with the presence of Rev. Dr. Day,
awelcomed, his words were heard with an time and energies over the impracticable.
scorn of prodigality,but-a eonscience void of and so if the Free Baptists of New England ing, and fully sustained the high repusaof Nover, N. H. These brethren by their
eager sympathy, and the Foreign Mission The gospel proffers just the aid we need.
offense
and the smiles of good and wise really” want a College, let them say the word tion of the school in this department.
presence and labors afforded both instruction
streasnry was blessed with a fairly generous It reveals to us God, the Saviour, the Spirit,
now.
Let
not
a
day
be
lost,—let
men, more than compensate for such indigevery mail Thursday was the grand gala day, Anniand inspiration to the meeting.
addition to its funds when his word was the way of deliverance from sin and guilt, nities. 1t is greatly to be feared that in the bring many letters,—letters from men, versary
proper, on: which orjginal Essays
gives
hope,
peace
and
life
‘eternal.
It
Aranslated icto their deed. The interests
The meetings, both for business and depresent deranged state of the world, such women and children. The names shail all and Ogations were resented by a large
votion, were full of enthusiasm.
“of Education were pot forgotten. Prof. meets all the needs of our spiritual being. young men are but illy appreciate
The
be
copied
into
a
book
especially
provided, number of ladies and
d, and of
"Bradley urged the claims of Evansville Gratefully, lovingly, earnestly should we course often feel depressed, when they and the book in the end shall be presented whom have completed gentlemen, most of cause of Missions was perhaps made most
one or more courses prominent. Aside from pledges, $12 were
accept it in the faith of the little ehild,in the
Seminary, and measures, which need and
have the right, if any body has, to walk | to Mr, Bates. Let us show to Mr. Bates | of study in the school. The Graduating
faith
of
all
true
workers,
in
the
faith
graraised for the Freedmen, $12 for the Home
~ promise
to be early successful, were adopted
Class numbers thisty-twe members, some
God's earth ereet, being his choicest benison that we*appreciate what he has done. Mr.
work, and $14.25 for Foreign Missions. D.
Eo complete the work of endowing that in- ciously imparted to all sincere, willing
on any neighborhood, or community ‘where Bates said to me, at the time of making his :of whom go to College and others to busiG..
Holmes, J. 8. Dinsmore and O, I. Patch
stitation, and so providing for a better fu- hearts,
pledge
iu Feb. last, “the sooner you meet ness places or professional study.
they dwell.—ua. F.
By chance were appointed a Mission Board for the en“lure.
Dr. Graham put in a fitting plea for
the condition the better.” In a letter tome, ‘the HARPER'S
FERRY SINGERS, of Storer swing year.
Young Men.
« ‘practical sympathy in the work of enlarging
under late of June 18, 1873, he intimates Normal
School,
were present and, by re——e
The next session of the Y. M. will be
«4le sphere of theological instruction at
that we can have $150,000 in Boston if we quest, sung several
of their pieces, giving held within the bounds of the Hancock and
We not unfrequently hear severe charges
Hillsdale, and the response showed that this
will act, to use his own word, *‘ PROMPTLY.”
great delight to the audience and calling
Quincy Q. M.
;
mew departare is most cordially approved. brought against the present age. Its said
Let the $200,000 be raised by the 21st of ont
F.B. Headquarters in the West.
almost unboun
Other denominational interests, local and to be a fast and reckless age, an age of
August next,—just six months’ tise. If all pronounced by ded applause. They are | The following resolutions were adopted :
competent critics fully equal |
crime. The
general, got an eneouraging attention, and increased immorality and
For two or three years past, the wish has will do something, this canbe done. The to
HOME MISSIONS,
the famous Jubilee Singers.
Their voices
4t was plain, both from the public action young men of our time are made largely been frequently expressed, that the Corpora- pledges shall be made in good faith, and
Resolve
d,
1.
That we regard our Home
are wonderfully sweet and strong, and the
taken and the strong and emphatic words responsible for all this. ¥tis thought that tors of the Printing Establishment would met 1n good faith, as our friends in Boston
Mission work as of the very highest imweird
melodies
they sing are full of pathos portance, inasmuch as upon
uttered in private intereourse,
that the great they have grown up less. industrious, less open an Office, Book-Room, &c., in the city are expected to meet theirs. Persons deits success deand beauty.
pends very largely the success of all our
- 'ymass of ministers and brethren will stand economical, and less temperate and henest of Chicago, for the special convenience and siring to give especially for the Theological
The year has been a prosperous one for other denominational enterprises.
‘
firmly by the faith they have avowed, and than the former generation. If all this be profit of the denomination in the West. The School, can-do so. The money is to be
2. That the recommendation of Gen.Con. ,
the school, and the prospects before it are
. be true to the interests that are entrusted to so, then the prophecies of the “elders of the reasons urged in favor of this movement funded, the interest only to be used.,
. highly encouraging.
No school in the State that $15,000 be raised annually to carr
“their care. It was a good meeting in itself; land,” that ill times await us, have founda- have been numerous and weighty ; the obforward
0. B. CHrNEY, Agent.
offers better facilities for study or affords timely our Home Mission interests,is both
“dt was still betterin the promise it gave for tion, and are of most serious import. For jeetions to it, though having some point,
and judicious,that the apportionment
Bates College, Lewiston, Me.,
greater advanjages in all departments, and of this amount among the different church.
$
July 2, 1873.
«the future. The satisfaction springing from degeneracy in our youth, a want of princi- have been fewer and seemingly less forcible.
it is to be hoped that, before many years, es according to membership is, in the niain,
-ahe -personal meeting with brethren long ple and characteron the part of young The Corporators have carefully weighed the
its
frignds will give ita generous endow- fair and equitable, and that we do most
“and favorably known by report, but who men, is sufficient to ensure the realization suggestions and arguments, desiring to act.
“Loose Him and Let Him Go!»
ment and enable it to do more for its pupils earnestly entreat the churches of this Y. M.
of
the
worst
fears
respecting
the
future.
"were now met for the first time face to face,
wisely in all respects. Conferences have
without adding to the expense of obtaining to cheerfully respond to this call by raising
But we believe that there are as good been held with several brethren on the subthe amounts apportioned to them respect ;
"was large und peculiar. We shall think of
When Jesus raised Eazarus from the an éducation within its halls,
] ively.
‘them henceforth with a new and more vital and noble young men to-day as ever hon- ject; plans have been suggested by cor- dead, he did that which men and women
3 That we approve the eourse and ine
G. C. WATERMAN.
“daterest, and rejoice in all their success with ored humanity, or blessed an age;—men respondence and otherwise, and it was ex- could not do, but called
on them who stood
dorse the measures of our XY. M. M, Board
a deeper gladness,
;
whose characters are above reproach, whose pected that some decisive steps would be by to ‘‘loose him and let
for the past year,and hereby request our Q.
him go.” That
The interests:of the Printing Establish “honor is unimpeachable, and whose public taken long before now. But delays have they could do.
M’s and churches to faithfully co-operate
i
+ mentin general, and Bok
with said Mission Board during the comin
of the Star spirit and private virtues challenge fhe seemed almost unavoidable,
Plans, nearly | Now, Jesus has raised up the men ani
Ohio Central Y. M. held its fourth session year, as they labor in harmony with, anc
“in particular, were gratefully recognized in highest admiration of patriot and Christian.” matured, were unexpectedly interfered women to re-inforee our Foreign Mission
; with the’ Venice church, in the bounds of auxiliary to the Home Missionary Society. |
Jo pasa rords
ap ey
But of If the age be perverse, if crime ard villainy with, and so the practical result, kept con- but they are “bound hand and foot”
4, That the constantly increasing demands
by the Seneca and Huron Q."M., June 6, 7 and
his something
miore | spediffc is said fn an- stalk abroad at noon-day, then the .charac- stantly in view, has not yet been realized. physical necessities. They can not go to 8. “Rev. T. Dimm served as Moderato
for the Organisation and support of F, Bapr.
Recently, the subject has been more form-~ India without money. We
tist churches in the cities, towns and rural
«other column, and so it need Hot: be further ter of these, set with this dark-and forbidcan supply that,
All the Quarterly Meetings reported by districts of this: snd adjoining states, is a
5

There

oul

a

ding background, shines the brighter, and
challenges a higher respect and admiration.
If they be few in number, and scattered in
position, the more welcome their presences.

Mysteries.

Many

SW

4
3

well

Ce.

GEORGET. DAY,
sa

suggested by this western trip, may
enouzh be deferred to another issue.

EN

1878

esEF

§

EN

MORNING S TAR,

THE

JULY 9, 1873.

]

loud call for real sacrifice, genuine Christian heroism and systematic and persistent
effort to enter in at the open door which

God has set before us, and do well the work
vo which he has called us.
Le
FREEDMEN'S

Iliad.

Resolved, That our hearts are cheered,
our souls are comforted, our faith enlarged,

ed nod faithful minister of the gospel looking for
a field of labor, “ Any such can address either
Ela Calley or Fred Flanders, Trustees.
|
J. RAND.

of
was

preached

by Rev.

Mass.,

from

Gal,

6:

to the occasion.

It was followed by a poem

as the voice of God from his own children
to us,urging us to do more—mauch more for

that Mission than we have been doing in
:
the past.
8. That we renew to our missionaries in
India our assurances of sympathy and
pledge of co-operation in prayer and mate.
rial aid.
4. That we approve the decision of our
Board to re-inforce the
Foreign Mission

The

speaking

was

of

contest was close.

The

prizes,

and the

pupils.

Resolved,

1.

That

we

regard

3

these our

STATE

OF

THE

Perhaps

school and their willingness
sacrifices in its behalf.
The

the principles, form and founda-

SILVER

of temper-

ance rquires our earnest atiention, our
united ifluence, our most ‘active co-oper-

to di-

Ardoene, of Providence.

an end.

0. D. Patch,

time,

also valuable presents from old students of other
places where Prof. Ricker has taught, and personal friends.
Among
these were presents from
FE. R: Perkins, Esq., and Rev.D. M. Bean, old
Parsonsfield students; and Revs. Jeremiah Phillips and J. L. Philiips,missionaries in India. The
former of these missionaries sent two annas,

the
the
the
the

small Indian coins, and the latter half a rupee,
and a silver fern plucked from the Himalaya
slopes, where he spent a short time last year
just after his severe illness; also a golden fern
from the same region in anticipation of a golden
wedding, whieh, it is hoped, may take place
twengy-five years hence.
The gifts on this ocecasion were quite equal in value to those presented on Christmas evening,
The *value of the
whole must be about four hundred dollars.
The presentation of these gifts was accompanied with appropriate addresses, to which Prof.
Ricker responded with great warmth
and earnestness, even growing eloquent, as gift after gift

Clerk.

encour-

was presented and word after word was spoken.

ages us to believe that twenty can be found

who will thus help

our

Foreign

These presentations were followed by responses,
from the different institutions where Prof. Ricker has taught.
Among these, Rev. D. W, CO.

Mission.

‘Who will be the first ? How soon shall we
have the twentieth ?
Sond to the subscriber at Dover, N, H.

C. O. LisBY, Cor. Sec. & Treas.
Revivals, &c.
SACARAPPA,

Mg,

;

Last Sabbath,

June

26, was a very precious day with us in this’
church.
Four were baptized, and five
ceived into the chureh.
Several othors

expbeted to be baptized soon.
‘ Lapham

4

reare

H.W.¢

Institute,

ANNIVERSARY,
The'Fenth Anniversary of this Institution took
place, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June
17,18 and 19th. Some of its features are worthy
of special mention.
| 2
“Phe afternoon of Tuesday and the

entire

day

Wednesday were devoted to the examination of
clagses. There were examined on Tuesday,
classes in Arithmetic, Algebra, Reading, Mental
Philosopby and
English Analysis; and on
s

This having been par-

Frese] pa sent in the figst instance, by chosen
representatives of these classes. There were

A friend of missions in. Maine offers to
give one hundred dollars to Foreign Missions, in four monthly payments, if twenty
other persons will do the same. To make
it a sure thing he has sent his first payment,
Who will join him ? The increased interest
present

the

Among these new gifts were those of the
classes of 70, 71, 772 and ’73 of Lapham Institute,

An Offer.

in this work, at the

to reciprocate

to the hearts of the recipients.

that as a Y. M. we respectfutly ask the Corporators of our Printing
Establishment to
.

offices,

fore their astonished gaze. There was upon it a
floral device of an anchor, which spoke hopefully

denomination demand such a measure, and

take steps at once to such

kindly

taken of, and the Professor and his good lady
beginning, perhaps, to console themselves with
the thought that they were no longer debtors, a
table laden with silver and bountifully decorated with flowers and evergreens was brought be-

DEPOSITORY.

we earnestly desire
a Book Depository in
that in our opinion
when the interests of

in

favor received.
It seemed also, both fitting and
convenient that this should be done in connection with the recent anniversary.
Accordingly
in response to invitations issued, nearly one hundred and fifty of the friends of Professor and
Mrs. Ricker assembled in their apartments at
the Institute on the
evening stated. After a
suitable time spent in greetings and congratulations, the guests of the occasion were mvited to
the large dining-hall of the Institute, where
there awaited them a grand
entertainment of
strawberries, ice-cream, cake, and their accompaniments, prepared under the direction of Mr.

PUBLICATIONS.

Resolved, That
éstablishment of
city of Chicago,
time has come

Christmas evening, and,

they decided at an early day

Whereas,
The Morning Star is our denominationdl organ, through which we
may learn difinitely of our various operations and enmerprises, therefore,
Resolved, \,. That we. earnestly recommend to all pur church members the importance of taking and reading the Morning Star as n means of greater efficiency
in our denomirational work.
2. That we regard the Baplist Union as
a religious paper of great merit, commendable in zeal, spirit and purpose, and eminently worthy of a more liberal patronage.
BOOK

that this

RECEPIION.

determined not to be outdone

minish theilarming prevalence of this habit
in this couitry.

-

de-

to make pecuniary
great want of the

WEDDING

ver wedding” on last

atien.
2. Tht we recommend that the pledge
of total ibstinence contained in our church
covenani be brought to the notice of our
churches
3. Tha we regard our State Temperance
Law as vise and just and will use all our
efforts to ee that it is vigorously enforced.
4. Thatwe regard the use of tobacco as
inconveniat, impure and unbecoming, and
recommen that all efforts that are in keepspirit be made

was

The Anniversary of the Institute was supplemented by what may be designated as a ** silver
wedding reception,” given by Professor and Mrs.
Ricker. This took place on Ffiday evening.
It will be recollected that the friends of * these
parties surprised them by célebrating their ¢ sil-

' TEMPERANCE.

, Christian

A

school is more students, to whichit is justly entitled.

its ability to

of oumation.

with

of Providénce.

sot, Esq., for their devotion to the interest of the

withsind every attack of its foes from
withiror without; 8. Confidence in the integritjand ability of the Chief Magistrate

ing

Whittemore,

was the best anniversary of Lapham Iustitute
and the most memorable
in its history. The
school has never done better work than it bas
done during the past year.
Its corps of teachers
is’able and experienced.
The instruction given
is first class, and the discipline is strict. Much
eredlitis due to Hon. B. Lapham and Wm. Win-

mentof difficulties in the South; 2. Con-

the cause

the occasion by his presence, and, at the close
of the other exercises, addressed the audience,
At the dinner table, rebriefly and happily.
marks were made by Prof. Ricker, Hon. Bene-

It is, perhaps, not too much to say

the yospect of a speedy.adjustment of our
Indin troubles, and an amicable settle-

Resoted, 1. That

early

graced

livered by H. B. Wood, Esq., of Olneyville.

__ Rsolutions were passed expressive

and

of bis

Howard,

poem, which elicited high encomiums,

COUNTRY.

tion f our government

Gov.

well prepared oration was delivered by Mr. G.
1. Hopkins (son of Rev. G. E. Hopkins,) aid a

=1,0f gratitude to God for the peace and
proserity of our country in -general, for

fidene
in

children

His Excellency

by Mr. G. E.

as an

Quarterly

Durgin of New

Market,

old Parsonsfield;
for Whitestown,
Andover, Mass.,
lips, wife of Rev.

Rev. J. L. Phillips,by letter,
N. Y.; Rev. J. A, Lowell, of
for Lewiston, Me.; Mrs. PhilJ. L. Phillips, by letter, for

New Hampton, N. H,,

N.

H., responded

and“Mr,

for

BE. R. Angell,

now a graduate of Bates College, for Lapham
Institute, These exercises, under the direction

of Dr. A. D. Merrow, of Freedom, N, H., were

of the most interesting character, and with the
few informal expressions of delight and satisfaetion which followed, terminated what must ever
be considered one of the sunnigst of spots in the
lives of these educational toilers, showing them
that their labors have neither been in vain nor
unappreciated.

Prof. Ricker, though not an old man, has had
the longest continued service in this work of any
man connected with the’ Free Baptist

denomina-

tion, who has devoted himself exclusively to
giving classical instruction. He has been especially eminent as a disciplimarian,

and

the

monials which he has now received may
garded as a fitting tribute to his success,
)

Nofth Scituate, , R. I.

testi

be

re-

.

the heart, bringing about a healthy action.

church,

were

favored

June

in

represented.

some

with

The

responsible position with the Advertising Agency of
PEASLEE& CO , and who bh
nsequently been familiax with the large sivering contracts of that

firm with the United States Gevernment (in placing

the national loans), JAY COOKE & Co., the National
Truss Company, the Union Pacific and other railroad
Companies, Dr. B. Brandreth, &c., &c., has now become managing partner in that house. His thorough

Clerk.

General

reporting

steadfastness

revivals.

corresponding

Exeter and Springfield

Q.

were

messengers

from

M’s,

whose

Bro. Tarbox from the Houlton
Delegates

familiarity with the business, and with both adver-

tisers and publishers, will make the connection a desirable one for all concerned.

was

We

cheered our hearts,
Sermons were
Bro’s. Bridges, Small, Palmer and
demonstration of the

was

words

The ¢ Centaur Liniment,” “Quaker Bitters,” and
« Vegetine,” advertised in another column of this
paper, are for-sale by Wm. H. Vickery, wholesale
and retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
6m17
;
.
executed.

preached by
Kenney, and

Q.

M.,

in the

spirit and with power.

to Y.

M.:—Rev’s

L.

Hathaway,

Tho’s. Kenney, Joseph Chadbourn, and Hon.
John Elliott, with power of substitution.
Next session with the Milo thurch, Friday
before the third Saturday in Sept., at one o'clock,
P. M., holding over Sabbath.
:
2

Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent for
the Collins Solid Steel Plows. For terms, write to
3mi8
CoLLiNs & Co., 212 Water street, New York.

B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

ANSON 3 M.—Held its last term at North
Anson Village, June 183-15. The attendance
was good, and the meetings of the session interesting. The churches nearly all reported by letter and delegation. Interesting reports came from
We were favored with
several of the churches.
the
presence and labors of Rev. 8. Bowden, of

the

Waterville Q. M.

The social meetings were

spiritual ; and many could say, ¢ it is good tobe
here.” Preaching by Rev’s
S. Bowden, B. Ed-

wards, O. Andrews,

L.

Hutchins

and

J. W.

Carr. Nearly $18 were collected for Missions.
Next session with the Madison Bridge church.

L. HurcHINS,

VAN BUREN, Towa, Q. M.—Held

Clerk.

its last ses-

sion at Hillsborough, June 18—15.
The attendance was small, yet a good meeting was enjoyed
by those present’.
Next session with the Agency City church,

Sept. 19—21.

E. TisBETS, Clerk.

Foreign

PARSONSFIELD Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Limerick church,
It was quite largely
attended, and was an interesting session.
Glad
to enjoy the correspondence of sister Q. M’s., and
to be favored with preaching, in part, from their

I. A. PRILBRICK, Clerk.

TO CURE IT.

the stomach and bowels with the Pain-Killer
clear. Should the diarrhea or cramps continue,
repeat the dose every ten or fifteen minutes until

the patient is relieved. In extreme cases, two or
more teaspoonfuls may be given at a dose.

The Pain-Killer, as an internal remedy has no

equal. In cases of Cholera, Summer Complaints,
Dyspepsia, Dysentery, Asthma, it cures in one
night, by taking it internally, and bathing with it

Its action is like magic, when externally

applied to Old Sores, Burns, Scalds, and Sprains.
For Sick Headache, Toothache, don’t fail to try it.
In short, it is a PAIN-KILLER.
Directions accompany each bottle.

25

LESSON PAPERS. The price of the S. S. Lesson
Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 cents
x
per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigha
cents
three
ing over four ounces, one cent, or,
quarter or twelve cents a year; over four ounces and
not over eight ounces, double this rate, and so on.
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, payable quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where

and readingof select Scriptures,

by Rev.

J. C.

Robinson; Dedicatory Prayer and charge, by
Rev. Lovel Wheeler; Right hand of fellowship,
by Rev. J. C. Robinson; Voluntary by the choir,
and Benediction by the candidate.
Resolutions
of regret over the departure of Rev.
Lovel
Wheeler from the Q. M. were passed, and also
promising prayer in bis behalf;

ilton.

3

M. will hold

Y.

commencing

Rate

hike ve

tf

PENOBSCOT

8

Frida

Friday

Yearly Meeting

may be expected by all those who
going to the meeting.

Post

pay full fare

A. L. GERR1SH,

in

Clerk.
8t26

Rev. A. Gray, Bar Harbor, Me.

The Q. M. granted a license to Bro. A.

C. Ken-

yon to preach for one year.
The ministers’ conference as proposed at our last session, was or-

ganized with and by the ministers of this Q. M.

The first session will be held on Thursday preceeding the October session of this Q. M. which
will be held at Washington, Oct. 17—19.
We
hope that there will be good attendance, not

only by the ministers of this

and

other

Q.

M’s

Albee—C

Received.

E Baldwin—B

Bracket{—P

S Bugbee—N

Brooks—C H Burnham--L E Bixby—Miss E Bryson—R
H Blake— I Bickford—W W Bean-G N Cor iss —A M
Coombs—F H Callous D Calley—N Clough—dJ C Couliard

—D Conlan—¥rs F M Conant—T W Dore—W P Dayis—
A Deal--H F Dickey—H G Fellows—M Fox—Mrs Mary
Fox—Mrs A Ford—Fletcher—N B Fish—G Fuller—J
G
Grifin—W Gray—A Given—G W Gunn—E A Ganderman
—W H Gifford—E Z Green—J L Glidden—L Gilson—Mrs
John Gear—J W Gould—B A
Gurney—G W Haskell—I
HoNand—L Hanson—W B Hopkihs—~O C Harrington—A
8 Hilton—J D Heath—L Hulse—A H Hathaway-D A
Jewell-G W Jones—E Knowlton (2)—S C Kimball-3
Krum—W O Lillie—D Leavitt—G 8 Loomis—T Martin—
(! B Messer--C H Moore—J H Phelps—J Poland—C Preston—P Prescott—M E Parker—J M Pease—C L Pinkham
—(C W Purinton—J Rand—H B Ratec!iff—A A Raymond—
J Sampson—W P Stevens— Vrs Warren Sparrow—0 & J
Soule—W C Rlayton—D W Sawyer—Mrs
F Thom son
—~C W Waterhouse—H Whitcher—N M Wellar—8 H
Wolf
—L H Witham—H F Wood—L Whipple—S E Warner.
Books

were represented
In response to a

petition by certain brothers and sisters at Packwaukee, \Vis.. a council was appointed to organize a new ¢hurch at that place June 27.

Next session with the: Lincoln

church

at the

Boon Co., ILL, Q. M.—Held

its

last session

P. 5. DOOLITTLE, Clerk.

SAUK Co., Wis., Q. M.—Held its last session
with the church at Hillsborough.
A goodly delegation
was present. . The spiritual interest,
though not the most eager, was yet: deep and
satisfymg.
A newly formed church was admitted to membership, and one, dismissed by letter.
The state of religion throughout the Quarterly
Meeting seems to be steadfast and hopeful:
Our
greatest need
is more laborers.
Only three:
churches maintain
regular preaching.
There
are ‘several
Woints of especial interest, which
peed only the vigorous effort of a few months
in organizing and directing forces, to render
them strong and self-reliant churches.
There
are ample means in the sounyry to maintain
stated pastorates, and the man who comes, settles, and“®arns confidence will ba supported.
Let some young man. who has abounding love
for the cause and sanctified pluck to grapple with
transient obstacles, open correspondence with
the Q. M, clerk, whose address is given below.
Collection of Tome Missions, $11.50; for Foreign
Missions $8.62.
.
Next session with the Sumpter chureh, Sauk
Co,
Opening
sermon
by
J.
Phillips,
Jr.
Friends coming by R. R. will leave: the cars at
Merrimac on the Chicago and N. W. R. R.,
where teams will be inh readiness,

J. Parnvres, Jr., Clerk.

Mr J. H. JOHNSTON,
179 Smithileld Street,

Great

Western

Pittsburgh,

Gun Works,

Penn.,

whose ad-

vertisement has been published in this paper during
the past year, is, we have reason to believe, reliable
and trustworthy in all his dealings. An annoying
error has appeared in his advertisement in the price
of Double Shot Guns. The minimum price of these
heen published

at

$8, instead of

#3. We take this méthod of calling attention to the
mistake, and to éxpress our confidence in the firm,

3.30 p. M. train from

6.00 P. M, train

Boston

Trainsleave

Bath,

N st, Me,

per E

od

land

Hillsdale,

Sd

W Porter,

per OQ R Bacheler,

Mich,

watt

“

Mrs 8 W Cratty, Marion, 0, to con self L W,
per O R Bacheler,
Minnesota Southern Y M,
"
Wisconsin Y M,
*“
Hillsboro, Wis, (special),
“
’

[

“

apport,

“

Amos Wells. Hopkinton, NY,
per W Whitfield,
medicine Creek, Iowa, per K Tibbetts,
Dover, N. H.

-

C.0.LIBBY,
he

i

5H 000

$

¢
¢

1873.

*Or on arrival

for

100 00
10 00

10 50
50 00
400
15 00

FIVE

Po Mi
ox

10.5

:

P.M.

28 61

10 00

11 90

4828

10 00
12 88
73 056
782
17 35

500
910
$1,023.81
Treas.

SCHOOL,
ded favor.

Copies

10.35

WEEKS.

and publishers.

Aa-Examine it and satisfy yourself.
B=

One copy, in paper cover,sent on receipt of

A~Most Booksellers and
ROYAL DIADEM.

5,00

18, by Rev. A. P. Tracy, Mr.

Dana T. Dudley and Miss Maria A. Wallace, both of
H. June 28,
Mr. Augustus L. Litchfield, of New. buryport, and Miss Etta M. Corrison, of Haverhill.
In
mklin, June 30, by Rev. J. Rand, Mr. Isaac

BIGLOW

Music

24if)

NEW

AND

cts.

$30 per 100 Copies,

MAIN,

YORK

5

sell the

Pub’s.
)

CHICAGO.
Ce

VW

ARTED CAXVASSERS-.Clergymen—Students

Teachers, in fact anybody —who wanis a good
book to sell, can not find a better one than The History of Christianity, by JOHN 8S. C. ABBOTT.
Eigbteen hundred years of the World’s most wonderful history in one volume, the only work.of the kind
in this country—a book for every household in the
land—the theme 18 sublime and exciting. Exclusive
territory with no competition. = Address, B. B.
RUSSELL, Publisher, 55 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
4625

LA PIERRE HOUSE
Broadway

and

NEW

and Miss Elizabeth A.

Kirkam, both of L.
In Lake Village, June 29, by Rev. H.S, Kimball,
Mr. Joseph H. Lear, of Epsom, and Miss Abbie A.
Rollins, of West Alton.

&

Dealers

{Successors to WM. B. BRADBURY

Eighth

St.,

YORK.

HIS is a desirable House for business men or
families, bemg first class, elegant and central.
Parties who can appreciate a good table will find the

“LA PIERRE”, THE House to stop at in New York.
Board and room $3 per day. Rooms $1 per day.
527
C. B. ORVISE, PROPRIETOR.

“Truth is Mighty,and will Prevail’

VEGETINE
Purifies

the Blood and
the Health.

Restores

SEVENTY-ONE YEARS OF AGE.
!
EAST MARSHFIELD, Aug. 22, 1870,
Mr. H. R. STEVENS:
Sir—1

am

seventy-one

years

of age;

have

and I think it the best

of the

Kidneys I ever used.

good for all the complaints for which 1t
Yours truly,

CHARLESTOWN,
Mr. H. R. STEVENS:

years, and think

(VEGETINE)

in

used

your

which

we

notice

Palpitation, Enlargement,

Spasms, Ossification or Bony Formation of the Heart,
Rheumatism, General Debility, Water about the Heart,
Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or Chest,

Dizziness, Sluggish Circulation of Blood and Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been

cured

b

Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not hesito

say it will

cure

them

again.

Any

form

of

Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have yet to learn of any case where the Heart Reg-

SHERMAN.

ulator has been taken properly and the party not re-

ceived a marked benefit.

We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart

Mass., March 19, 1869.

This is to certify that I have

Preparation”

among

tate

:
H.

18 becoming very common in every community, and
the sudden deaths resulting warn us to seek some
relief. The disease assumes many different forms,

* Blood

my family for several

that tor Scrofula or Cankerous Hu-

Regulator, and the
are confident we are
not trying to impose
Send for circular

demand is still increasing. We
doing the public a benefit, and
on them a worthless preparation.
containing testimonials, &c., to

FRANK E. INGALLS, sole Agent, Concord,N. H.

The price of the Heart Regulator is ONE DOLLAR

mors, or Rheumatic affections, it can not be exper bottle, and ean be obtained of any druggist.
celled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine, |
1y15
.

it is the best thing I have ever used; and I have used
almost everything. I can cheerfully recommend it
to a ny in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,

MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
19 Russell Street,

FRENCH'S
NEW HOTEL,
Cor. Cortlandt & New CHurch Sts.,
NEW
ON

BOSTON, Feb. 13,1871.

5 00

».

ga: Reports from all parts of the country pronounce
ROYAL DIADEM the best production of both authors

Price, in Board Covers, 35 cts,
3.50
3.50
4
4.17
4.35
4.40

WHAT IS NEEDED.

18 80

-

Diadem

Over 120,000

Dever.

Mr. James Husworth

BOOK

Sold,although the book has been issued butlittle over

MARRIED
Haverhill, June

SONG

SUNDAY
with
Is everywhere r eivd

‘Boston,
10.35
145
17.8
....Trains stop, but at times not precisely fixed.
JAMES T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

In

Address

LH

THE

7.08
57.23
7.31
7.36

745

NEW

Royal

6.45
6.50

Dover,

of

:

THE

11.33
1147
11,55
12.00

An.

Catalogue

D. APPLETON
Broadway, New

BETTER THAN GOLD!

11.10
1L15

A.M,
635
....
540
...,
648
....
7.02
9.50
7.20 10.10
725 10.15

Illustrated

Mailed free.
549 and 551

J. C. TILTON, Pittsburg, Pa.

9.45
ties
aes
.

Alton Bay,
Alton,
New Durham,
Farmington,
Rochester,
Gonie,

for our

tled “ The Old and the New,” 10x14} inches.

for Port-

920
926

Leave
“
*¢
¢“
‘“
“

send

TS ANY PERSON sending me the aaaress of 10 or
more men who want to make from $3,000 to $5,000 Jor ear sure (farmers’ names preferred), I will
send a Census Book of 1870, and an engraving enti-

of Trains from Boston and Portand.

Trains

to

OFFER EXTRAORDINARY!

Dover for Port-

9.

Farmington,
New'Dmiham,
Alton,
Alton Bay,

sent free

mail, with terms to clear from $5 to $10

a.

A.M,
Sh
Gig

Gonie,
Rochester,

¢“
¢
¢“
Arr.

AGENTS.

CASVASSERS WANTED for superior and fastselling Publications.
Address,
for Circulars,
&c., T. ELWOOD ZELL, Publisher, Philadelphia,

Bay.

over,

by

Subscription Books,
3 C0. Publishers,
ork.

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873.

"Leave Joston,

& Co.,

GENERAL

AGENTS WANTED.---Samples

.

5.15 5.42 6.15 P. M.

Alton

Sweet

per day.
Two entirely
new articles, saleable as
flour. Address, N. H.
WHITE, Newark, N. J. 427
RE YOU OUT OF EMPLOYMENT ?—~TEA€HERS, STUDENTS, and all who desire
pleasant
and profitable employment, will find it to
their ad-

and

27

)

BOSTON,

3t27

Experience of Years.
10 00
100 00
106

Brewster,

|

Dover for Great

gt'8,15 P. M.

for

‘

JAY COOKE ‘& CO.

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

is recommended.

ww’.
Bab Sch.
fered
6 50
Charlotte Thompson. Wiscassett. Ma,
100
Fox River Q M, 111 per J Thomas, .
850
Laona. Ill, per J Overocher,
455
A Mand E
Waley. Waterville, Kansas,
200
Mrs D Hayes, Mrs 8 Hayes, J Bryant, $1 éach; Strafford, Vt, per M Atwood,
300,
Tama Q M, Towa. per H H Withington,
510
St Croix Q M, Wis, per W Shade,
400
St Croix Miss So,
hy
1070
St Croix Fem Miss So, per Mary Shade,
380
Belgrade Wills, Ve,
.
per 8 Bowden,
210
Susan Boardman, Skowhegan,
Me,
ad
100
ProfJ M Davis. Athens, O,
410
Veredith Village, N H,
49
Rev |. Given,
500
Sabatiisville, Me, per L Dexter,
18 10
I. Barrett 2. Bridgwater, N i,
t
100
Bristol. N H,
per O R Bacheler,
12 75
Michigan Y M.
wr
id
111 40
St Joseph's Valley Y M,
“
+3987
Mrs E 8 Chapman, 8 Boston, Mich, to con self L M,

Ohfo Central, Y M

Dover

Dover

JOSIAH

bi;

Bankers.

.
Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.00 10.50 A. M,, and 6.25 P. M.

Mission,

‘

leaves

alls at]7.45 P. M.
from Bogton leaves

6.50 7.50 10.58 A. M.

lieve it to be

NT Gilman, A P Martin, $5 each; I. Prescott,

Vie,

navigation of the Missouri River; the work of construction is progressing satisfactorily. The Company has earned title to nearly Ten Millon Acres of
its Land Grant, and sales of lands have thus far
averaged $5.66 per acre.
‘
All marketable securities are received in exchange
for Northern Pacifics. For sale by Banks and

I have tried many remedies for this complaint, and
never found so much relief as from the VEGETINE
It strengthens and invigorates the whole system.
Many of my acquaintances have taken it, and I be-

AJ Young, J Twitchell, $3 each; A S Bean,
Bro White, Mrs Frank Jones, Miss Crie, P
Ingalls, 8 Marden, Varia P Marden, C Hanson,
W S Stevenson, J Bean, Jr, $2 each; Lydia
Hanson, J Given, Lizzie Fuller. A Canning.
ham, I Fuller, A Hall. Annie 8 Bean, Mrs P G
Ingalls. Ellen’ Knowlton,
E H Fernald,
F
Howard, E R Chadwick. a friend, $1 each;
M Norton 50, Collection $50, per E Knowlton, 212 50
Vassalboro, Me,
te
259
Linenlnville, Me,
“
300
Carvers Harbor, Me,

The Company now has more than 500 miles of its
Road built and in operation, including the entire
Eastern Division, connecting Lake Superior and the

RAILROAD

land at 6.17 P. M.
5.00 B. M. train from
n leaves

medicine for weakness

Richmond Corner, Me. per T I) Clements,
A pledge at Cumberland Q M, Me,
M P Trott, Woolwich, Me,
Adam Brown. Esq, Ossipee, N H. for support of ten
boys in India,
Mrs H ( Keith’s Bible Class, Minneapolis. Minn,
H C Keith, O Foster. A M Close, P A Dague, Geo
Bradbury, L Leighton, 8 H Jumpee, $1 each;
Rev C Payne 25"; Rev H N Herrick, J Reck,
50 each: Minneapolis, per Mrs H C Keith,
Corinth Q M, Vt,
per CD Burgin,
Washington, Vt,
pM
Tamworth, N H, per J Runtells,
Montville Q M,—G Carter, J Newcomb, $10 éach; E
Knowlton, M Ulmer, A Chadwick,
W H Littleficld, G Webber, I Cooper. Jr, W Philbrick,
(+ W Colby, P Dunton, I Hall, J C Knowlton,
G W Prescott, J Bryant. A W Hall, N A Murray, D B Chadwick, A 8 Keene, J D Tucker,

2 Montville,

fact which much enhances their value and attractiveness as an investment,

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for 8. B.

8 P Meads, Bath, Me.
Foreign

payment for the Company’s land at 1-10, they are

In constant and increasing demand for this purpose,
and will continue to be after the loan is closed—na

vantage

in

ARRANGEMENT,

EXPRESS,

Pleasant
Prairie school-house,
commencing
September 5th, at 7 o'clock, P. M,
C. K. RICHARDSON, Clerk. .

with the Laona church,
The business was harmoniously transacted, and meetings of worship
interesting. We were favored with the labors
of Rev’s W. A, Potter and J. Parkyn from the
Lafayette Q. M., Wis.
~
Next session with the Cherry Valley church,
in the Village of Cherry Valley, commencing at
7 o’clock, P. M., Sept 6th, 1873,

MAINE

friends to try your VEGETINE,

Rev 8 Y Baringer, Swan, Ind.
D P Haynes, Lawrence, Mass.
G W Jones, Edgecomb, Me.
Rev J Davis, Alton. N H.
“MA
RimbYs Meredith Cen, N H, (2).
‘ Wm
Russell, Ithaca,
NY.
* A Given. Bangor, Me.
'
A Wares, Box 1347, Haverhill, Mass.

ADAMS & WAUSHARA Q. M.—Ield its last 8es=
sion with the church at Strong’s Prairie, June
6—S8. A harmonious and interesting session was

of its bonds, THE

July Coupons and Dividends

suffered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness in my back and stomach. I was induced by

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.

further issues

BRING DISPOSED OF through the usual agencies.
The attention of those wishing to reinvest

Junction at 10,15 A. M.
8.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Dover for PortJ
land at 10.45 A. Mm.
12.30 p. M, train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 3.05 p. M.

Dear

bat by the laymen.
850.00 was collected for
the Foreign Miss, Sec.
C.D. BURGIN, Clerk.

enjoved. All the churches
by delegates and by letters.

SUMMER

ton,

CORINTH Q. M.—Held®s last session at Waits
D

six per cent.on

LIMITED REMAINDER OF THE 7 3-10 LOAN 18 Now

Houston and Mrs. Susan KE. Clark, both of F'.
In Rochester, June 29, by Rev. Geo. S. Hill, Mr.
Ephraim B. Atkins and Miss Abbie E. Pickering,
both of Gt. Falls.
In Lawrence, Mass., June 10, by Rev. A. L. Hough-

Office Addresses.

Letters

ANID

its session

Pittsfield, June 20, 1873.

J. F. HALL, Clerk.

River, June 20-22.
We enjoyed a very
good
session, the churches were all represented
by
delegates, who reported no revival interest in
their several churches but are earnestiy praying .n
fuith for better days.
We were favored with
the presence and labors of Revs. L. Sargent and
J. W. Burgin from the Huntington, J. H. Cex
and G. Sanborn from the Stratford Q. M., who
preached to us with very good acceptance.

written in the English language.
Agents are selling the above work

20th.

will hold

and thereafter to pay no higher rate of interest than

The Salem (Mass.) Observer says :—Thisis the title
of a new, Bliique and remarkable work upon the
practical ra ions of the Seth AITOTe Sil arin
marriage, written by a
distinguished
physician,
is a book of decided
value.
¥
The Christian Standard, {OinetnaiD, says :—There
is not a sentence in this
book which panders to a
ar curiosity. ‘The whole book is redolent with
nce of a pure heart. It ought
to be read by
married
people, and those contemplating marriage,
but especially by parents, with a view to act an enhtened part in
e most sacred and responsible reions of
life.
The Morning Star (Dover, N. H.) suys —It is under’
stood to be from the pen, as it is p ainly from the
heart, of an eminent physiologist and successful
physician, The volume is one to be singled out for
ts rare eminence.
The Daily Monitor, Concord, N. H., says :—This
work has received-commendation not only from the
press, but from our most eminent physicians.
The Haverhill (Mass.) Daily Bulletin, says :—This
work is richly deserving of, and no doubt will receive the public favor. The author is one of the
ablest physicians in the country.
The Ohio Farmer says :- This work should be in
the hands of every young man and woman in the
country.
~
The Albany Argus says :—It should be extensively
read, and placed in every family.
:
The Period, Cincinnati, says: —We find it a book
second to none in importance that has ever been

2. SANDBORN.

for 1873 with the church in
Houlton. Free return
tickets over the R. R’s in Eastern and Central Mailie

7-30

It is perfectly pure, fragrant and very durable. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New York.” If
your Grocer dowt keep it, send to the Depot. | is called to this favorable opportunity for obtaining
these bonds.
.
Orders promptly filled.
18L7
As the honds of this issue are made receivable in

at

gession

its i
ug.

its

1st Mortgage Gold Loan,

ER

pierre’s White Soap
“Dela
is the Best and Cheapest for.all Family uses

& SON,

Notices andtn.
Appointments.

THE IowA

BL OIE

mined to close

omedone and.
e
the |
3
me oT , Prepared only by Dr BO. PERRY,
Dermatologist,
40 Bond st., N.Y. Sold by Druggists
everywhere, 5
:
Yee

Trains

Providence, R. L.,
:
Manufacturers and Proprietors.

received.
FREEBORN Q. M.—Held its June term. with
the church in Manchester. A very good time
was enjoyed, but the churches reported a great
Jack of ministerial help.
During the session
Bro. J. Q. Wheeler was
publicly set apart to the
gospel ministry in the following order :—Sermon

FL
skin

The Pain-Killer is sold by all Druggists.

DAVIS

The Northern Pacific R.

R. Comp’y having deter-

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,

BOSTON

%

water, (hot, if convenient,) and then bathe freely

PERRY

fon
ep——

And TAN, use PERRY’8 Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Druggists
everywhere, Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

vicinity.

At the commencement of the Diarrhea which
always precedes 2n attack of the Cholera, take a
tablespoonful of the Pain-Killer in sugar and

Mission

of between 5 and 6 dollars.
Next session with the Jeffersonville church,
Sept. 6. Persons coming by Rail Road from
east or west will change cars at Flora on the
0. and M. R. R., for Jeffersonville on the S. and
I. S. E. R. R.
J. 8. Hawk, Clerk.

correspondents.

|

freely.

WAYNE COUNTY Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Bonegap church, in Edwards County,
Illinois, May 31, June 1. Brother Muon was
left alone, as far as help in the ministry was
concerned, by the report of the waters being impassable, yet he did all the preaching without
complaint.
On Sabbath afternoon there was a

small collection taken for the

CHOLERA.
HOW

TO INVESTORS.

Special Notices,
For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

Satan in Society

Mr. E. N. ERICKSON, who for ten years has held a

session

weather

686

Ladies will experience much less trouble with
their Sewing, if they use the Eureka Machine twist,
Try it once and be convinced.
;

Meetings.

20—22,

Sold by

all first-class Druggists.

CoM.

HONEY CREEK Q. M.—Held its June

goods should have

J. M. B.

great blood purifying and wonderful
lating properties, effect a perfect cure. It contains medicinal
properties which aet specifically u
he tissues of

SeBEC Q. M.—~Held its last session with Brad-

Their exercises at the church were presided over

schol, and therefore recommend the pres-

eni system of ‘* Uniform Lessons”
adunce upon our previous methods.

replied

a few tender and appropriate words.’

ford

dict Lapham; Gov. Howard, and Revs, J. Mariner, W. F. Davis and D. W, C. Durgin.
“he Alumni occupied the after part of the day.

avn publications as possessing actual merjkecond to none of their kind.
2. That consistency requires our Sabbth schools to patronize these papers, and
or own denominational publications.
|. That we regard uniformity as essentis to the highest success of the Sabbath

but

reported,

was very large.

Use Dr. Pierce’s Gollen Medical, Discovery jbefore
the disease has become too seHtéd, ang it will, by its

much’

were awarded to the graduating class, consisting

structor, for he addressed
SCHOOLS.

moved,

was

fine, the attendance large, and all the churches

wer of any denomination of Christians there was never a larger number of strangers in
is in its men, properly trained and devel- Scituate than on that day. All acquitted themselves well, while the parts of somg are worthy
4
oped.
2. ‘That every effort to extend our denom- of special mention. The valedictory was by
inational principles or to plant our denom- Miss Hattie, the daughter of Prof. Ricker, who,
inational standard, that overlooks the above while only in hér seventeenth year, is one of the
fact, must prove more or less abortive,
most accomplished lady graduates ever sent out
3. That every effort that ignores or Beg by any of our schools. Her part, quite perfect
sects our educational enterprises tends di- in itself, afforded a fitting climax to the exercises
success.
of the class,
In his remarks to the class, Prof.
pctly to defeat our
4. That we rejoice in the success of Bates Ricker was more than usually apt and impresard Hillsdale Colleges, and all of our other give. Among other things he said, that, though
dinominational schools, and that their in- not an old man, he was a grandfather as an in‘erests are our own.

greatly

Doctor

and Mis¢ Ellen J. Towle, Kingston, N. H.,in the
order in which their names appear,
On Thursday, the honors of the Institution

Free Baptist church

and

and

The

G. H. HUBBARD,

of five young men and five young women.
The
1"attendance at the graduating exercises at the

EDUCATION.

surprised

speech.

were | commencing Sept. 5, 1873.

however,

Dept.

with the Raymond, Wis., church, It was of considerable interest throughout.
'
Next session: with the New Berlin church,

awarded to Miss Florence Mellish, North Scituate, Mr. Charles S. Pinkham, Chelsea, Mass.,

day.
3. That we urge upon each individual the
importance of doing something, and upon
each church the necessity of raising, at
least, the amount apportioned to it for the
support of this work.

presentation

|

a superior

character for an exhibition of the kind,

“corps of Foreign Missionariesat an early

day, at

pression of good wishes, and the hope that the
Institution might long enjoy his services. The
cane
is a black ebony stick, with heavy gold
head, finely chased, and
suitably engraved.
Rev. A. L. Houghton, of Lawrence, made the

by

divided into
es of seven, five and three dollars, for excellence in speaking. For these
prizes five young men and three young women
contended.

of Commencement

called upon Dr. Fullonton and presented him
with a goldheaded cane, accompanied by an’ ex-

A new feature in the Anniversary of the present year was the
Prize Speaking” by. the
Junior Class.
This took place at the close of
the sermon on Tuesday evening.
Mr. Laban
Warren of
lingly, Ct., an old student of
Smithville Serpinary, offered fifteen dollurs to be

ble Mission band in Orissa, and regard it

Whereas, Our Printing Establishment
ow publishes the Myrtle and the Lilile
itar, alternately, thus giving us one paper
ach week with ample variety, therefore,

On the morning

Lewiston, the class of 1872 of the Theo,

©.

Mr. C. H. Clark, of the class of 1871.

them.
2. That we have heard the cry of our no-

SABBATH

A Pleasant Occasion,

Durgin, of New Market, N. H. The subject was
“The Young Men of To-day.” The thought
was vigorous, and the address was well suited

is a sufficient’ guaranty that God is with

wealth

to any

before the Philologian Society by Rev. D. W.

Resolved, 1. That the success of these
sent
Missions in ‘the past and at the

true

F, Baptist church and society, to take effect. on
the 10th of August, the trustees .of the society
would be pleased to correspond with any devot-

10. The theme was Benevolent ‘Work, and the
germon was well prepared and instructive. On.
Wednesday evening an address was ‘delivered

MISSIONS.

the

honor

before the Phillips Missionary Society
J. A. Lowell, of Andover,

among the Freedmen, and for the present
prosperity with which that Mission is blest,

That

done

On Tuesday evening, a sermon

ened, while praise and thanksgiving have
been called forth to our Heavenly Father by
the success that has attended our Mission

Resolved, 1.

have

institution of the grade in the land.

and our ‘benevolence and libefdlity quick-

FOREIGN

The appearance of these classes indicated

some of them would

DIED SUDDENLY OF HEART DISEASE.
How common is the announcement. Thousands
are suddenly swept into eternity by this fatal malady. This disease generally has its origin in impure
blood, filled with irritating, poisonous materials,
which; eireulatin
ugh the heart, irritate its delicate tigsues. Though the irritation may at first be
slight, ain
a little palpitation or irregular action, yet by and by the disease becomes firmly seated, and inflammation, or hypertrophy, or thickening
of the lining membrane, or of the valves, is produced.
How wise to give early attention to a case of this
kind, Unnatural throbbing or pain in the region of
the heart should admonish one that all is not right,
and if you wonld preserve it from further disease,
you must help it to beat rightly by the use of such a
remedy as shall remove the cause of the trouble.

HAVING t¥signed the pastorate of the Franklin

that the instruction given in this school is of a
superior character. Indeed, the recitations of

MISSION,

7

Ministers and Churches.

Wednesday, classes in Arithmetic, Virgil, Algebra, Natural Philosophy, Geometry, Cicero,
Horace, French, Botany, Anabasis and Hother’s

MR. H. BR. STEVENS:
Dear Sir—About one year since I found myself in
a

feeble

condition

from

general

Qeblity,

VEGE-

TINE was strongly recommended to mie by a friend
who had been much benefited by its use. I pro-

cured

the article and, after using several bottles, was

restored to health, and discontinued

it

its use.

I feel

uite confident that there is no medicine superior to
for those Somplainte for which it is especially pre-

pared, and would cheerfully recommend it to those
who feel that they need something to restore them to
perfect health.
Reapectivily yours,

U.
L. PETTINGILL,
Firm of 8. My Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston.
VEGETINE extends its influence

VEGETINE is sold 3y all

druggists.
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inthe BUSINESS
Laps!

25

the same.

FRENCH,

of

PART

& GENTLEMEN’S

AGENTS

—Address
+ New

Centrally locdt

of the City.

DINING ROOMS

COWAN

&

or

CO.,

8th St.,

York, for best selling book

lished, $30 a week and expenses.

pub-

Salary or Come«

mission.

on

ATTACHED.

12620

SENT FREE!!
Specimen

Pages

of

SONGS OF THE BIBLE
The new Sunday school Singing book by W. A.
-OapeN and A. J. ABBEY. The subjects are so varied, the hymus

so excellent, the musie

so animated

and devotional, and the (ype so clear and distinot,
that it has at once become a favorite. * Surpasses
all our expectations!” is what those Say who_have
used it.
Price, single
éofies, 35 ots., $3.60
per dozen.

One specimen copy mail
for 80 cents.,
Remember,
Specimen Pages ave sent free to any address.
3t23—2téowd(] W. W. WHITNEY, Toledo, O.

COLGATERC
New ou GW
b2t23

-

of the

French’s Hotel, has taken this Hotel, newly fitted op

into every part of.

the human organism, commencing with. its founda
tion, correcting diseased action and restoring
vital
powers, creating a healthy formation and puritication
of the blood, driving out disease, and leaving Nature

to perform iis allotted task.

Son

YORK,

THE EUROPEAN
PLAN.
RICHARD P. FRENCH,

8
.

;

MINERALS WANTED.

IBERAL PRICES PAID FOR GOOD ASBES4 TOS and AMIANTHUS, otherwise known as
MONEY-MAKING BOOKS FOR SUMMER CANVASSING,
Rook-Wood,
Rock: Cork, Mountain Leather, Fossil
AGENTS & SALESMEN ATTENTION | Bryant's Libra
Fossil-Flax and Earth Flax.
of Poetry
and Song; The New Housekeeper’s Manual, 1 paper,
Litres
by
mail, giving specimens and
price Jet
by Miss Beecher’s and Mrs. Stowe.
Roth selling fast, ton.
H.D,JARVES,
and far, Exclusive Territory; liberal terms. J. B.
10 Devonshire St,
onton, Mass.
FORD & CO., New York, Boston, Chicago ad San
13te2
Francisco.
aie hg
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with an anxiety he strove to conceal,
smiled cheerfully.

ways to go in and out on these old ways—
to plow and plant, and make hay, and reap
grain, all summer, and go back and forth

“ Not to-day,

winter ? If his father and mother were get-

BY

thee,

called

country

thy

art gone;

:

brother,

¥

To meet and battle with the foe;
Her

every

drowned

voice

earnest, pleading
other,
And thou didst go.

Thy heart was firm, thy footsteps did not falter,
Thy glance was never backward cast,
Until thy life upon thy country’s altar
‘Was laid, at Jast.
The gentle
The glad
And when
The

eye is dim, the life harp broken,
voice hushed, the warm heart cold;
a few more simple words are spoken,
tale is told.

A wound ~a hospital,—~four days of anguish,—
Then the release,—and so, with tears,
‘We say ’tis well thou wert not left to languish

Threugh weary years.
Virginia

where

slumber

thy

Short was

made

. *

thee

A lonely grave in which to rest,
And then New England took thee
laid thee
Upon her breast.

home,

and

ing
To walk again life’s weary road;
‘We leave the tired clay to earth’s tender
‘
ing,
The soul to God.

sleep-

keep-

brother, since thou’rt gone from earth
forever,
Tl] take the book that once was thine,
And, till T too shall cross the mystic river,
I'll call it mine.
Rumney, N. H.
“+o

Treading the Circle.
——

Thou to the left. [ to the right,
Yet though the distance grows so wide,
We tread Love’s circle year by year;
‘We're nearer on the other side
The farther we are sundered here.
—Seribner’s.

did

light.

ical

geographers,—thought

the

sea must be of about

This

was

an

unexpected

was
The

It was well he had

the

change

he

had

in

he

to ask himself,

an-

(roubles

that

went

not

what

he

wished,

but

what he ought, to do; and he felt that in
the very fact of his being to those two who
loved him their all on earth, God had call-

swered him very gently. She felt that tonight for some reason he was not responsible for himself.
had

deep

ed him to certain duties on which he would

enough, John. Five children that” have
played round my knees sleep youder, behind the old meeting-house—and to bear,

never agdin feel tempted to turn his back.
Reconciled at last to the appointment of

mothers’

hearts.

Yes,

I've

had

Heaven, he was at peace also with his own
soul; and a new light"®ame into his eyes,
a new vigor and manligess into his life.

none
with

He could think of Angeline Wilmarth in
days without pain. There would
always be in his heart for her - the tendernessa geod man feels toward a woman

troubles

that creature comforts wouldn’t help much ; these

and yet 1 don’t

Te Suni € wel,
Temptation.

John Osgood let down, the bars, for the
tired oxen with which he had been plowing
_ all day to go through them, and seek on
the cool hillsides their night's pasturage.
They turned their heads and looked at him

things.

You

despise
haven’t

this
any

you feel as if your heart

world’s
graves,

was

good
where

shut in and

once beloved ; but whether she was

smothered, and for bein’ tired and mopin’ 1

do think there's virtue in a cup of tea.”

Her patience and gentleness touched him.
He drew up his chair to the table, where
his father was already sitting, and answered her in a softer tone.
«¢ I s’pose you're right, mother; but I'm
not just myself to-night.”
Then he ate his supper in silence, and k d
after it was over

sat

for

a

few

or 1440

164 to 273 fath-

the

waters

moments

thinking, still silently. At last he took
courage and opened the subject of which
with their great mournful eyes, as if ex- his mind was full.
pecting a word, for they were used to the
¢ Father, James McCormick is wanting
sound of his voice, the slow, patient crea- a place. Don’t you think, with you to over-

his

or

another's, he could reckon her loss or gain
among the ¢‘ al) things” he was content to
leave with Heaven.
He had heard in the summer that she
was to be married at Christmas, but he seldom saw her. He had never spoken with
her for more than a passing good-day since
her engagement.

One afternoon in November

he brought

home from the village post office a bundle
of papers, Lis Boston daily among them.

Sitting by the fire and turning them over,

lowered

ered by 550 fathoms,

the Zgean,

ine, and the Adriatic

would

pear,

in

or

only

leave

beds

would

be

joined

by

the

iterranean,

exceeding

2200

fathoms,

as such dumb

beasts always do the voice of a kind master. But to-night he had no word for
them. He put up the bars again when they
had gone through, and leaned heavily
against them.
:
A May sunset was flushing earth and
sky. The
new springing grass looked
fresh and green. A light, feathery leafage
was on the trees, and a few of them, pear
and cherry trees, had put out white blos-

some.

The western sky

was

piled high

with crimson clouds, with, close to the horizon, a bar of fiery gold.
A reflected

brightness

flushed

the East

with a

soft,

the new birth of a new
of wonderful beauty and
John Osgood’s uneducatHe had no words for such

a scene, no clearly defined thoughts about
it, even; but it moistened his eyes, and

¥ " quickened his pulses, and seemed
his life with a rush

of

dreams

to
and

ings.
as

these—others

who

wrote

poetry about them—others who
music, like the song of birds,
wash of waves. What was his
this? Was that all life held for

set them to
or the soft
part of ali
him ? There

must be some

other

other use, some

mean-

ing, if he could only grasp it. If he had no
part orlot in all this beauty, why did it
move him so?
s
Just then he heard the sound of , horses’
feet, and looked in the direction whence it
came. Angeline Wilmarth was sweeping
down the hill, with a gay gallant beside
her. How like a part of the sunset beauty
she looked, with its rose upon her cheek,
its radiance ,in Ler eyes and hair.
Her

long, blue habit falling low, and swinging
to the motion cf her cream-colored horse,
her white feather streaming back on the
wind,

her

gauntlets

little

hands

with

on them—so

much

grace and beauty.

the

youth,

satisfied,

father,

to

be

a

a month, and I want to see what I'm worth
somewhere else.”

Then there was another long silence.
flood
long- The mother finished washing up her dishes,
and came and sat down between her son

How beautiful the world was! There
were some men, he had heard, who painted
such scenes

¢“ I don’t feel

dainty

and

And the “ city chap,”

as John Osgood called him, by her side, did

offering his help, which the fall
scattered, as they blew across his

winds
brow.

Of course there was nothing he‘could do—
he could not even speak to her on such a
subject. Her grief would be too sacred—
and he, had he not been used this many a
month to the idea that he wag. nothing to
her any more ?
Still h2 went on, in a purposeless

sort

of

way, toward her house ; went on, until he
saw
a slender figure coming as if to meet
her hands shaking a little. After a while
the old man reached out and took one of him, under the leafless elm boughs, over
the dead and rustling leaves which lay
the trembling hands into his own.
*‘ We mustn't blame John, mother,” he thick upon the foot-path. Like one in a
said, trying to speak cheerfully. ¢ What dream he moved forward. He had meant
he feels isn’t unnatural. Other young men to pass her with just a good-evening, but
say the same. Very few of them are con- when she put out her hand to him, and
tented now-a-days to live their father's he looked into her fair, still face, the words
lives over again. Only it’s come sudden. came before he knew it to his lips—
‘“ I have seen it all in the paper, Angie,
Don’t think we blame you, boy. It's all

and her husband, her face very

white,

and

and T am so sorry.”

fair and right—only sudden.”

John got up and went up stairs.

His,

mother’s pale silence, his father’s astempt
at cheerfulness, seemed more than he could

“ Yes,” she said
him.”

gently,

‘it

will

ruin

|

* Andyou? Ithought most of you.

You

bear. He went away to his own room and were to have been married so soon.”
** Not to him,” she said hurriedly, ‘‘ nevsat down bythe window.
Over across the
fields a light burned steadily. He knew it er to him. That was done with two months
was the lamp in Angeline Wilmarth’s par- ago. I had never loved him. It was
lor. Was she worth all this that he was vanity that made me consent to marry him.
making these old people suffer? Would He was handsome and gallant, and he
she ever love him as they did ? Was he sure promised me all the good things of this life.
that she would love him at all? But in this But I found after a while,that none of them
untried life, this great world, where
many failed, how did he know
that

so
he

not mar the picture. A handsome, cava- should succeed? What was he going to
lierish looking man, there was no denying do? How vague all ‘his purposes were—
that he showed well beside Angie; but just a dream born of a soft spring night and
what was he here so much for? They Angie Wilmarth’s fair face! And for it he
swept by, Angie's low, silvery laugh tink- was going to overturn the whole fabric of

would pay me for myself; and

I

told

him

the truth,”
Something in her hurried, earnest tones,
or the swift color that stained her cheek, or

her shy,half-veiled eyes,or all together, gave
John Osgood courage, and he said, holding

words

of comfort

that he spoke

fortitude

in

exile

and

suffering, when

he

Made

aim of the little book before us.

the

square

It will be sent post-paid for sixty cents, on application to the publishers.

a Table.

board.

Hurd & Houghton, N. Y., publish

POEMS OF ALICE AND

done,

and

stood

as level and

Last

ness and pity, sympathy and friendship, and all

to'them from

the unseen

life Meyond.

There is

real poetic merit in many of ‘them, while they
all transcend the standard of mere ordinary
verses. The work that Mrs. Ames has done in
editing them is only another expression of the
beautiful affection that she cherished for her two
dear friends, and which she has already expressed

in various other services since

their death.

By

many the volume will be prized almost as much
for being a constant reminder of that love and
friendship, of which it is so fitting a token, as on
account of the verses and poems which it contains.~To .us it seems especially valuable for
both of these reasons.
OLD NEW ENGLAND TRAITS is the title of a
book of 240 pages, edited by Mr. George Lunt
and sent out by the same Publishers.
It might
be fittingly called the Annals of Newburyport,
for the book is made up of reminiscences and
anecdotes of which that city was mainly the

scene.

And

they are not-much

different from

what could be gathered in almost any New Eng-

land town of its age, for human

Then

life is much the

same affair, whether it be lived in Newburyport
or elsewhere. © We rarely tire of reading about
or listening to the recital of affairs three or four
score years old. ‘We inveterately gape at strangers, and it is proverbial
that Americans will almost go wild with curiosity to get a sight at a
sprig of royalty.
So these reminiscences by Mr,
Lunt will doubtless be sought more eagerly on
account of the pretentions to age that they make,
and a certain remoteness which clings to them,
than of the particular rarity or special signifi-

firm as

cance

of the recitals themselves.

book gives an insight

into

the

So far as the

public and social

life of New Englanders fifty and a hundred years
ago, it is valuable.
Although it treats of the
most ordinary matters, such as are transpiring
daily about us, still it deals with them in an entertaining way, and, because they were enacted
a hundred years ago instead of Lo-day, most
readers will doubtless relish them,
Probably

my party, if you want to, Uncle Edward.”
And off went the little girl, with great satisfaction, to set her table.

“That's a smart one!” said Uncle Edward, looking after her asthe door shut.
“Td like to see the thing she can't do!
Pll warrant her pies and cookies are done
to a turn. It's a thrifty little housewife
that can cook a meal and make a table to
put it on !”
!
Then he went

THE

CARY, edited by

the emotions that might be expected to be stirred
in those two loving and gentle hearts, both by
the every day life around them and by the voice-.
less questionings
that were continually coming

anybody’s table.
“I'm going now,” said Nannie, taking it
up. “I'm going to give a tea-party, and I
had my litle set of dishes all ready; and
Aunt Lizzie let me have some tiny pies
and cookies when she was baking this
morning, but Ididn’t have any table to set
the things on, so I thought I would come
in here and make one. You may come to

Nannie

PHBE

They are characteristic
Mary Clemmer Ames.
of the sisters, expressing-l6ve and pathos, tender-

she borrowed a knife to whittle out some
legs with, and when they were done she
hammered them stoutly in. Now the table
was

Newburyport

has just as quaint

people

now,

and they utter just as quaint sayings, and there
are just as curious scenes transpiring there us this
book relates, It even has its ghost stor. 8, ~witness that of the school house last win.. v, which
is much more marvelous than anything among
these reminiscences.” To be sure, it is only the
daily life of the people, made up of trifling and
seemingly insignificant matters.
But a record of

back to his planing, while

set her table out on the flat rock

these same trifles would

find interested readers

under the apple-tree, where the birds sang,

eighty

and no one in all

mainly on this same principle that we are inter-

boy or girl, was
tian Union.

the wide

happier

world, whether

than she.—Chris-

or

a hundred

years

hence.

Aud

it is

ested in Mr. Lunt’s book,

The Harpers publish John ‘W. Forney’s much-

Telling a Lie with a Finger.

talked-of

book,

ANECDOTES

OF PUBLIC

MEN.

The author has had ample opportunity to gather
the anecdotes which he here gives to the public,
having been for many years withir the inner cir-

———

her hand still—
;
; &
1% “A little boy for a trick pointed with
‘
It
was
because
I
had
none
of
the
good
ling a response to something her companhis finger to the wrong road when a man cle whence he brings his stories. They comprise
ion was saying ; and a little cloud of dust This summer, at least, all should go on as things of this life to promise you, Angie, asked him which way the doctor went. anecdotes of all the public men from Franklin
which the hoofs of the horses beat up be- before. He would take time to consider. that I dared not tell you how dearly I loved As a result, the man missed the doctor, Pierce to President Grant, including most of the
hind them filled John’s eyes, and choked By autumn he should know better what he you, and always should. You seem too and his little boy died, because: the doctor intermediate actors, whether statesmen or sol
diers, lawyers or politicians, editors, priests, ar“his throat,and added bitterness to his mood. could do, and whether he could bear to bright and fair to settle down here, as the came too late to take a fish-bone from his ' tists
or actors, The sketches originally appeared
wife
of
a
Ryefield
farmer.”
leave
that
old
father
and
mother—five
of
He glanced down at his hard, horny
throat,
At the funeral, the minister said in the Washington Sunday Chronicle and Phila‘
But
if
I
liked
that
best
P’
she
said,
softhands, his , coarse, toil-stained clothes. whose treasures the church-yard held, and
the boy was killed by a lie, which another delphia Press, papers which Mr. Forney owned
and conducted, and are drawn with a very gens
* How well he would look at Angeline Wil- whose all he was—quite alone. Fe began ly, and her hand stayed in his.
boy told with his finger.”
And so John Osgood won his heart's deerous hand. They serve very well to illustrate
‘martif¥’side! And yet he had loved her in to think that this very fact that Le was
“I suppose,” says Uncle John, ‘that
the two leading objects which the authox says he
a vague sort of a way, whose meaning he their all laid on him an obligation that was sire.
the boy did not know the mischief he did.
had in view in writing them, viz., that the good
There are some souls T'like to think of, Of course, nobody
had just begun to find out, ever since he not to be evaded—that no success purchas“thinks he meant to kill we do in life
be remembered when we are
' could remember. Life would not have ed at such selfish expenditure would be dear children of the Heavenly Father, who alittle boy when he pointed “the wrong dead, and thatwillself-relian
ce, sincere friendship,
much savor, he thought, without her. And worth having. Al any rate he would wait. learn easily the lessons he sets them ; who way. He only wanted to have a little fun, and personal independence and integrity goa
And
so
sleep.came
to
him,
and
calmness,
do not need ever much chastening. Ready but it was fun. that cost somebody a great long way towards making a successful man. The
yet, she wouldbe no fit farmer's wife, and
that was just what he was—a farmer. Then which seemed to give him back his old self to take the lowest seal at feast or syna- deal; and if he ever heard of thé results of subjects of his sketches are all those who have
gogues there is a Divine and approving,ten- it, he must have felt guilty of doing a been so much before the public that most everythe question came again which had haunt- again.
“Will
you
see James
McCormick derness in the voice which says, *¢ Friend, mean and wicked thing. We ought ney- body feels an interest in, if not a partial acquaints
ed
him before—could hie be nothing else ?
ance with them, and the book must, therefore,
Did fate doom ifm, did God ask him al. to-dayP” his father asked, at breakfast, come up higher.”
er to trifle with the truth,”
find a ready sale and a wide réading. Weshould
his

life.

No,

he

would

not

be

so

carefully, but in what time we could give to
them we found nothing that need detes any one
else from undertaking them.. One ‘thing may be
confidently affirmed of this House,~it sends out
no trash.
:
OUR Two

LIVES;

or, Graham

and I, is a story

It is all about *“ a poor little

school-teacher ” who married * the only son of
education, and family connections to boast of,"

but not very much

wealth,.and * only his profes-

sion, with a small pittunce,.to begin with.”
there

was

true

love

between

the

But

two, and

so

, Which had hardly, begun on their
wedding day, kept becoming more and more a
marriage, and they more and more husband and
wife to each other as they grew oldgr. And it is
how their lines ran along, while respect kept
deepening between them, and love kept growing,
and confidence kept increasing, in spite of gos-

sips and tattlers and

tells.

busy bodies, that the etory

Of course, they bad various trials; people

company at unexpected hours, and the baby sick
and troublesome, and Graham away, and “I” a
good deal unwilling sometimes to stay alone so

wife are left to themselves desolate. But we wil
not tell too much of the story. It is a well pict
ured scene of happy domestic life that it repre
sents, where good sense presided along with tro

love, and where each thoroughly confided in.and
‘| loved the other, ‘and this,” as * L” says,~forit
is the wife who tells the story—* helps us 0
overlook a great deal, and be patient with oe
arother’s faults.” And by and by came the tise
when the wife must * write herself a widow”

but she could"* speak

of peace

love.

It is a well-told, but

story, and

we would

like

and joy in he

plain

and

simple

for everybody toget

and read it. A. D.F. Randolph & Co., NY.,
are the publishers, who also send Miss TILIR'S
VEGETABLE GARDEN, by Miss Anna Waser.
This is meant to help women especially vho
haven't spending money enough, by teaoing
them how to raise flowers, vegetables, &q for

the market.

Miss Warner is a practical gardner,

It’ certainly

does not press the matter to any unwelcome extreme.
Besides the sermon itself, it contains
several pages of useful notes and references, and
also the order of worship adopted by the Clinton

handed it to her.
“Now, may 1 take your big gimlet? I
want to bore some holes for the legs.”
Uncle Edward passed down the gimlet,
and Nannie bored a hole in each of the
cormers_of

of late,

baving already written one or two books o the
general subject, and so is well preparedo do
Baptist brethren, whose “ Amens” and * Glo- something besides theorize, Her informabn is
ries” are uttered at frequent intervals,
practical, given in an entertaining way, an with
But, at
the same time, they would scorn to be ealled just enough manifest enthusiasm for the wrk to
give zest to her tréatment of it. It is a Ind of
formalists in any popular sense.
The main desire should be to adapt the style and form of vegetable story, dealing with a good may mattars outside of the garden, and could be pifitably
worship to the preferences of the worshipers,
read by one who hadn't a square inch of round
always being sure that it comes up toa high
Christian standard.
And this seems
to be the" in the world.

“ Who comes here ?” asked Uncle Edward, looking up from his carpenter’s
bench and plane, ashe heard somebody
pushing at the door; and when, an instant
after, a little head with short brown hair,
showed itself, he said, ‘Oh! it’s my little boy Nan !”
:
‘“Ia'n’t no boy!” said Nannie, coming
quite in then, -moving her feet restlessly in
the sawdust.
“Oho!” said Uncle Edward.
* Then
what makes you slide down hill, and beg
for skates, and fly kites, and have a bag of

four

gift

same breath,” which was the real triumph ofer

Avenue church and the Church of the Pilgrims,

Girl Who

to be a very common

Bess goes to be with the angels, and husband anc

RESPONSIVE WORSHIP
is published by the
same House.
It is a sermon on that subject,
preached by Dr. Budington before the Clinton
Avenue Congregational
church of Brooklyn.
There ean be no doubt that appropriate responses
have a fitting place in certain forms of religious
worship.
Jesus and his apostles worshiped God
in the use of the Psalter.
Dr. Conant has shown
this in several able papers.
The most of Christians indorse the miethod by various responses in
prayer meetings, especially our Methodist
and

to the north of the Syrtes, almost in the
geometrical center of the basin.— Harper's
Magazine.

The

seemed

We confess to not having read these two very

much, and—a real and sad trial this time—Baby

less than absorbing.

lies

farmer in this small way.
I want to do
something more with my life. You could
hire a man to do all I do for twenty dollars

if,

his

of

mens of the story-telling art, which, by the way,

bas

must have them in this life; there Is.ni6ving, and

P

*“ And wild Isaurians devastate and kill;»

Gibraltar to the mountains of Africa. A
depression of about 1100 fathoms would
leave nothing but three inland lakes; to
the west, a triangular basin occupying the
center of the depression: between France
and Algeria; in the middle, a long cavity
extending frqm Crete to Sicily; and eastward, a hollow lying in front of the Egyptian coast. The greatest depth of the Med-

All was still, as
world. A sense
mystery thrilled
ed perceptions.

liked

precious

din Ne

when
-~‘“the sentence came that banished him
“To Cucusus, where torrid summers blaze
And winters from the hills blow fiercely down,

unim-

roseate hue which spread up to the zenith.

they

the

Eux-

isthmus

Marti.

the oldest family in the country, having intellect,

“ With that of bel

portant pools; the remainder of the Mediterranean would be divided into'several seas
like the Caspian, either isolated, or communicating with each other by narrew channels, and the terminal promontory of Europe

Harriet

tongued exile?
Many of the scenes introduced into the work
are well painted.
The glowing account which
Glaucus gives of a‘race at Antioch; the struggle
that ensued between love and duty when, for
love of Christ, Chrysostom
would leave his
home, that

“The eloquence of speech is mean compared

wholly disap-

their

by

that we rather like.

© “Isle of peace amidst a sea of sin,”
where his ‘““mind was formed;” his fearless
“ministry in the face of mobs, where he fully
proved that
4
|‘“ All other arguments are weak and vain
““ Beside the logic of a holy life,”
and that

it would

the

AND THE MAN,

ing. How could a work be otherwise which
gaye any truthful description of this golden-

be divided into three distinct sheets of could rejoice that his
—* ghould be
water; Italy would be joined to Sicily,
“ A fate go like to His who heard harsh words
* From one who hung beside him; "—
Sicily would be united by an isthmus to
Africa, the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus | 1k¢e death-scene in the church, where his holy inwould be closed, but the outlet‘of Gibraltar fluence brought the Roman guard to penitence
and faith
these s¢enes are vividly portrayed,
would remain in free communication with and add j—all
interest to a story which, told in the
the Atlantic Oeean. If the level were low- plainest words, of such a subject, could not be

his eye was caught by the heading in large
letters—*¢ Another case of Defalcation.”
He began to read the article, with a kind
see him, he could do the wotk on the farm of careless half interest people in the counthis summer?”
try feel in the excitements of the city which
Mrs. Osgood did not speak, but the cup can not touch them personally ; but suddenshe was wiping fell to the floor with a ly he started up, clutching the paper tight
crash. For
a full minute it was ‘the only and straining his eyes over it as if he
sound which broke the stillness. At last doubted his own vision. The name of the
the old man answeredf
defaulting and runaway bank-teller was marbles, and ride the old horse bareback,
“1 don’t know John—may be he could. that of Angie Wilmarth’s cousin and be- and borrow my tools ?”
I never liked to have any strangers work- trothed lover. Thank Heaven that no
“Idon’t care; I a'w't a boy. I'd despise
ing on the old place in my time. I did it mean selfishness stained his" soul in that to be!” replied Miss Nannie, hanging a
all myself till you were old enough to help hour. He was honestly and heartily touch- long curly shaving over each ear as she
me, and everything bas prospered under ed at the thought of Angie's sorrow. Poor spoke. *‘Say, Uficle Edward, I want to
your hands, John, Still, may be James girl! If there were only anything he- could make a little table. May I have that little
McCormick could. Did you thivk of leav- do to aid or comfort her. Ile took his “hat square piece of board?”
in’, John ”
at
and went out, with some vague purpose of
“Yes,
yes,”
said her uncle, and
he

tures, and

They

are short, elegant in diction, and highly interest-

equal depth.

about 110 fathoms,

The juaterials for

flects considerable credit upon the artist.

of

Young assigned a depth of 2735 fathoms
to the Atlantic, and about 8800 fathoms to
the South Sea. According to this estimate,
other mathematicians add, the Pacific must

denly

THE HOUR

phies of Chrysostom by Neander and Perthes, but
the manner in which they are put together re-

three times the hight now allowed by phys-

planned in spring, he was surprised to find
that the inclination to make it was gone,
Some healing ministry, call it of nature or

had

she

this at 240 fathoms,

——n
rr——

say that it highly deserves both.,——From the
same Publishers come two paper-coverednovels,

the sketches are derived mainly from the biogra-

oms; Laplace, erroneously estimating the
mean elevation of the land at 3280 feet,—

blow,

of grace, God knows, had béen at work

but

gave

feet; Lacaille gives from

his soul; and, unconsciously to himself,
hated himself for afterwards, * I wonder if through the long summer days and - swift,
you ever had a trouble that a good cup of short summer nights, he had been learning
tea wouldn’t cure? Things don’t go any the sweetness of duty pure and simple—
duty done for its own sake. He had begun
deeper than that with some folks.”
His mother’s eyes clouded,

by A. 8. Barnes & Co., N. XY,

to calculate theoretically its average depth.
Buffon

.

the life and times that surrounded him. Iti§
written by Mr. Edwin Johnson, and published

to reach the bottom and Jotsh pares of itp
to the top from great depths, but mathematicians have given themselves the trouble

him, if at all, to make

John Osgood threw down his hat. impatiently. Tea! What notions of life women

and nurse, and then lose—there’s
knows what that is but just mothers

Never to meet as heretofore.

- A Man’s

“ Well, draw right up to the table. T've
got a nice hot cup o’ tea all ready for ye.
That'll rest ye, and brighten ye up a lit-

he

he

)

series of dramatic sketches in blank verse, giving a vivid picture of this glorious saint, and of

ern improvements in taking soundings.
Not only have skillful seamen known how

not gone away and left those two who did be at its deepest point fifteen and a half
love him to mourn, After all, perhaps this miles in depth, which is scarcely probable.
existence of plowing and planting was But though little is known of the greatest
all he was good for. Fate had placed him «depths of the oceans, we do know that their
rightly—gauged his capacities better than bottoms are of unequal depth, and that
he could have done himself. Sahe settled they contain mountains as well as vast,
back into the old grooves with a grim rolling plains; and M. Reclus takes ad‘resignation, which. was not yet. content. vantage of such soundings as have been
Still he felt himselfat odds with the life made to illustrate in a striking manner the
which did not offer what he wanted.
inequalities of the bottom. If, he remarks,
| When autumn came and it was time for the waters of the Mediterranean were sud-

dogged-

as

but

3

veau, and “ * He COMETH NOT, SHE SAID? by
CHRYSOSTOM, or, The Mouth of Gold, is a Annie Thomas, They
are both very good speci.

neither of whom are familiar with the mod-

a

not speak—only John Osgood’s mother got
up and silently kissed him. No young lips
could have been more fond—could any be
more dear ?
Two weeks after that news came to him
of Angeline Wilmarth's” betrothal to her
cousin—the city-bred young man whom he
had seen riding beside her in the May twi-

him, then—néver had.

how, th# words vexed him. She had said
them often enough before, but they had
never struck him just in this way till now.
Johnny! If she would only remember that
he-was twenty-two years old!

“ I've

So far, so far gone out of sight,
My strained eyes follow thee no more;

cleared,

- Witerary Review,
7g

The ocean is not a * bottomless deep,” except to the poets and to young ladies,

news sank into his heart with a dull, dumb
pain, She’ never would have cared for

“ Tired, Johnny P” his mother said cheerily, as he came into the kitchen.
Some-

had ! He looked at his mother
never looked at her before.

place

something which, knowing the man
her cousin, he had never feared.

his generous, hearty nature, entered in
and took possession of him, He went
home, slowly, with heavy footsteps.

¢« Mother,” said he, with a bitterness

And,

Cm

exaltation forsook hjm, and
something
hard, stern, sullen, alien as it seemed to

tle.”

No battle-call shall wake thee from thy

,

the West,

the rose hue ont of the East. A low wind
had risen and blew mournfully and slowly
across the fields. John Osgood's mood
changed with the face
jof the night. The

« Yes,Pm tired,” he answered

present.

;

The old man’s face

ed he had enough in him to go away and
make a career which Angeline Wilmarth
would not scorn to’ share.
The crimson had died out of

at

I will carry on the

while longer,”

settle the matter? Some one could be hired
to do as well for them, and he—he believ-

AUGUSTX" C, BLODGETT.

This book rs thine,~I turn its pages slowly,
And thy dear face I.seem to see;
1 find its every leaf and word made holy
pe
By thoughts of thee.

But thou

time, at least.

that

had—did

they

all

ting old, if he was

not

My plan was sudden as you said—too sudden to be wise. I have given it up, for a

between the homestead and the wood lot all

J My Brother's

father;

The Depth of the Ocean.

John

mad.

v
Po

¢

Rll

From the day that the ‘ Danbury New Man ”
announced that he was going to write a)00k we.

have

been

sorry.

We

thoroughly enjyed

his

funny sayings that used to be strayingbout in
the newspapers.
His “ Adventur wit a Pot of
Paint,” *“ The Intricacies of a Wheaarrow,
** Shutting Up a Hen,” &e., &c., wer as thor.
oughly enjoyable as théy were uniqu.
But to
think of sitting down to a whole volme of just
such reading, with a good deal of th ordinary
ridiculousness that must inevitably crep in, produced a regret.
And now that hiibook has
come, it is just as we supposed itwould be.
There is too much of a sameness 0 it. One
could cull, and find enough for an hur’s merri-

ment, but at the end of that time e begins to
wish that Mr. Bailey had kept himelf out of a
book. For one must keep reading. There is an
irresistible desire awakened to fid something
else

as

funny as

the wheelbarrowstory, and so

you keep at it, and pretty soon youhave finished
the book, and got a headache, and perhaps arise
with the feeling that you ought tonave used the
time to better advantage.
But it is really a
pleasant thing in its way,~an amirable companion for a rainy day,~and allvho enjoy the
caricaturing of everyday scenes, vhere the most
ordinary performances are mad to assume a

humorous and ludicrous aspect should get and
read it. It is called LIFE IN DINBURY, and is
published by Shepard & Gill, Baton.
”

Holt & Williams have adder BABOLAIN, by
Gustave Droz, to their * Leiswe Hour Series”
of novels.
It is translated frouthe French.
M.
Droz has never had the repuation of being a

very chaste writer, and he ha; done nothing in
this case to change

the comma opinion of him.

Still, the book might be woge.
It is, in the
main, the account of a man wjo tried to * live

his own

life,” esteeming

it atriumph, but who

had an excessive fear of ridicdle, and whose consequent proneness to examine into every one of
his acts to see if they were proper, was a perpetual torment to him, and often got him into the
most ridiculous predicamests,
It is full of intrigues and meanness.
Bat his career often

arouses compassion.

His school

life was full of

sad experiences, which, if they hadn’t an amusing and often base side, would make a highly pathetic story. There is a-;good deal of buman na-

ture portrayed in the book, and that portion of it
makes a very interesting study.
'
GERMAN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS is the
name of a little pamphlet sent out by Steiger &
Co., N.Y. The most it aspires to do is to call
attention to the increasing use of the German in
this country, the popular acceptance which it is
gaining over the French, and the desirableness of

having it taught in our public schools,

The pub-

lishers, of course, have an interest in introducing

the German, but, aside fronx hat, their
seem very just,

The model

views

public school of the

future is to be a sort of mimic umversity, where
all elasses will find opportunities to study what
they most desire, and the modern languages will
be prominent in the list. The old world is so

much nearer us now, and is coming #0 much
nearer every year, practically, that even the
children should have an interest in learning the
prevailing languages there, The study of German is already provided for in many of the public
schools in the West, where there is a large German population; it is permitted in New York;
and, as it is demanded, it will doubtless be added
to the course of New England common schools.
There is no harm done in hastening this demand
by such publications as the pamphlet here men

tioned.
Bunday schools have another musical help in
the shape of SONGS OF THE BIBLE, published

by W.W. Whitney, Toledo, Ohio. It is composed of original and selected pieces by the best
authors, and the music has

many excellent qual-

jties. The editors have had very worthy aims in
presenting the book; and it will doubtless meet
with considerable appreciation,~as it deserves to.

DEXTER SMITH’S PAPER, full of musical notes,

and easy reading,
and a certain class of news,
with twelve pages of sheet musie besides, as well

aso charming tinted-paper portrait of Pauline
Lucea, amd several things in addition, has come.
It is the number for June, and may be had of all
newsdéalers for fifteen cents.
ra

The Magazines for July are mostly in, and are
fully
up

to their respective standards,

.

ogy ——

dergoing

trial.”

Mr.

The Jesuits.
——

under the
bound as
any other
and a fair
the State.
régard it

and of the

liberty in

secret

this time,

by

which

grees her attainments

of pious men. entirely engaged in performing the offices of religivn, ministering
to the sick, and educating the poor, In
which of these Plous offices were the Jesuits engaged w
they
secured by their
intrigues the arms of Phillip II., and pre-

ather” as he terms it, has

sent

him.

stays under her mistress’s

statement of the agent.

The goods sent b

the Government are generally those whic
would most please an Indian’s

the way in England for the Armada;

fancy.

The

mistress gives the signal

Indian trader usually keeps goods of a similar character. The trader is most trequently a particular friend of the agent, often associated with him in business, and in many
instances holds his position of trader at the
instance of the agent. They are always
located near each other. The trader is usually present at the distribution of annui-

when they dictated to Lonis XIV, the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and the
elimination of the French Protestants;
when they instilled into English Catholics
the treasonable sentiments which led to
the conspiracy of Guy Fawkes; when they
filled the Swiss Confederation with malignant jealousies, brought it at last to civil
war, and compelled a republic in which ties, If the agent, instead of distributing
Catholic and Protestant
ave long
dwelt to the Indians all of the goods intended for
together at peace to send the
order over them by the Government, only distributes
the frontier; when, the other day, they in- one half and retains the other half, who is
stigated the French invasion of Germany, to be the wiser? Not thelndian, defrauded
for the purpose of destroying a great Prot- though he may be, for he is ignorant of how
estant power ? Those machinations against much is coming to him. The word of the
German unity which they were continuing agent is his only guide. He may complain
to carry on, and which brought down Bis- ‘a little, express some disappointment at the
marck's heavy hand upon the authors of limited amount of presents, and intimate
them, did they belong to the duty of per- that the ‘‘Great Father” has dealt out the
annuities with a sparing hand; but the
forming religious offices, or of educatin
the poor, or of ministering to the sick ? agent explains it by referring to some depThe Jesuit has no country, no tie or re- redations which he knows the tribe to have
straint of patriotism, no regard for the na- been guilty of in times past; or if he is not
tion on which he operates, no comppnc- aware of any particular instance of guilt,
tion in bringing on it war.or any other ca- he charges them generally with having
lamity, providedhe can quench its free life, committed such acts, knowing one can
and turn it into one of those living corpses scarcely go amiss in accusing a tribe of ocwhich Loyola enjoined his disciples to be. casionally slaying a white man, and ends
He strangles free communities as offerings up his charge by informing them that the
to his Spanish deity, as human beings have *‘Great Father,” learning of these little irbeen immolatedby those fanatical Eastern regularities in their conduct, and being
sectaries, whose devotion of body and ‘soul pained greatly thereat, felt compelled to reto their secret society "or chief equals that duce their allowance of blankets, sugar,
of the Jesuit to Loyola. The very mys- coffee, ete., when at the same time the
tery with which he shrouds himself is a missing portion of said allowance is safely
proof that he is a conspirator;
honesty, secured in the store house of the agent near
by. Well, but how can he enrich himself in
even honest fanaticism, never shrinks from
the light of day. . Against conspiracy soci- this manner ? it may be asked. By simply,
ety has a right to guard itself, though it and unseen by the Indians, transferring the
has none to interfere with the exercise or unissued portion of the annuities from his
the propagation of any religion. The main government storehouse to the trading esThere
object of a Jesuit wmiversity would not be tablishment of his friend the trader.
education but intrigue. It would be a cen- the boxes are unpacked and their contents
The
ter, established by the nation, of conspir- spread out for barter with the Indians.
acy against the national life. The British latter, in gratifying their wants, are forced
Parliament is boundto refuse its sanction to purchase from the trader at prices which
are scores of times the value of the article
to the establishment of a Jesuit university,
or a university to which Jesuits are to be offered. I have seen Indians dispose of
admitted ; so is any Canadian legislature, t buffalo robes to traders, which were worth
from fifteen to twenty dollars each, and get
and the Dominion parliament, if the question ever comes before it, as the case of in return only ten to twenty cups of brown
the New Brunswick school act, shows that sugar, the entire value of which did not exsuch questions may be.—Guldwin Smith ceed two or thrée dollars. This is one of
- the many ways agents and traders have of
in Fortnightly Review.
amassing
sudden wealth. 1 have known
the head chief of a tribe to rise in a counDouglass’s Escape from Slavery. cil in the presence of other chiefs and of of—

ficers of

a

Last May Frederick Douglass delivered
a lecture in the Academy of Music, Phila-+delphia, in the course of which he related
the particulars of his escape. from slavery.
He said:
“While slaverery existed I had good reason for not telling the story of my escape
from bondage, and now that great trial is
over, I do not know any good

reason

why

I should not tell it. People generally imaginec that it was a marvelous recital,” but
it is one of the most simple and commonplace stories that could be given. 1 was
owned in Talbot County, on the eastern

* shore of Maryland,

in

1835,

and

a

strange

movement.

to

if a

send

ine

slave

were

found outside the limits of his master’s
plaatation, he would be liable to show by
what right he was out of place. I was put
to work in a ship-yard, and commenced to
learn the business of ship-carpentering and
caulking.

Here I had frequent

with sailors, and in them

covered a feeling

ness.

intercourse

I thought

of sympathy

I dis-

and

kind-

Although the difficulties and

cles against escape were
surmountable I conceived

obsta-

apparently
inan idea that I

«could secure my release by dressing in sail-

or's clothing and making
a surreptitious
retreat. But I had no papers by which I
could pass from place to place,
Fortu-

pately I met

with

a man

named Stanley

who lived in Baltimore, and who was free.

He resembled me in stature, and from "him
I obtained a suit of sailor's clothes, and his
protection papers, and in this apparel, provided
with the
necessary arlicles, I, in
September, 1838,
secured my liberty.
I
got Isaac Rhodes to take my
bundle, and
by arrangement, after the train started he

threw it in, and I ran after and jumped on
the car. If compelledto buy a ticket it
would have been necessary to undergo the
most rigid examination, and all description in the papers must correspond exactly
with the marks ‘on my person. Accordingly the schemes were carried out, and I
soon arrived at Wilmington.
Here I met
Frederick Stein, for whom

1

had

worked,

from

south,

arrived,

but [ was so perfectly disguised that he did
not know me. In a few moments the train
Philadelphia,

bound

and on this was Captain MeGowan,

of the

Revenue Cutter at Baltimore, whom I had
known intimately, and who also had been
acquainted

with me, but he,

recognize me,

too,

and

accuse

his

failed

When the conductor

to

came

er

the

on

and while the tom-tom

beat

shrilled

I

Joudly,

thin,

almost

a strip

apd the pipe

transparent,

forward

and

cer-

tainly there was nothing concealed in it. I
then fixed my eyes upon his strip of clothing
with such intentness that it was not posgible it could have been touched without
discovery; and bade him go on.‘ I felt
perfectly sure that the trick could uot succeed. Sitting down, he stretched his naked
arms under
the basket, singing
and
smiling as he did so; he then lifted the
basket

off the

ground, and behold

a

green

plant, about a foot high! Satisfied with our
applause, he went on with his incantations.

After having sat a little, to give his—plant

time to grow, he again lifted the basket
and ‘the plant was two feet high. He asked us to wait a little longer that we might
taste the fruit! But on being assured by
those who had seen the trick performed
before, that this result-afoudd

be obtained,

I confessed myself ‘‘done”
slightest notion of the how.
the ground, and found it was

83 years.

table;

that

failing,

she

stood

up;

sometimes

the

witnessed

by

spectacles

those

who

‘go

downto the sea in ships,” none are more
impressive than a combat for the supremacy
between the monsters of the deep.
The

battles of the sword-fish and the whale are
described as Homeric in grandeur.
The sword-fish go in schools like whales,
and the attacks are regular sea-fights,
When the two troops meet, as soon as the
sword-fish have betrayed their presence by
a few bounds in the air, the whales draw
together and close up their ranks. The
sword-fish always
endeavors to take the
whale in the flank, either because its cruel

instinct has revealed to it the defect in the
carcass—for there exists near the brachial
fins of the whale a spot where wounds are
mortal—or because the flank presents a
wider surface to its blow.

The sword-fish recoils to secure a greater
impetus.
If the movement
escapes the

eye

of his

adversary,

the

whale

lost, for it receives the blow of the

is

enemy,

and dies almost instantly.
But if the
whale perceives the sword-fish at the instant of the rush, by a spontaneous bound
it springs clear of the water its entire
length, and falls on its flank with a crash
that resounds for many leagues,
and
whitens the sea with boiling foam. The
gigantic

animal

has

only

its

tail

for

the defense.
It tries to strike its enemy,
and finishes him at a single blow. But if
the active sword-fish avoid the fatal tail, the
battle becomes more terrible. The aggressor springs from the water in his turn,
falls upon the whale, and attempts, not to
pierce, but to saw it with the teeth that
garnish its weapon.
The sea is stained
with blood ; the fury of the whale is boundless.

The swordfish

harasses

him,

strikes

him on every side, kills Lim and flies to
other victories.
:
Often: the sword-fish has not time to
avoid the fall

of the

whale,

and

contents

itself with presenting its sharp saw to the
flank of the gigantic animal which is about
to crush it.

It then

dies

like

Maccadseus,

smothered beneath the weight of the elephant of the ocean. Finally the whale
gives a few last bounds into the air, dragging its assassin in its flight, and perishes
as it kills the monster of which

it

was

the

victim.

Obituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Pérsons

wishing obit-

and

Star,

who

do

not patronize it, mustacéompany them with cask

ent, when
I told

was an

American

him

that

ny

only

all right,

and

Eagle.

it he stated that
I was

Looking

pass

upon

with

this assurance I came through to Philadel
phia and proceeded to New York. I got
there at two o'clock and strayed about sid
- glept in the streets until morning. 1 di
not know that I had a friend there, but on
the next morning I met Isaac Dixon, at
whose house I had lived in Baltimore, and

he referred me to David Ruggles, a philanthropic ' and gonerons-minged citizen,

Whiledn the city, where I remained several days, I visited
the Tombs, and there I
:saw Isaac Hooper,
4

who,

for

the
a

great

of-

this

the

juggler, with his hands behind
threw forth from
stoppers,

two

several other

jet of fire!

his mouth

shells,

things,

for

his back,

two

decanter

a spinning-top,

and

followed by a long

!

A Christian,

however

is brighter and acuter

slow
than

without his Christianity.

he

and

stupid.

would

be

And the highest

unconsecrated genius has missed that point
of intelligence and sympathy which only
intimate contact with the divine nature

can impart.—Edward Garrell.

single squace can well be afforded

Verses areinadmissible.

to

Flandérs,

liver, aged 64 yaar, Bro. Fowler came to this
country in 1886 from Walworth, Wayne Co., N.
Y., and settled here when everything was new;
since that time he has been closely connected
with all efforts to improve the eountry and people. He was converted at an early duy,and soon
after the organization of the Wheatland Freewill Baptist church, became one of its members,
and hag ever maintained a Christian standing.
n
For a number of years he has béen sugaged
Sabbath school labor and was, at the time of

his death, one of the officers of the school con=
nected with our church, When nearing the
hour of his departure he expressed great will:

surpassed

in

healthfulness,

FALL

TERM

of

address

the

26, and

in its ar-

81

éontinue

SEMINARY.

will commence

Tuesday, Aug.

eleven weeks, under the

continued

be needed.

For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or IVORY MARCH, North Parsonsfield, Me.

ar

DR. MOSES E, SWEAT, Sec'y.

NEW

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight
associates,
J
Six regular courses for both séxes. Four terms of
ten weeks each.
CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.
Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.
Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
Summer Term boging April 38, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

for

E.C. LEWIS,

New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1872.

WHITESTOWN

self-board-

The 32nd Academical
open August 25th.

g
A. B., Principal.

Common English,
Higher English,

wal
oie i

Classical,
SE
Board and Rooms can

i For further particulars address

:

Now

Ge 00

ee
wtie

obtained

be

rates.

enw

S00
DEO

In his

rent, per term, from

$2.00

4.00

3.00
2.90

°

AN

new

PITTSFIELD, ME.
Full

course

of

study.
:

Terms,

ment.

till. death. ..She was a graduate of the State Nor-

mal schoulat Johnson, Vt., and was an excellent teacher.
Her life was one of devotion to
the Master.
As the time of her departure. drew
near she longed to go and be at rest and died
trusting in the atonement of Jesus.
May her
parents and sister meet her in heaven.
FLORA E. GILBERT died in Lyndon, Vt,
Jan. b, aged 17 years, She gave her heart to the
Saviour two years ago, and ever after maintained a consistent Christian walk.
Her protracted
sufferings were borne with Christian resignation,
and shortly before death she exhorted her young
friends to meet her in heaven.
May grace sustain the afflicted. ‘‘ Let me die the death of the
righteous.”
D. H. ApaMS.

$2.00 per week.

Ladies’

clubs

as well

Book-

as gentle-

men’s are formed.

Boome and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
[
oo

2, 1872.

Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y

25.eowly

3
per month guaranteed
$100
to 250
sure to Agents everywhere gelling qur new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. .8ell readily at every house. Samples free. Address Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia
Pa.
12meow4d
every.

SU R E of S U CC FSS where. Business highs
ly profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sells to rat satisfaction. Address) EFFERSK CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Philadetphia,
yeo
n
PER WEEK and eXpetivea pad. We
want a reliable agent in every County
in the U, 8., Address Hudson River
‘Wire Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N.Y,, or
lyeow20

The

the

and

on

a single

one.

office

The

°

of de-

volumes begin with Jan3

No percentage is allowed on money
sent-us for either of these papers.

Sample copies will

be

sent: free on

application.

New

Question

;

Book,

BY

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Isnow complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have
just completed “The Story of Jesus.’
This book, ¢ Wonderful Works of

patronage.

SEMINARY.

operasion for three years,

The

coming year

prom-

ises more
enlarged
usefulness.
The village of
Evansville is fluely located, and few
places in the

surpass

it in point of moral and

are reasonable.

Prof. JacoBS will have

partment.

charge

of the Music

De-

;

CALENDAR:

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY,

LAPHAM

A. M., Principal,

INSTITUTE.

The’ SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday,
April 14, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.
Scituate, R. I., March 17, 1873,

AND

SUMMER

TERMS

begin

Jan.

13

and

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College; and it is open for both sexes. The school.
being Soliiposed of only one department, a thoroughness mn doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithinily drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography,
Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is givem to reading,
declamafion, composition, Gréek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A.M. JONES, See.
x

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular nformation,’
send for a Circular to

time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents;
4 cents.

More New

Postage (extra),
:

Books

For the Sabbath School.
Price.
$1.25
1.50

Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,”

'

Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,
’
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue‘eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
LR.

ants.

WEST

of their

$150

i

Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
April 7, 1873.

worthy

Orders may be sent at any

religious in-

1.G.JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assist
made from 50 ets.
Call and examine, or
10:
Samples sent (postage free) for 60 cts.,
that retail quick for $10.

under

on 10 copies or any number

being in every way

This institution 18 under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

SPRING

year;

Myrtle,

ment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as

EVANSVILLE

North

copy of the

cents a

COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
WiLTON, IowA.

C. A.FARWELL,

Catalogues sent to inguirers.

fluences.
Expenses

a single

or

Jesus,” received the prize offered not
long since by the Printing Establish-

.«

Commences its Fall Term September

West

30 cts,
20 cts.

Secretary.

81

WILTON

H.

De-

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MRS. J.
F. STEERE. Teacher of Music.
Prof. D. M. WAITT, (from the Commereial College,

and

N.

in all cases in advance.

ostage is payable at the

ivery.
uary.

and

partment.

pogusta), Teacher of Penmanship
eeping.

Dover,

on

address, than

10

Mathematics.

Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Associate in Normal

4

between one and 10, when sent to one

Fall term commences Aung: 22, 1872.
Winter term commences Nov. 7, 1872.
GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
5
REV. A. L. GERRISH, Principal Normal DepartMRS. AROLINE M, FILES, Teacher of French

:

p

for

is 24

Star

law,

no more

Academ-

JONATHAN HoYT died in Lyndon, Vt., May
17, aged 75 years and 6 months. He was born
in Canterbury, N. H. His parents moved with

at

Burlingame,

Little

INSTITUTE.

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

the residence of her father, in Underhill, Vt.,
March 6, aged 23 years,
She was baptized nN
the writer in the fall of 1871, and united wit
the Free Baptist church in Waterbury Center,
Vt., of en she remained a worthy member

R.

each,—payable

May.9, 1873.

Normal,

intended

Terms :—

Postage :—
The postage

show him my salvation.”

NANCY, wife of Sheridan
Easterbrooks, died
in Lyndon, Vt., Feb: 24, aged 26 years.‘ She
was baptized and received into the church at
Lyndon Center by Rev. L. B. Tasker, two years
ago. Nuturally frail she was not long for this
world.
For the last
months she was slowly
wasting away with consumption,
but death
found her prepared. Shortly before she left us
she prayed. « Hoavenly Father, take me,” and
he did, and now we trust, she is in the house of
the many mansions.
Our loss is her gain.

communications

Single copy, per year, - - Ten copies, sent to one address,

Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint-

him to Wheelock, Vt., when he was two years
old. For the last 43 years he has lived in Lyndon.
He was baptized by Rev. F. P. Moulton
and united with the F. Baptist church at South
Wheelock, and continued
a member
of this
church till death.
Bro, H. was noted for his industry and integrity. He had an extensive acquaintance and did a large business yet he acknowledged his Christian dependence.
His end
was peace,
Like Abraham, he was buried in
““ a good old age.”

L.

at the regular‘rates.
For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

Furnishes College, Preparatory,
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are printed on
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paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal ie
that of any
other
paper
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class.
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1.50
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Papers,

Little Star,”
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to Subscribe

School

ING ESTABLISHMENT,

Board, per week, in private families,
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he
clubs,
EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
Use of Instrument for practice,
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
c
has
Ladies,

will

These semi- monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINT-

EXPENSES.

Ridgeville, Ind.,

Time

Sabbath

“The

a

the Principal, or

Aug. 22, 1873.

Studentg may enter

1s the

Our

600
at reasonable

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
The SUMMER TERM will open June 3, and clase

rates.

of this institution

FOR

THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D., President.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Room

SEMINARY.

year

:

=

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

or

Sec. Trustees,

The en 31 goment is fully completed, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class in| stitution are furnished to- both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.
10

ounger days the deceased took a great interest
n military affairs, rising to the rank of Colonel.
As a soldier of the cross, he was also active,
fought its battles well and fell at Jast at his post.
During his last sickness he trusted in God and
loved to think that he was remembered in our
“ With long life will T satisfy him, and
prayers.

Chicago, 1,

ample

Sharge of J. LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Exa Barker,
Teasher of Music, with such other assistance as may

SEMINARY.

The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, .

March 10, aged 68 years,
He was born in Sandwich, N.
H., and at the age of 12 removed to
Lyndon.
He was baptized
and received into the

Agents wanted

building,

PARSONSFIELD
The FALL TERM

eleven weeks will commence

on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872.
WILLIAM H. COTTON,

in

CLEORA JANE BIXBY died of consumption

ech, eichim 0 2100

Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt., 1872.

Department.

Obtained

NORTHWOOD
The

DANIEL QUIMBY died in Lyndon Center, Vt.,

:

Ba

Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at

For further particulars, address the Principal.

JOM,

CHARLES CO. FowrLrxRr died at his home in
‘Wheatland township, Hillsdale County, Mich.,
May 26th, 1873, from congestion of the bowels and

be

omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.

any single

i

not

per week, or rooms may be
ing at reasonable rates.

F. A. PALMER,

of 18.

wel

e from
a
an
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the youngin our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at

E.C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxteld, L. H. Butterfield.
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 3, 1872.
© WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 3, 1872.
SPRING TERM, 13 wdeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1873.
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50

LEANDER LiBBY died in Garland, June 15,
aged 40 years and 5 months.
The subject of this
notice was one who labored to !ay
up earthly
treasure, but feeling that that would not suppo
in death he sought to lay up a treasure in _heaven. He found the support that religion gives in
the hour of death. He leaves a companion and
an only son to mourn
his death, which they

age

Sm

"wh
7.50

Sh Sse, SL A a

Not sectarian,but

I. D. Sith, Principal Commercial

J. G. MUNSEY.

church by his father at the

fe

.

-

en
of Lyndon Center and 18 in the midst of
univoraally admired Bull gesuery of oy Ceol.
S] Lynonville
on, on
the Passumpsioc
railroad,

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

SARAH C., wife of Joseph W. Gile, died in
East Tilton, June 8, 1873, aged 40 years and 1
month.
She leaves a companion,
one child and
a larze circle of friends to mourn their loss.
May the promises of God be verified unto them
and thus sustain them in their. loneliness.

deeply feel.

ag

-

GREEN

East Tilton, May 29, 1873, aged 69 years.

|.

EARS

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D., D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A. M., Agricultural
College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
a
1y48

N.

died

.

LOCATION ;
The new, commodious

PENNSYLVANIA,

For Catalogue or further information,

‘| not us those who have no hope.

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

discharge,

Location can

28,1873, aged 88 years and 1 month.
He leaves
a wife and children who mourn their loss, but

extraordinary

re

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture.

. 1. QUINT.

SALLY, widow of Joseph
Among

He

ela

TUITION:
.
.
.
ho L

:

COLLEGE

Ten Professors and Instructors.
thoroughly Christian.

EpwiN H.,son of P. S. Doolittle, died in Harlem, Ill., Muy 8, 1873, of consumption, aged 26
ears. The deceased had been a resident of
'exas for nearly two years.
He returned home
the first of July last, with a bad cough, which
grew worse until relieved by death.
He professed faith in Christ, the first part of the past
winter, joined the church, and remained a faithful, zealous Christian.
His voice was heard at
the family altar every day, until he could not
speak above a whisper, and long after he had
to be helped from his knees. For the last two
weeks of his life he felt anxious to depart and
be with Christ, which he said woul
+
eternal gain,
He leaves a father, step-mother,
and three brothers to mourn their loss. CoM.

Combats on the Ocean.

-

AGRICULTURAL,
‘
SCIENTIFIC and
* CLASSICAL.

in Barrington, April
though from childof the prayers und
resisted all religious
bed.
She was there

DANIEL Downs died in Lower Gilmanton,

bak
Shadi
rimary
Studies
fommod E
lish,

“CHAS. W. CUSHING.

oF

friend.

MASS.

AGRICULTURAL

‘und

aged 50 years. Sister C. gave her heart to God
in early life and united with his people with
whom she remained a worthy member until
called up higher. She retired at night in usual
health, Ere
long
she awoke the family, remarking that she was
having ‘a bad time but
should feel better soon.
In five minutes the
lamp of life had gone out. The spirit had gone
home.
Although called so suddenly, Sister C.
was prepared to go.
In this dispensation of
God’s providence the family has lost a dear companion and a kind and loving mother, the church
a valuable member and community
an estimable

smooth

Just then chucked

the

sought

NANcy J., wife of John 8. Caverly, died very
suddenly of heart disease in Barrington,
May 6,

WM. EnkiNs died very suddenly in So. Sangeryille, Me., May 9, aged about 47 yours. |

all

she

ago she sought and found Christ.

uaries published in the Morning

But

not

since

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks beging August 27, 1872.
Winter Term of 13 weeks,
gins Pecomber 8.1872.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 187:

SEMINARY,

AUBURNDALE;

PY,

NANCY, widow of Solomon Thompson, died in
Strafford, April 22, aged 67 years. Some years

without the
I examined

of silk, twenty yards or so in length.
was

to

trust she found peace.

ion, walking backwards, drew forth a cord

he supposed I had my free papers, I responded in the negative, but
his Burprise
was great and his indignation not appar-

One of his companions

years

TaMmS0N LEIGHTON died
21, aged65 years. Miss L.,
hood enjoying the blessings
counsel of a godly mother,
influence until on her sick

obituary.

in an

of friends

“py

rg Sr
om Nag
Gadde

after he

wife and little daughter to mourn their loss.

a pebble to him, which he put into his
mouth. Immediately the same compan-

speaking

with

F. H. BUBAR.

Gun

&c.

FEMALE

o%

French (extra), .
.
.
3.00
Instruction on Piano or Organ, .
- 10.00
Ten miles from Boston, on Boston & Albany R. R. Use of Piano or Organ (ex'ra),
.
r
2.00
Instruction on Guitar,
6.00
Vooal Music,18 Lessons,
.
1.50
.
wom
om
0
i
ar Da
TE
our years
yon | P @ nmanship, 15 Lessons,
Aa-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
Classical course in the Seminary. Special
advantafor an education, received at re8 for Music, Modern Lan
Painting
| their own exertions
8, and
duced tuition.
Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
Aims: Thorough Culture~True Womanhood.
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
Next year begins Sept. 25, 1873. Address
:

buried beside his father’s who preceded him
u few months to the spirit land. He leaves a

arrogant manner, he told me kindly that

of

LASELL

H., April 19, aged 81 years.
In the last days of
life he found Christ precious and died in
peace,
His remains were
brought
to Strafford
and

upturned. Apparently delighted with my
surprise, the juggler stood
up laughing.

instead

circle

Rifles, $8

discount. to

Academies,

MircaELL DEMERITT died in Portsmouth, N.

one,

through the train<he rudely called on all
the passengers for tickets, but. when he

came to me,

Some

found Christ,

wv

with becoming dignity and begged him to
bring
the basket and its cover to me. The
juggler cheerfully complied. I examined
the basket. It was made of open wickerwork.
I then examined the cloth covering.
It was

farge

Tackle, &o.

ealers or clubs.
Army Guns,
olvers, etc,,
bought or traded for. Goods sent by express C.O
D. to be examined before paid for,
-.
lteowl4

slippers were kept, snatched one in her
May 11, aged 73 years and 5 months. The
mouth, and, leaping on a chair, held it out H.,
subject ot this notice was a great sufferer for
of the window as far as she could reach, and months, but never complained, bore it all with
whined ‘piteously, evidently hoping that if Christian resignation, feeling that the Lord doeth
the master saw the slipper it would induce all things well. He leaves a wifé and several
him to return. In this instance there is cer- children who mourn their loss.
tainly nothing satisfactory in resorting to
ELizA. wife of Henry Fowler, died in East
instinct for an explanation ; the act was ev- | Tilton, N. H., May 20, 1873, aged 19 years. ‘In
idently the result of a true reasoning proc- the morning they are like grass which groweth
but how soon it is cut down and witheress, prompted not by greed but by an uh
eth.
.
almost human affection and attachment.—
JouN KNowLES died in Belmont, N. H., May
Nature and Science; Scribner's for July.

“bamboo

stepped

Material, Fishing

was

but

o Clam $3 to $20.

Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.

SALLY HILL died in Strafford, April 12, aged

high glee until he went out for the first time
after convalescing, when she was greatly
.distressed, and watched him from the open
window as long as he was in sight; when
he finally disappeared she gave a despairing
yelp, and racing off to the place where the

round the loins. The time seemed to have
come for the detective's eye! So just as he
was becoming more earnest in his song,
more

‘the

agent,

except

mourn his departure,

house for a couple of weeks, Nellie was in

beating, and ‘the

of clothing,

to $75.

:

.
.

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress, French and Natural Science.
fi
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rhetoric,
Miss IDA E. MORRILL,
sic,
Miss ELLEN A. PEREING, Penmanship.

: J$40 10.8300. y Dou

Shot:

Gung, 85 to 160. Sin

arose
said that he bad found that Christ was
no burden to any man, but- sin was a burden,

He leaves
a wife and

then she tried sitting up again, but without
success. She then seemed to think for a
moment, and, as the result of her cogitations went straight to the waste-paper basket, picked out an old envelope, and pre| sented it to ‘her mistress, evidently in the
hope that she would receive what she de‘sired, and so earned her piece of sugar.
It may be said that in this instance appetite
gave the stimulus, and otherwise she
would not have exerted what certainly appears to be a reasoning faculty. To meet
this objection we give another instance.
Nellie always comes down the hall-stairway
to meet her master on his return home, and
aftef greeting
him races off to the front
room for his slippers, and brings them to the
head of the stairway. A recent attack of
illness having confined her master to the

pipe playing. the jugglers, singing all the
time in low accents, smoothed a place in
the gravel, three or four yards before us.
Having thus prepared a bed for the plant
to grow in, he took a basket and placed it
over the prepared place, covering it with a
thin blanket. The man himself did not
wear a thread

dinner she

chair, and when

and generally received something to
back in return. She had therefore learned
that if she delivered an envelope she received something. Lnnch being served on
one occasion in the library, Nellie sat up
and begged for sugar that happened to be

keen

While the tom-tom was

camp,

ne

Breech-Lo

led to reflect and with penitence, and ‘turned
take “to Christ whom she had so long rejected. We

Rev. Norman Macleod, in an account of
a visit to Bombay, gives an account ofa

as

a lumber

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT,

Faculty

had returned from his winter's work, where he

week, Nellie had carried messages to her
master that were written on old envelopes,

——

juggling feat, known
trick.” He says:

in

heard him say was in a social meeting,

intelligence, and even possesses a mathematical mind. It is possibly this latter gift
that bas enabled her to show the evidences
of reasoning power we propose to relate.
Four or five times each day, for about a

Hindoo Jugglery.
&

and

LYNDON
:

for a Price List to J. A. FJOHINTTON,

(GREAT \YESTERN

all the evil influence around him he maintained
his Christian character. The last word we

be seen that Nellie is a dog of considerable

a few

sixty miles nearer my liberty. When I
determined on escaping, I looked about for
the proper means to accomplish my purpose. At that time great vigilance was
exercised by the authorities. Everybody
was strictly watched, and

the army,

Write

as

‘Bro, Bogle was born in
came to this state a few

He was a kind husband,

spent the winter

two, three.
From the account we have given it will

then present, of these or similar dishonest
practices. Is it to be wondered at that the
position of trader among the Indians is
greatly sought after by men determined to
become rich,but not particular as to the manner of doing so? Oris it to be wondered
at that army officers, who are often made
aware of the injustice done the Indian yet
are powerless to prevent it, and who trace
many of our difficulties with the Indians to
these causes, should urge the abolishment
of a system which has proven itself so fruitful in fraud and dishonest dealing toward
those whose interests it should be their duty to protect ?>—*‘Life on the Plains.”

years after that time made my escape. 1
had been sent up to Baltimore by my master to a brother of his for safe keeping, but
it was

smile for all,

of pun-

by counting

left

beloved by all who knew him, Last fall, while
God was pouring out his Spicit in this place and
many were turning from sin, he be¢ame anxious
about his soul’s salvation,gave his heart to Christ
and a short time after he followed the Saviour
in baptism, uniting with the ¥'. B. church, He

brings a newspaper which is kept in the
corner of the room, spreads it out, and sits
up while her mistress prepares her food in
a saucer, which is then placed on the newspaper—but Nellie does not touch it until her

knowledge on this point he must accept the

SAY

and

religion

ears ago. He was noted for his activity and
ndustry, He had a friendly word and pleasant

the order is given to get her table-cloth she

For

of

B: L. PRESCOTT.

ears and 6 months,
t. John, N, B,, and

increased in number

and perfection, and now during

The Indian has no means of knowing how
much in value or how many presents of any
Jarsicula kind the Government, the ‘Great

are told.that he had cruelly banisheda set

Master,

DAVID BoGLE was killed while driving logs
on the Penobscot waters, May 4, 1873, aged 28

ishments, soon taught her the ordinary accomplishments of sitting up, and walking
on her hind-legs about the room. By de-

Indian Agents and Traders. -

}

the
reality

father.

British

i, cious system of rewards, and rarely

the

might well convince the most skeptical, He has
left behind a memory which all
who knew him
will love to cherish. A fond wife and seven
ehildren truly mourn him as a husband and

BE

said he

until

Meredith.

rotestantism has lits being. It conspires
with factiopafor the same purpose now.
When Bismarck expelled the
Jesuits, we

pared

Douglass

un-

such an evidence of

in the ordinary amenities of life, 4s found jn
Id, $750 having been paid for
him by a dogs who are inmates of our city houses,
friend of his in England, and the negotia-, Under. these circumstances her mistress
tions having been conducted by Hon. Wm. took her education in hand, and by a judi-

evil hut with
‘But Jesuitisin. is not
religion ; Jesuitism is, and always was,con* spiraey. It conspired of old with Catholic
espots for the overthrow of Protestant
overnments,

was

said, was honorably purchased.

it mot with

- with charity, and to overcome

escape,

:

ingnessto go to be with

in Animals.

So much attention is at present directed
bechuse the conductor, who allowed him’ to this and similar subjects that we may be
to pass from Baltimore to Philadelphia, pardoned for adding anothér instance of the
would have been responsible to his master ‘powerdn question. Nellie is a Pomeranian
She was
for the pecuniary extent of loss sustained, dog, about thirteen months old.
and because he did not want to expose his given .to her present mistress six months
friend Staple, ansh because he did not ago, nnd the attempts that had \been made
want slaveholders to know that slaves had to educate her had all resulted in failure,
any methods of escape.™ His freedom, he She had not.even been properly\instructed
had kept this story

Catholicism is a religion; and
law of religious equality we are
. citizens to treat it.as-we would
religion, giving it free course,
share in all the advantages of
As Christians we are bound to

his

Reason

Toc

character, in making

welldnown|
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BURLINGAME,
Dover, N.

Life of Wm. Burr.
A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. The Jhice has been reduced from $1.00 to
7h cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

This little volume ghould be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Librames,
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, No.H
CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revised by the author, ha
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and ehurch-mem
ber havea copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 26 ots.; in paper covers

15 dts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 cta,, on the
1attér 2 cents
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Work was commenced Saturday upon a mammoth
balloon in New York city, by Messrs.
Wise and Donaldson, under the auspices of the
Grapnic Company, the builders agreeing to make
an aerial voyage to Europe.
The expedition
will start about the 20th of August.
Wagner, the recaptured murderer, has
removed from Alfred to the Saco jail.

A sanguinary

M. Thiers is about to begin a work on the Arts
in Italy during the
Middle Ages, the materials
for which he has fora long time past had in

preparation, ©

zens of Rawlin’s Springs, Wyoming, and some
Ute Indians took place Saturday ata Ute camp,
ten or twelve Indians being killed, and the result, it is feared, will be a general war with the
Utes.

at the assembling of Congress next December.

Two cases of what is declared.tobe th Asiatic
cholera are reported from New York. The

board of health declares that they are mot real
cholera cases, but eminent physicians say they
are, and assert that the board are endeavoring
to conceal their true nature.
The gold receipts from customs for the last
fiscal year will amount to about $189,000,000, or
$1,000,000 less than the estimates.
A system of heavy frauds on the revenue by
the dishonest use of cigar stamps has been discovered in the New York custom-house.
The shipments of Texas cattle east from Wichita, Ellsworth and other points in Kansas has
commenced.
There are 60,000 head at Wichita,
and 150,000 head are on the way from Texas.
The kidnapping of three families of German
immigrants from New York City has been dis.
covered and Mayor Havemeyer is investigating
the case.
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A bar-keeper was fatally shot by a bank president at Bloomington, 111. Wednesday evening,
because the former refused to sell the latter
some whiskey.—De Witt Comstock, being jealand drunk, killed his wife at Syracuse, N. Y.,
Wednesday night.
The band of Indians by whom
Lieutenant
Almy was killed have been overtaken by the
cavalry under Lieutenant Babcock and forced
to a battle in which fourteen of them were killed
and six captured.
Contradictory reports are received concerning the cause of the recent quarrel between the Utes and citizens of Rawlins,
Wyoming, one pronouncing the assault unprovoked and another stating that the Indians had
previously shot a white lad.
The Fourth was celebrated as a rule ina quiet
and sensible manner.
In Boston, there were
the customary Music Hall ceremonies, the ora-

tion and the reading of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, the usual regattas, rowing and sailing,

the open-air

concerts and the

children’s enter-

tainments, but no procession, ‘or balloon ascen+ sions or fireworks, and little din and racket or

street disturbance.

In Portsmouth, the * Sons

had their great celebration, which was a most
thorough success. In Burlington, Vermonters
celebrated by unveiling the statue of Ethan Allen
with imposing ceremonies. In Philadelphia, the
formal transfer of the site for the centennial

exhibition

occasioned

elaborate

which were attended by great

distinguished men.

New

ceremonies,

crowds and many

York

was undemon.

strative and quiet. The Tammany society observed the day as usual, the oratien being deliv-

ered by Congressman C. N. Potter.
* The accountof Jacob Thompson us secretary
of the

interior

under

President

Buchanan has

just been settled, and there appears to be a deficit of $281,000.

Immense

“

damage by st6ims during the past

few days is reported -from Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, and
Wisconsin,
Wind, rain

and lightning have combined
struetion.
A raid into

Apaches

Mexico

from Arizona

by a

was

in the work of de.

fermidable band of

preventod

recent-

ly by United States troops.
The confinement o
the Modoes is beginning to produce sickness,

and Captain Jack is reported’ to be weak, gaunt
and complaining. Three more straggling Mo-

docs surrendered
Wednesday.

at Fairchild’s

ranche

FOREIGN.
More

earthquakes

in

last

Y

northern

Italy

are’

&
re

ported.
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Tt is stated that a duel is about to take place at

Paris between M. Paul de Cassagnac
Rape.

7"

Another Chinese

dia is reported.

“victory and

and M.,

slaughter in In-

The Vienna exhibition building and grounds
were considerably damaged by a storm Sunday
night.
3
;
The captureof the capital of Khiva by the
Russians is confirmed, but the Khan, it seems

has fled and not surrendered. ~~
.
Bowles Brothers & Co. have resolved to re.
new their offerof compromise and to resume
business at once.

.

»

The late John Stuart Mill ix said to have been
an excellent musician.
ind
The city of Parga, on the
bought by a Greek banker,

Adriatic,

Meissonier’s last painting was
Richard Wallace for $20,000.

has

bought

heen
by

Sir

The most beautiful tortoise-shell jewelry in
the world is made in Naples.
.
The late Louis Napoleons villa, at Vichy, was

recently sold at auction for 56,000 francs.

On the late Passover, Baron de Rothschild of
Paris opened his doors to all comers, and begzars
and dukes were received alike.

The Pope has sent a brief to Switzerland,
authorizing the Roman priests to say muss in
private houses, as in times of persecution.
M. Jules Grevy, late president of the French
National Assembly, has appeared as a barrister
at the civil court at Orleans.
-Ready-made sermons, neatly
lithographed,

can be bought in London at two shillings a dozen.
Emperor William of Germany

has prescnted a

fine bronze bell to the German church of Duluth,

Miss.

:

An exhibition of Japanese curiosities has been

opened at Nagasaki, in a temple (Dazaifu) in
Chikuzan.
It consists principally of antiquities,
some of which are stated to be 900 or 1000 years
old, that have been collected together from the
neighboring districts.
Senor Castelar has written a “ Life of Lord
Byron,”
which
has just been published in
Madrid, and which is said to be one of the most
original monuments of later Spanish literature.
The Rev. J. W. Olmstead, D. D.,
of the

* Watchman and Reflector, his wife,

and

a son’

who graduates this year at Harvard College, are
to be passengers in the Cunard steamer Olympus
for Europe, that sails July 8. Dr. Olmstead has
béen in poor health for some time, and expects
great benefit from this change.
Eleven thousand women signed an address
thanking Mr. Disraeli for his general
good
offices to the woman suffrage movement in England. In reply, Mr. Disraeli says he is. so persuaded of the injurious character of the present
restrictions against female,” participation in
the
franchise that he hopes they will be removed
by
the wisdom of Parliament.

German newspapers announce

that

the

dic-

tionary of the German
language, in course of
compilation by the Brothers Grimm, will contain more words than any other publication
on
record.
It has already reached the number of
about 150,000, and by the time it is completed
it
will comprise at least 500,000.
The national library of Paris has bought. the
bulk of the interesting collection of books, MSS,,
engravings, ete., relating to Montaigne, which

effect

cavalry

have been so often

is nothing new to be

described

said

that there

about their appear-

ance.
The detachment which took part in the
ceremonies of to-day wore bright
red jackets
and
a sort of fur hats of the same color, and
rode chestnut ponics,
On their backs carbines

were strapped,

and

ried

lances.

long

red

The

in their hands

first

They

led

they

the

car-

cavalry

circuit of the cavalry was

merely for inspection; the second was for evolution. How
impatiently the
Cossacks
went
through the first, and how eagerly they entered
on the second!
The ponies even trembled with
enthusiasm.
As the cavalcade approached the

Emperors,

the

riders

settled

firmly in

their

spectators have

caught

their

breath,

are

the land owning interest should get the benefit

of thig, rather than the lakoring and producing
interest. As this means favor to the few rich

against the ‘mass of the nation, Mr.

Gladstone

and his party easily find in it just what they most

wanted a gréat rallying cry, the success of which
may be judged from the fact that the Tory motion on the subject’ of the House of Commons
was negatived ‘by acclamation, tlie supporter

of the motion not daring to call for a division, .

ful management of a poultry woman or boy. Of
course they do some damage to grain; but this
evil is counterbalanced by
the enormous de-

insects

secured.

subsist

From

mainly

June to

upon grass-hop-

the

whole

body

second

Emperors

turn

formed

and

at

the

around

the

rear,

to reach the average weight of fourteen pounds,
dressed, at Thanksgiving
or Christmas.
The
common run of turkeys sentto the New York
market do pot average more then eight or nine
pounds.
The
Narragavsett is a very
large,

healthy bird, and
many generations,

amphitheater.

twenty-eight pounds; and

from twelve to sixteen.

hens

that will

Where

the

W.

birds

are

regiments deep. There
wm all,—the cuirassiers

with their white coats and heavy black horses,
the hussars with their pikes, the mounted grenadiers
and the dragoons,
wings the reekless Cossacks again.

and at¢ the
The Grand

Duke Nicholas waved his sword, and the entire
force moved toward the Emperors and the spectators.

At first it was a light trot, then an easy

gallop, then faster and

faster, till one could on-

ly see thousands of glittering uniforms and syperb horses. dashing madly toward the crowd.
Nearer and nearer they come, and ever at the
same terrific pace. It will be death for the imperial party who
are on the ground below!
Suddenly the Grand Duke’s sword flies up aguin
in the air; the officers pass the word along.
Still the 15,000 horsemen shake the earth. The
Grand Duke’s sword falls, and the mighty niass

comes to a stop as if transfixed by an electric
shock. Perfect silence reigns. The long line

of cavalry is aus calm and steady as the marble
palace itself, and far back through the centers
all is tranquil. Ishall never look on such a
spectacle again.

The

Best

Steam

thi—

Doctor.

When Michael Angelo had finished a fine fresco for the Pope, his holiness gave him a purse
of gold, saying,~The days are past when the
apostles at the gate of the temple must say to
the poor cripple, * Silvér and gold have we
none”
“Yes,” replied the artist,” and alas!
the days are also gone when Peter could enable

that same man to mové

about and

earn an inde-

pendence, by his wonder#orking

words, *“ Rise

and walk!”

ed Westward, on an agricultural belt,
the middie of which i¥in the latitude of New York
city

—sweeping
over Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois
and Towa, into Nebraska.
Nebraska has been
settled by about equal
proportions of people

from

each
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describes

day is best.
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$1.25.
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Summer
The

A

¢1.

common

among

Containing

however cold and stormy the weathe
r may be,
from the day they are turned out in
the spring
until the first in the fall, and someti
mes even
later.
Cows are subject to take
severe colds
from exposure to inclement
weather fully as
much as men are, and these colds often
80 completely derange and weaken the whole
system,
that garget with all its evils, as well
as many
other cow diseases, receives its startin
g point
in this way.
Cause and effect are, as a general rule,
so far
separated
from each other by intervening time,
in cases of garget, that we fail to trace
the con.
nection between them.
Yet of all the diseases
or ailments to which the dairy
cow is subject,
garget causes the greatest loss
to the dairy-

STORIES,

gin or starting point, Among
the prolific
es of garget the following may be
named :

caus-

Firsc.—Fast driving when the cow’s
bag is full
of milk, causing internal injuries to the
udder.
such as

thumps and bruises with sticks and stones,
management

in drying the

cows off at the close of the milking
season,

Fourth.—Over-feeding with grain,
Fifth.—~Changing the eow_too
suddenly from
dry food to succulent or milk-p
roducing food,
not giving the milk-producing
and milk-secreting organs time to conform to
the change produced by the change of food.
Last, but not least, a constant
source’ from
which garget arises is the cruel
exposure of the
cows to cold storms of rain and
Snow.
A deep
'milker (and poor milkers are
not often troubled
with garget) during her greate
st flow of milk is
always very liable to attacks
of garget whenever she takes cold. These
attacks are often
slight at first, but each succeeding
ome always
comes with greater violence
than the one preceding it, until the cow is finally
ruined,
The dairyman whose cows are
run the most
from the pasture to the milkin
g=barn, have the
greatest number of stones thrown
at them while
on the way, are milked the
most irregularly,
are fed the greatest quantity
of grain, are changed the most abruptly from
hay to grass, are
most exposed-to ¢old storms,
will have the most
cases of, garget, and I will
‘add that he ought
to have,

- for

Times.

he

fairly

earns

OF BOUND

them.—N,
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farmers and the industrials of every diane who

follow fir their fruin. Accordingto the reeofds

of (hé United States Land

Office fn Linsoln,

7,917 homeédteaders and 6,10) pre-empt
ors had
filed claims to farms there within three
years

wood, porcelain, glass, stone, etc., may
be made
by rubbing toget

her in amortar two paris of
nitrate of lime, 25 parts of water
, and 20 parts of
powdered gum arabic. ' The
surfaces 10 be unit.
ed are to be painted with the ceme
nt, and bound
together until completely dry,
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Filled with the best of new music for the Voice or
for Piano.
Over 100 Gems, all established favorites.
Price, $2.50.
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STOCK MARKET,
Jury 7, 1873.
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«oe 115}
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« 116}
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+ 1194
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_...........
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1215

of Gems,”
Price, $2.50.

Gems,”

Containing the be st Piano-Forte Music. Price, $2.50
&9~ The above books are uniform in style and

binding, all the pages being of full Sheet Music Size.
They will be found invaluable for the sea-shore or
country resort, containing bright and pleasing musie, all else being carefully avoided.
The Coming
entitled,

SABBATH

The

River

with

new
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music

writers

and

SCHOOL
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in the country,

price.

BOOK.

of Life,
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Specimen pages free.
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distin-
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ready.
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TARRANT'S SELTZER APERIENT,

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.

ATWOOD'S
A UININE TONIC
BITTERS
Is the Best Aromatic Tohie
and Stomachic ever offered to

the public.

‘

your

APPE

It will IMPROVE
BE,

FACILI-

TATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERVOUS SYSTEM. I'iGor
TO EVERY ORGAN OF THE BODY, thereby
imparting HEALTH and STRENG TI.
Thero
is no remedy so good for
'

LANGUOR

whether
Medical

& DEBILITY,

general or following

aente disease,

The

Pale and Sick

other cause than having
.
ach. noBROWN'
S VERMIFUGE worms in the
stroy Worms without injury to theCOMFITS wiiom:
child, being

perfuctly WHITE, and free from all
other
injurious ingredients usually used coloring or
in
Worm
prepara
tions.
CURTIS & KR
Proprietors

Soi ty, Pragya Chemie ener
MACHINE WORKS!

GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

EXETER

Children often look
from

Faculty indorse it, for DYSPEPSI .¢,
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS DI SEASLL
,
Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists,

13teow20

A cw e for Indigestion frightful
A bubbling beverige delightful ’
H
A remedy for every ailment
O’r which the Bilious make bewail
ment.
A laxative, though mild, effecti
A tonic, nervine and corrective;ve,
An anodyne and sudcrifle,
A wonderful SALINE SPECIFIC
Embodying every rare ingred
That Mother Nature deemed ient
expedient
With kindly liberal hand to flin
'
- Into the famous Seltzer Sprin
g
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According to Dinglers Polytech
nic Journal,
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nt, applicable to
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Havana.

of these States as well as from New

every other State and territory,
The South Platte country is fast filling
with
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man, is the most difficul
to cure
t (murrain excepted) ind the most difficult to trace
to its ori-

Third.—Improper

all

OF

Quadrilles, Mazurkas,
2 5

to allow their cows to run out night
and day,’

Recond.—External injuries to the
bag,
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Care of Dairy Cows.

practice is too

Ray

Sunny Hours of Childhood.

A subscriber asks the best way to prepar
e
fence-posts with a view to their preservation
.
Always put the upper end of the post
in the
ground, reversing the position in which
it grew.
When it is thus placed, the moisture
from the
ground will not rise so readily as it
would if
the post was placed in the position of
root end
downward.
The
rising of moisture
tends to
decompose the wood.
?
A further preventative against decay
is to burn
the lower end of the post, and while
hot plunge
it into melted tar,—coal-tar will suit
the purpose.
BEEBE 2&6

By

16mo. With Psalter. Full cloth. 90 cents.
A discourse with-notes by W. I. BUDISGTON, D. D.,
and letters from other di
uished clergymen.
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A series of Dramatic Sketches of the Life and
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The Liberal Education

Clift, in the Poultry World.

Seine to the barracks at the foot of the Champs

de Mars, and several
were probably 15,000

We are

at 90 and

weigh

kept over, gobblers will dress sometimes thirtytwo to thirty-four pounds.
For making poultry
for market, the Narragunsetts have no superior.
The prevailing colors are white and black,
with
a large patch of white upon the wing bow, giving the general impression\s{ a gray bird.
They
are not uniform in the shading, but with sufiicient painstaking, could be bred to a feather.~—

successfully,

front

the market.

lection of their breeding stock, taking young
gobblers that will weigh from twenty-two to

bed six feet square will supply an acre,
crop will be umform and good.

The

Mackerel,bbi. 10

for which it will be open, it is believed, will make
of

ees

P

Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60
Extra Superfive.. @ 1
Superfing...oovve. @ 1
FISH.

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
Railway Bonds
are, for intrinsic value, or security
of principul and interest, inferior to none now upon

Boston and Previdence markets under the name
of Rhode Tsland Turkeys, or Extra No. 1, are of
this breed. The farmers are careful in the se-

opposite

stretched the whole length of the field; somewhat longer,—to use a comparison which many
English readers will appreciate,~than from the

Carpetings—

to be derived frofa the Milwaukee
the short period of the present year

Division during

the total gross earnings in excess
net earnings in excess of $800,000,

has been bred for size for
Most of the birds sold in the

the field the
the

Ginghams......00 @.. 00
Mous.deLafnes 00 @.. ..

excess of $700,-

and it is not uncommon for a lot of early chicks

mode adopted
Tor hot-bed propagation of onions,
When three inches high in the bed, the ground
being previously well prepared by manuring
with rotted compost, a wheel is made of t vo.
inch plank, with handles to push like a wheelbarrow,and half-inch pegs inserted in the outside
Germans do not spare their plaudits. They of the wheel every two inches. “This, run along
have the Ublans who trampled down the Turthe ground, makes holes at regular distances,
cos, and the Bismarck
and into these holes boys set the onions
Cuirassiers who
rode
accuinto the jaws of death at Mars le Tour, but noths- rately, without trouble and with rapidity.
When
ing like these unearthly horsemen
the plants are taken from the hot-bed,
from the
saturate
plains of Russia. Let me notdo negative in- the soil well with water before. lifting.
In this
justice, however, to the rest of the cavalry.
way they have been set out in hot sunshine

After

Ww

Prints. .eovenendll @ 12
g—
TiOKINg «vsvevss Ov Go. 06 | Boston......1 50

pers, crickets, and other insects, ¥anging for
the most part in the pastures and woodlands.
They are fattened in October and November,

TURN
TTT A |

White....2} @.. 2

%

sea-board, and almost every farmer remote from.
the villages has his flock. Tt is not uncommon |
to find flocks of from one to two hundred birds,
the product of about a dozen hens,under the skill-

of

[28

Paris

at the increase thus far shown anunally in this
road is healihy and likely to continue, is demon8
} the report of the Treasurer of the 8
who shows that during the period of ten years pas!
an almost unbroken annual increase of railway
earnin,
has taken place throughout the State,
The a
ve returns ave from the Minnesota Division
only of the BURLINGTON, CEDAR
DS AND MINNESOTA RAILWAY, 200 miles in length. The Milwaukee Division, 110 miles in le
stretching toward
MII I aukee, will add a ery 1s
ly increasing busi.
n@ssé on its full completio
July next.
These bonds, in addition to betag a first mort,
upon the Milwaukee Division, whioh, a8 an
ependent Shlerprise, would render the bonds safe, are
secured also by a lien upon the Minnesota Division,
thereby rendering the securities now o
even
more desirable than those upon the Minnesota Division, by reason of their being a double security.
‘Che total
bonded indebtedness of the com
ny is:
On the Minnesota Division.........coeueuee. 85.40.60
On the Milwaukee Division. .........ccvuuun. 2,200 00

Early Onions.

half way around the square.
What an astonish.
ing pace!
If a horse should stumble,
the rider
would
never
mount
again. Toe
Cossacks
crouch low in the saddle, and shout like fiends;
while their long, glittering lances, stretching out
horizontally far beyond the horses, are terrifying even to friends and non-combatants.
The

But ocean steamers and railroads are now in
the late Dr. Payen had laboriously formed, pluce of miracles,~the former annihilate water;
the latter land. Millions of despondent
with the intention of writing a history of the
Eu.
ropeans have they strengthenedto * rise and
life and works of the celebrated author of the
walk.” They have borne them as on angel wings
:
*¢ Essais.”
Captain Graham of the British army has trans- | ten times faster anda hundred times further
lated u historical work bearing upon the history than they could move in former ages. In 1870
56,566,646 personsof foreign birth were
living
of India. It isthe * Muntakhab ul Tawarikh,
in the United States. Four if not five of these
by Abd ul Kadir of Badaun,” which is in three
millions had crossed the ocean by steam, and a
volumes.
arge proportion of them have reached the
West,
The London Athenmum says that Mr. Henry
—its free farms or cheap lands, by steam.
Blackburn has returned from the United States,
Nothing but steam could
have given them
having arranged for the exhibition of English
powerto ‘“ rise and walk.”
They were out of
water-colonext
rs winter in Boston and other
work ; steam carried them where no man stands
American cities,
all the day idle in labor markets. Those born
A French writer, it is said, proposes to photowhere an acre costs three years’ toil, steam has
graph despatches to Microscopic minutes
carried where it may be bought for the wages
, and
blow tiem through a pneumatic tube
of one diy.
: sunk unThose brought up to be content
der the water, as under the Dover Straits,
with meat twic
a week,
e
At
it has wafted where
the end of their journey the despatches
they eat it three times a day.
would
Those nirtured
be reproduced in their natural size, Bulky
de- where cottages are pulled
spatches would thus be transmitted. with fhe gers are possible paupers down because cottaso that laborers must
same facility and rapidity as the smallest,
walk an hour before und after work,
steam has
Mr. Disraeli and the Tory party under him conveyed where-workmen can live close
by their
seem to have unwittingly thrown the game of labor.
.
next general election
The main tide of American migratio
iwto the hands of Mr.
n, alike
Gladstone and thie Liberals, by foolishly raising of pative Americans and of foreigners,
has flow-

an issue which will unite the anti-Tories of all
sorts in a vehement craside. It was by a motion in .regard to the remission of $15,000,000
of taxes, The Tory demand was virtually
that

breeds of turkeys,
Itis raised in the greatest
perfection
in south-eastern
Connecticut and
Rhode Island, a region famous for its fine poultry. Turkeys do remarkably
well along the

struction

Ground,
pure .11 @g. 12
NO: hivsrasperedd @.s )
Zine,
ud in oil

DOMESTICS.
Sheetin,

sanssassensansrsnessvassess$1,145,000.00

en

saddles, loosened the reins a. little, and,~the
word is given.
Like a flash of lightning and
simultaneously the horses shoot off, and before

the

fancied to ¢ome to him on

Total for four MONthS. .....ovevrrinress $305,156.45

The earnings during the same period of
1573 amotnted to... ..ccnirrnrerrrrnaess $263,722.25
110,795.23
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the blessings he has

September they
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has the ordinary divisions found in all Continental armies,—~namely, hussars, dragoons, cuirassiers, ublans,.&e.,as well as some species
peculiar to itself. I pass over the former, and
only call attention to the horses. These sleek
and muscular beasts had evidently been selected as carefully as the men themselves.
For
each battalion they were all of one color, now

division.

in England and the United States,

quarrel beetwen a party of citi-

The impressibn is gaining ground that the
Hon. E. R. Hoar will be appointed Chief Justice

hs voted to rebuild the

Garibald?’s history of his * Campaign in Italy
during 1860, is to be published simultaneously

been

and

Colonel Beverley Kennon, an American officer
in the Egyptian army, has been decorated by the
Khedive with the order of Medijidieh, third
class, for ingenuity, activity and perseverance
displayed in the conception and construction of
|
a battery at Alexandria.
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Column of Vendome,
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of a certain
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MOLASSES,

Cone

The record of homicides, Thursday morning,
comprises a deliberate murder at Walden, Vt.,
a murder and robbery at South Oyster Bay,
Long Island, the killing of a man at Des Moines,
Iowa, and the execution of Lynch law on a
murderer at Salem, Indiana.

cavalry?

the

The Narragansett Turkey.

born, like Arabs,in the saddle. The horse is
a member of the fam#y, a brother, a companion
in every adventure.
The Russian Government
had, therefore, good material; but it has employed it well, and the proof is the superb horsemen
who to-day galloped along by Kaiser Wilhelm

As a school-master was employed the other
duy in Scotland in teaching ‘a sharp urchin to
cipher on the slate, the precoclous pupil put the
following question to his instructor: ** Where
diz a’ the figures gang till when they’re rubbed
out

The trial of Walworth was finished Wednesday, and the jury, after being out five hours, returned a verdict of guilty of murder in the second degree,
The punishment is state prisou for
life.
.

material for

flect, too, that Russians
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Henry Probasco is going to erect and give to
Cincinnati an art hall, filled with his collection
of gems, antiquities, pictures, boeks, etc.
He is
now absent in Europe perfecting his plans.

dwellers

with
all those contrivances
civilized countries, crush the
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structive as that in Kansas,
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trainers here seems to be to educate the horse;
to make him trustworthy, faithful, ambitious,

offer such
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may

steam-engine
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via the Pacific Railroad, wonder that the happy

a glossy skin, such kwan-like necks, such delicate
limbs? And~in What other countrydo they

is twelve

apart

horses?

along the Nveska so free, and fresh, and graceful? In what other country do they have such

average

the legitimate water rates.

The government will sell $5,500,000 of gold,
and buy $500,000 of bonds at New York in July.

4

added

explain

hopelessness, with

Well

The

ever offered, —have | yo ing® 1872, Minnesoks Lines.» .oe:s rsa ¢ os

inspiration of.the apostle’s ** Ris¢ and walk.”

Without presuming to answer my own question,
1 think I. may peint out that one secret with

spirit out of the

indus

by a heavy storm, but it was by no means so deA large number of Kickapoo Indians, who participated in the late raid into Texas, have come
over, asking to be sent to their reservation.

8,

fraudulently

per cent. amounting to $357,641.92,

Preble, Ohio, was also visited
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pled in
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rung in the ears of many who had long sat'crip- | Interest requivements
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Cedar Rapids and ‘Minnesota

seventh annually.

country can one see horses like those which dash

;

at $2,979,616.90.

riders.
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ers is reckoned

of the

and to dispense
which, in more

The estimated supply of milk for the city* of
Boston for the year ending March, 1872, was
8,763,285 gallons, the cost of which fo consum-

county, Kansas, ruining the crops, demolishing
houses and barns and killing a number of wom-

en and children.

Oberlin bas made Colfax a LL. D.

Mountain, and Donn Piatt is to write his life.

:
Neosho

at

manship

the peculiar charm

General Joe Hooker has engaged Walker to
paint a $25,000 picture of the battle of Lookout

the losses of American citizens amount to $11,
000,000, or, including
consequential
damages,

Wednesday

as Doctor of Divinity, Rev. Ransom Dunn of
Hillsdale College, Mich. Benj. E. Bates, Esq.,
of Boston received honorary A. M.; and Rev.
A. B. Meservey of New Hampton, Ph. D.

consul at Buffalo.

to the fisheries provisions of the treaty of Washington is issued.
The Texas frontier commission reports that

Kaiser Wilhelm was in St. Petersburg
review was
held in his honor.
The

corespondent of the Daily Times says:
The great attraction of the day was the
ry, and that far surpassed anything which
ever seen. The two elements of excellence
of course, the horses themselves and the

Paragraphs.

A son of Mrs. Hemans, the poet, is the British

effect
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When
a grand

Glass-making is likely to become a new
try in St. Louis,

all of which have pre-

viously to be weighed.

$48.596,235.
A tornado occurred
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stamps to

A proclamation of the President, giving

Joseph Poniatawski, the distinguished

operatic composer, is dead.

It is prophesied that lobsters are doomed to
extermination and that the present generation is
the last that shall taste their delicate flesh.

departments

1873.

credit, and six per cent. interest, On sales
made since last New Year's that company require no payment on the principal until the beginning of the fifth year, and then only one-

oath,

A young lady teacher in Ringgold
county,
Towa, rides to school on an oX every morning.

The law abolishing the franking privilege hav-

9,

————

888

In the New Hampshire house of representatives the bill to allow women to vote in school
district meetings was defeated,

JULY

—

road had sold along their line 498,988 acres
to no less than 4,525 ptirchasers,—~on ten years’

Hon. Asa Reddington of Léwistorf; and, honored

It 18 stated on high official authority that the
administration is entirely neutral in the contest
for the governorship of Massachusetts.

the official documents,

STAR,
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endin
1872, while
within & less
time gthe with
lengtRailBurlington
h of
and Missouri
River

At its recent Commencement, Bates College
conferred the honorary degree of L. L. D. upon

marrow, though he had been suffering for a year
from a paralytic stroke.

have detailed men especially to attach

MORNING
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&

A Cincinnati special says the immediate cause
of the death of Jesse R. Grant, the President's
father, was softening of the brain and spinal

eflect, the several
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De Seur, clerk to‘the paymaster at the Philadelphia navy-yard, has disappeared, and at least
$2,000 of funds are missing.
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New indictments agginst Woodhull
lin have been framed. ~~
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would not allow

the examination of witnesses under
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that the imperial government
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The, cotimittos ob the Seater ‘atutont ww
Canadian government
concerning the
Pacific
Railroad met at: Montreal, Wednesday, but no
business was done, on account of information
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